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I want to tell you how gratified we are that such distinguished 
company has been willing to come here to discuss what is after all a 

very small piece of science and a very small institution. As you will 

no doubt observe during the course of the next three days I think and 

most of us here at La Jolla think it 1 s a very important reelm of science 

and actually in some ways Oceanography forms a central focus for a great 

many scientific disciplines. But nevertheless quantitatively oceanography 

is a minute field and this is by the standards of modern llllmXXX academic 
minute 

and research institutmnns 4-e' a Xl'l!KXX institution. The purpose of this conference 

}s to try to gx:k assemble if we can and to solicit the best thinking that we 

know of to help us with the growing pains of the Scripps Institution. In 

some ways during the past few years the Institution may have £Otten too big 

for its britches, and we want to see whether this is true, whether we want to 

get any bigger, what direction we should go and how we can accomplish such 

desirable ends as we may reach here b~ull agreem.ent . We don't intend to 

ask you to pass on an-y resolutions. If anybody fePls that there ought to 

be a resolution, certainly w ill not obJect. But we will be auite satisfied 

if all of you state your ideas as freely and as frankly and in as hard-boiled 

a manner as you possibly can. We woula feel that we had f ailed at the purpose 

of this conference if people were polite . We want you all to be frank anJ. state 

what you really believe. We guarantee that our skins will be thick enough to 

take any unkind words. We plan tonight to talk a1:out th educational program 

of the Scripps Institution and about the history and growth of this Institution, 

and to discuss after the presentation of two ser1ti.-formal papers the educational 

problems of this campus of the U. of C. Tomorrow morning there will be three 

papers by three of our senior faculty members on the research program at 

Scripps Institution. We hope to devote some time of the balance of the 

morning to general statements of the problems which we believe we're f c,cing, 

ana perhaps to be5in on a discussion of some of thtse.problems, other than the 

educational problem. We hope to continue this discussion of what we believe 
tomorrow 

to be our problems/night. And on Tuesday to discuss what is our issue of the 
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Possible future of this cam.pus of the U of C within the Unive1sity and the role :kkact 

of oceanography in the development of the U.S. and in advancing the peo~les of the world . 

I will act as c~airman tonight and t ry if I can to guideand restrain the di scussion as 

f ar as possible to educational teaching problems . We are going to call on various of 

our distinguished visitors to act as chairman on successive meetings of the conference. 

I hope they will be at least as hard-boiled as I will try to be and keep the discussion 

JCJDllli:i:B focused on a few central issues at a time. We want to discuss all of the issues 

but it seems to me it may be easier if we try to talk about one thing at a time. r•a· like 

to call first upon Dr. Claude E. Z-0:Bell , 
, 

a professor. of marine microbiology on the faculty of the department of oceanography 

of the U of C., head of the division of marine microbiology at Scripps Institution. 

He will diBcuss the history and growth of the Scripps Institution. 
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Professor Revelle, distinguish~uests, colleagues and friends. This is 

indeed a great day in the history ofAScripps Institution of Oceanography. During 

the short time that I ~ occup~ tonight'kis my assignment to attempt to 

point out briefly some of the events leading up to this day when we have met 

to consider some of the problems of the future of the Institution. If we look 

back~~ ~~ere we have been, it is important therefore to look 

forward so we can se ·~ where we are going and it is my understanding that that 

is the purpose of this three-day conference . What is now known as the Scripps 

Institution of Oceanography had its beginning nearly 60 years ago in the 

pioneer efforts of Professor illiam E. Ritter of the Department of Zoology, 

University of California at Berkeley who sought an outlet to the sea, who hoped 

to have an opportunity to study the marine environment• and have an environment 

~taking students for studying the ocean and its inhabitants • .t:fE tux After 

a decade of a somewhat nomadic existence, during which ti~e Professor Ritter 

and his handful of students.A&J- LLf' summer quarters on various parts of the 

coast of California, Pacific Grove, San Pedro, Long Beach and elsewhere they 
I 

were finally offered a home by the City of San Diego at Coronado when in 1903 

the organization was incorporated as the Marine Biological Associatmon of 

San Diego supported primarily by the Chamber of Commerce and by certain public 

spirited citizens who contributed financially and otherwise to the support of 

the work. It was about this time• that E.W. Scripps and Ellen B. Scripps 

became interested in this~¢ work of Dr. Ritter and it was about this 

time that they started to contribute suestantially to the financial support of 

the work and otherwise to encourage the efforts of Dr. Ritter and Dr . Kofoid who 

by this time had joined him in these efforts. Up until this time, however, the 
a 

work had been conducted only~summer-time basis and with a temporary staff 

only such as could be borrowed from the Department of Zoologyf'u~~sity of 

California during the few summer weeks. fter spending two years in temporary 
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laboratory quarters at Coronado, the first real~~~~,~~ 
~o.1._ wa , constructed very· near here at the cost 011\$1,000.00 which in those . 

e 
days 1905 was adquate to build a rather substantial laboratory sufficient-to house 

two resident biologisi:Bto take care of a dozen students during the summer and 
j 

others who were working at the Institution at that time when the building was 

constructed here on the present site of the part in La Joll~ The work~ A(JI04.,; 

conducted~~arterst:W~rine Biological ~•al7biztion until 1910 where 

t~e first building on the present campe.s, The George WS!~emorial Laboratory 

was dedicated and the work was moved out tare in 1910 to the present 177 acre 

campus which we still have in its entirety. Two years later, 1912, the organization 

returned to the ~ of the University of California as was the intent of the _ 

and the organizationwas ~ incorporateli-t- as the Scripps Institution for Biological 

Research of the University of California. At that time there was a total of six 
f,<)-f>-<I 

people connected w~th the organization. 't~ years lat er there ~dedicated 

the present library museum building which was also used for administrative offices 
~~ ~ ~ 

and it 1ra. aJ.g :m:eM availablekthe presmt concretE?(\reinforced 1000 foot pier 

which serves as a very important part of the work of the institution, has served \J.4.1 

well for ma.king many types of observations,4-'many types of collections since that 

time. The next impollJtant development in the growth of the Institution~ 

in 1925 when due to the change in the emphasis of the work ~J; emphasis that 

was placed more and more upon oceanic phenomena and the oceanic environment in 

general, the name of the organization was changed to the Scripps Institution of 

Oceanography of the University of California which name has persisted until the 

present time. Although it is my personal hope that before the terminatiorj>f this 

conference someone will make the r ecommendation that it be changed once again, 

possibly this time to the Institute of Oceanology, as being more appropriate. 

And then when I and certain others of my college are called up8n to speak 

--- and 'we are introduced as coming from the Scripps -----
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Institution, we will not have to explain whether we are staff members or inmates. 
~ \-\-\---t!... \~J..(.. t j..,, 

~e recaJJ1the third ~ building was made available in 1931 and twenty years 

tater the ThomasvJ~~~auglfb. Aquariam Museum building will eeeom~de available 

and dedicated to its intended purpose tomorrow at the program. · During this sixty 

year period other aspects of the Institution have developed ()... ~~ t.A.. The libr ary 

has increased from a few ragged volumes borrowed from the zoology department 

to a fine library consisting of approximately 50,000 bound volumes and more than 

twice this number of charts,~ maps, reprint s and other collected works~ So we do 

have one of the finest and most specialized oceanographic or oceanological 

librar ies in the world at the present time. Although it is still quite inadeauate 

for its intended purpose, nevertheless it is probably one of the biggest and one of 

the best. Only recently have we obtained the services of a trained librarian 

to take care of this fltne collection of literature who is now assisted by two 

as sistants. Prior to this time it had for the most part only clerks, stenographers, 
important 

and other people taking charge of this/aspect of the work at the Institution. 

Another important development that has made possible the growtti of the Institution 
~"~,;~::, 

and has made pijssible tG eont1ibcrt,.e to the science of the sea has been the matter of 

the ships (ff...v,. fI'l>--t;.;.. } Laboratories or our means of collecting data of various kinds 

from the oceans of the world. During the early period of the Institution we depended 

primarily uponck.~ owboats and other small craft$ for offshoDe collections of various 
t ~ 

kinds. During the period from 1901 to 1002 we had the ship, the ~oleo~~ a small 

gasoline powered boat which made it possible to collect samples from considerable 

distance off shore. During the period from 1904 to 1906, we had a 19 ton schooner 

The ~ ~ o.. , which made many important collections immediately off our shores here. 

And then for ten years , from 1907 to 1917, we had the Alexander Agasy, a 40 ton 

ship of 76 feet, 'Which has made history in lllllllY w~ys for one data and 

various types of equipment and various types of sa.~ples which were collected by the 

Alexander Agasy. From the beginning of the first world war until 1925 the Institution 
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had no ship but depended primarily upon bbtaining crafts of 

from the fis~ing industry, from the Navy~ Coast Guard, 

various kinds 
/ 

M~ we made use 

. ..u.AAA. 
of the personal Scripps yacht and other ve ~sels of this type were maee for 

Oceanographic collections. In 1925 we obtained the ship , the Scripps , which is 

not the E.W. SCRIPPS ~hat we tave at the present time, because the Scripps, a 04 
~ \; \, ,r ,..,._)' 

foot ship of 22 tons aa:i:lt, in 1936 t!lA'tr- served us well collecting data at 

Stations 1,2, and 3 and collecting biological data from various stations 

for'this ten year period . In 1936 we obtained the type schooner 
\, 

the E.W. SCRIPPS , which many of you saw today and visited, 104 foot vessel of 

109 tons. We still have it and it is supplemented by three other ships which 
materially 

has made it possible for us to expand our work/in many ways . The present fleet 

consists of, in'r-ddition to the E.W. SCRIPPS, the Paolina-T, an 80 foot vessel 
~I-' ~ /' 

of 110 tons, the K:Paft, ~136 vessel of 320 tons , and the Horizon, a 143 foot 

ves sel of 6~0 ~s~ and as Roger has already indicated we are negotiating 

for ~et a~~~ vessel in order to make it possible to expand the work more and 

more toward the sea, which many of us bel ieve is the direction that the future ~ 

of the Institution should t ake. A word aboUt our relations with the University 
,-. 

of California. ~ ~ ~ indicated it sta· ted a s a 
I 

Departjent and later became a~ organization so thet 
administ.rative 

part of the Zoology} 
~~ 

there were 7 years 

when there was no direct/contact , although there was a loose academic arrangement 

with the University of California until 1912 when it became officially a part of 

the University of California. Ind since that time the University has contributed 

substantially to the financial support of the work of the in~titution. Since that 

time there has been arrangements whereby stu~ents, graduate students, could come 
. ~ . 

( 

here and do a0vanced work, leading to the Masters or P~.D degrees, or :'.!lB.!ly &~P&BgeaeH~& 

ca 0 es arr&ngements whereby special studentµ from the departments of chemistry, 
r 

biol~gy, physics or other department s could come here on a part-time ba::is 

to s:r;ecialize in some of the marine sciences . At first our academic and administrative 
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as 
relationships were exclusively with the part of the University at Berkeley, but/U . C. L. A. 

grew and developed into a fine part of the University our affiliatiohs he.ve gradually ~ 
transferred to this branch of the University until at the present ti.11e academically 

most of our relations are with the branch of the University &.t L-os Angeles. Administratively 

this is largely true although we still have a close tie-in with certain administrative , 
. . ~ O.~~ 

aspect :3 of the work ✓at Berke:ey for reasons w~ should be quite obvious . Dr . ·1~ J 

,,. the relationship of , 
will nrobably have more to say about/our academic p~gram with ~t of the University 

of Ca~iforn~a . Our present staff, though~ge d~ , from the point of view of 

those who handle the :r,a:;i;,ele payroll, nevertheless seems to be woefully inad4uate in face 

of the tremendous task that confronts us, namelw the study of the sea in all its aspects . 

Actually we hage only, 14 academic staff members, although we may have between 230 and 21~0 

employees and we :may have between 60 and 70 graduate students , we have only 14 academic 
~ )y#-oJr .. ' 

staff members) Three of ~e are :i:R. the marine physical laboratory . So it'f=;eems that we 

are understaffed from the point of view of academic staff. We have with us only four 20 

year men ., Dr . r?,1e ~ , who is with us tonight joined th~ staff as a physicist in 1908 
. ~~o .... ~ ""' 

and has been more or less continuously with the s,:t;eff since that time . Professor Fox 

came in 1931 as did the speaker and Dr •. F.evelle came to us as a graduate student in 1931 

where he took his degree and has been an instrudtor at the institution since 1936 . 

In addition to these four 20 year men, we have two ten year men and most of the other 

staff members have joined~the1nstitu~ion mor~ or less during the less decade . It is 
~ 

something to he considered in t&e future that four of our senior staff members can be 

expected to retire withi~ the next decade or so~ a matter of considerable importance it 

seems to me in planning for the future of this organization . In view of the tremendous 

problem that confronts an Institute of Oceanography it seems to me that we are dreadfully 

understaffed in all respects , particularly when you stop to consider the vast expanse of 

the problem that confronts us . I made a few calc~lations and came up with a figure that 

we have something like two- hundredths of 1 % of the world ' s scientists and teachers 
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beyond the high school level who are devoting their time to the study of the other 

2/3 of the earth, meaning that the ocean;coverd about 70% of the surface of the 

earth. ~ ~ ......., tl,well-being of man in ever so many ways. 
~~ ~ 

It strikes me a s being somewhat ::m that until rec\ently we~ known far more 

about the topography of the moon than we had known a:ae~t regarding the topography 

of the bottom of the ocean. It stri kes me as being somewhat ~o.€~hat we 
far ,i 

knew/more about the movement of the heavenly bodies than we know about: the movement s 

of the oceans of the world. These are problems which recuire much more attention 

but before tjl.ey can receive attention, it is necessary to have staff tij work on the 

problems or even to formulate the problems . Before we can have a staff it is 

necessary to teach students, specialist~ who ca.i:i cecome qualified to work on the 

problems, before we can eve~ get started and this i s one of the important functions 

of this organization and other similar organizations which are devoted to the study 
~c.-1,v,,J. 

of the ocean and its relation1to man. It is necessary to devote much more 

attention, it seems to me, to a study of ~!~theoretical and fundamental 
science 

aspects of the st.lia:y of the sea. If I could have taken time to point out that 
great 

much of out/increase in forwarding this institution ha 3 occurred during the 

last ten years due to contract research work of various kinds, we could emphasize 

that many of the pro@lems on which we have been working are problems which are 
0-S\.,,Q cl O'"~\ C\ 

supposed to have certain practical applications. 'While it is true that we ~ d' 

certain theoretical and fundamental work it seems to me we should be doing far more 

theoretical /3-!ld fundamental work than we are doing at the present time rather than 

putting as much emphasis as we are advised to do in the interest of the financial 

support for the work, emphasis t~ applied on utilitarian aspects 

of oceanographic research. Personally in my own little sphere of marine micro-

biology I often ~ CK> ~ ll..-o c... flea climbing the leg of an 

elephant, with it,P~ ,.,_intent. 'When I think of the tremendous import of micro-
. , 0 

organisms in influencing the economy of the sea a s compared with the ~ efforts 
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of one man together with a few students can make in such a tremendously large 

undertaking. And I am sureJny colleagues who are undertaking their specialities 

must have a similar feeling of futility at times in the face of the tremendous 

greatness of the problem that confronts us. ()A t-,.°"'~vrndicated already the first 

director of this institution was Dr. William E.~, who was responsible 
reconnisance 

primarily for ~he exploratory Peeeimasaiaee which delineated many of the problems of 

oceanographic research . He was responsible for the-&¼Pst organization of the first 

seaside .laboratory of the University and it was his attitude primc..rily that this 

laboratory vhould provide for the subsidization of capable men and individuals so 

that they could make the types of investigations that interested them most. He was 
v.J~lw..A 

succeeded in 1924 by Thomas Wi;iQJ&~ Vaugl:fi1 who came here emphasizing primarily the 

international aspects of oceanographic research. Also he emphasized the inter-
which 

relationships of the various ~~ that go to make up oceanography. And as ( 

a result of his efforts Dr. Vaugl:ih had instigated during his administration ~ L.;. 

in the field of biochemistry and ~t,J,..rt.....:...., m physiology, geology , chemistry, 

micro-biology, he provided for increased emphasis upon marine invertebrates. Dr. 

Vaughn was succeeded in 1936 by Harold\\ .'-:. ~\° • At this time the Institution 

had a total of 38 employees , including all categories, from clerks, janitors, up to 

the director . The emphasis of Dr. '1,~~~ was upon physical oceanography. Also 

he put much more emphasis than had been given in the past upon the teaching program 

as well as certain aspects of the research program. During his administration there 

was much more work at sea . It wa s also during his administration that we embarked 

upon our present program of contract research ., during which time we had contracts 

with such organizations as the \-<--JLc.- Company, certain power and light companies, 

the American Petrolemninstitute, the Bureau of Ships, and more recently other 
co,,J... 

governmental agencies . During the present administration , that of~ Eck~rt and 

Professor Revelle, i~ the emphasis it seems to me has been primarily upon attempts 

to create a climate for research and advanced study. An atmosphere in which 

research men can have fun doing the things they want to do provided tt has to do with 
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accumulating infonnation retarding the oceans of the world. ~e ,pie present 

administration has put much emphasis upon teaching on a higher level. It has been 

said many times at some of our staff meetings that the Pacific is our "oyster", -if I may use~ t-ae quotation, to indicate that the work of our institution should 

expand beyond our pier and beyond the cruising r ange of the E.V. SCRIPPS, 

~ the entire Pacific Ocean, perhaps even also the Gulf of Mexico 

and other bodies of water. The present administration, in complete cooperation 
~ ;..,.C\ ... ~. 

with the taff members, has emphasized and indieat~ research programs for 

the sea, its aaB inh~bitants, its constituent s , its 

~UJ'>Nl,.Jj:.,'11\,.,·, .s and particularly its r elation to man. Up until this point 

I believe the Institution has had a healthy and normal growth. It would take 
~ .:i:..l..A- I ~o-1~ 

far too much time to attempt to point out what has been acco>r plished. /\ 9E_e thing 

for us to consider here rather than looking back is rather to look ahead. Where 

do we -go from here? Maybe you can help us to decide. I thank you. 

i one :thing 

thil}g • 

.JI 

one .little thing, bu), was · tens,i-y 

And when we think of that and wten .,,, '-""' 

I 1ve been told that my primary job is to get through iJith this in time ,._, ::t..l. e:.,..,l... 
(~ .. -<,~ <>i -'-1<~ c 0-AA-- °l(' <t' ...,,v., o-"-t "~ ~~ . • 

There are a number of a spects that I am going to men ion 
' fyl.,~ ~ »-'-

education c.J_,, 6'"\... ~~") ~ ()it Scripps Institution 4te- consider (.q j-i..J-1...W\ ~ -v-.t.>..-\ 

.,_ o--U-~ educational program is quite outside of our curricular relations, 

or our relations with our students. To a certain extent it is our educational 

to educate the general public. 

on the desirability 

and the national defen~) 0\,.,, 

c.• • cl 

o ~ . .O,.M..e, ()+ er e search 

"ndustry 

to advance in oceanographic research in that field, and in other very obvious 

directions. But this is not the aspect of the subject which you expect me to talk 
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about and it's not the one which I shall talk about. 

has many ways in which it 

Our educational program 

Our policies and our decisions shall ir{-f ceanography a s 

teaching will concern a field. 

such things for instance as our attitude toward unity or coherence of Oceanography &s 

a field. The question of whether or not this is ol merely a loose as -:- ociation of 
I' I I ,;.. -t .i 

conventional sciences ~ or whether it is a field of sci~nce 
" {\) 

some ~ distinctive contribution to make .to knowledge. f .~ _t.,,t.,,J , 
This • (~ .. AJ ~ )M and some other s like it / ,,,_, •./ . stuay -<land publications 

~ in fact 
educational training of oceanographfA.s which ·was ~ and published by three 

to many of the rest of you 
of you who are here, and which is probably known/also., This study, momentarily 

. JI . 
at least, disposed of that particu~areeea-:eegFa:~ay ~ / ~ ~ ~ oceanography , 

~ointing out that oceanography does have~vfeatures~ -~~~ 
111 \J.l conventional sciences which in many other ways corltribute to it. . , ~ 
v I . r;}._,.,l.,,L . . (I../ J~.,,;,... ip-/ J oµ., , ' ~~ t ~ ~ ~ 

~/\ t ~ 
problems or aspect s of our educational program ~ 

of course 
field fh~are/unique problem~ , problems which are unique 

more or less to the Scripps Institution and we shal~ try to investigate some of these. 

~ l-~~ · ()-f ~ S ~j · we-~~ to give you a little more of the 

history of our student body and its source and general character ~ 
Until about five years ago student work at the Scripps Institution was largely 

still~is to a certain extent. ~ incidental to the ~~ research program and 
" l /..A) 

I 
'I 0 

4 1 k""-' ~ 
p~~ 

like 

that time the student body of this institution has expandef something 

per cent. ~- 1.,_' 1t,.,. L r~ oj , J J ft.{.. ~ 'Whether that I s an advantage 
b'\-t. (' • l ('A ,o, 

Since 

or anything to be proud of I'm not sure. In the fall of 1949 and 1950 our student 

body numbered 54. In the following spring , just a year ago, 48, La.st fall, 

beginning the pressnt school term, 1950-195+, it reached its highest peak of registered 
)( ,<.,I I 

students of 62 • At the moment ~ e 50. It is interesting to find out 

,that our present student body of an even 50, 10 
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of these 
~ 

are in~ department s~than the department of Oceanography. We are as 

I'm sure 
~ 

you understand a graduate departn.ent within the ,;outhern ection of the 
· · '/, ~e-..1 

University. There are also two other fa s incide t a §:.s 1 /(I t~!,e....~,~ ;.J . ~.,.i ~~- ~,._,_._d .0-t ~&-; - I,(' ~-- ~J {l.t \ ~ ~ llv-.,;v. \ ~ ~ "-+,... ~~ 

/.VV''' Scripps Institution is not onlyJa graduate department of instruction, it's also 
fl' • ·(·f'f! ,. -

6./ f\J.A..t- LJ ,.t.-ti.,<> v_..~ and it's also a campus of the University of California. 

~ <Y'--u-,.. - \,-, >- n A,. ..ktudent body we have 21 $ ~ ~ ~? ct.,--v ~·a! - \ '"'\~ ~......, .. - J !J.n1rl-7 ,{_.1.,~ 

a.,;; p.,,. iv..; potential candidates for the PhD, that is to say they are in various stages 

on the'course to reach the PhD., having at least signified their intention 

We have among these, 6, ~heoretically ~ candla-tes, that is to say students 

who have finished their qualifying examinations and have become in the 7~chnical sense 
0--1..5:~ t,o 

of the word canditjates for the degree. We have also a group who sh~ be included 

among these r eal candi dates although they are ~ in thi s sense .They >ave 
l-. 

reached this staiJ(..and" have gone on to. various things before they have ggRe completed 
~ (' -+f• I r ' J i':.:'. 

their final examinations and ~--·{.X.,L~•.A. Of these there are seven ~ ~ - .<I_ I --e. 

fa ~ ( 1/ ~ gra~ate students although they are nov engaged in 

oceanographic work either on our own st aff here at Scripps or some atb.e.z, i ~ 
-~ \(}-<.i- ~ Vy\ ' t ~ 
and in such other places as Texas A. &M College~ c...t_v. .iS~ Institute , and 

~q tJ 
the University of British Columbia. It mayl\interest .J\YOU to note that out of these 

6,.)-. 
thirteen real candidates for the PhD, 9 of them are probably described within the 

field of Fhysics and Oceanography. That gives you some i dea perhaps of the emphasi s 

between different fields. Something about t he source of our student body will 

~ 
be interesting I'm sure. Since 1946 when our p~ was expanded and reorganized 

. ' ;)J_ ~ 
here and when teaching and educational work at Scripps beally begaI_1 ~ .. 

-.c;;;;,,, sense. SSince 1946 we have had 9 students from the Navy a ssigned here a s 
~ 

Navy officers. We had 6 from t he Coast Guard , we~had 8 from the Air Forces . 

We ha,!~ L-J__~~ ~ ~~~foreign students Cf~ 
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1 Argentina, :V...C.L,_1.ti,_} cJ_,. Naval Officers assigned~ompetitive 

examinations for their entrance in the Navy. We had 3 foreigh students from China, 
_,_,__ I ' 
~•-~a,&- ...,.., 

4 from Canada, 2 from Egypt , \ ~ from Peru, Ireland, and South Africa . tonsidering 

the small student body I think this is quite a ~~ 
foreign students. ~ ~vV",) 

¼ have 
a group who technically speaking ape not 

~ il.t. ... j_,~ 
• ~ CA d....ccl 

beefaduate students but have been ~ 

foreign 

~ +'~ students here~ 1 having come as visit~ for_; longer /. 

than really ~visits , some of them having settled down as even &&- "'.~nvestigators 1 

som~ of them~~ J.s;;W: raduate degrees, some of them have found here 

\M..Q.. 

Q 

for various feasons for speci~l training. We have ~~~. in many cases to 
~ J\- -4 here to learn 

attend our classes and to furlher learn & were sent /about Oceanography, 
~ ~e..u.... "r••; 

them. Among these B=&l:tdQ;c,i;.s -w.e.:i::a representatives from Portugal, Holland, O,J,,....J -\l..... 

from Denmark, and from Norway • 

./i. ./ 1/,r (/I~ 

our instructional work is entirely on the graduate level . 

~ ~ - ~ 
students ~ ~~~ 

educational or instructional program. such 

as ours. One of thece ~<l. ~ .the training of technicians. This I think you 
~ cl 

will agree with me pas a major aim :i.f not J ,-....t...- ~\..,.,;_o. )Certainly not at the 

graduate level of instruction. We fave this problem only in a minor sense perhaps . 

d...u ..Q..¥,r.~ \..,~ "'-""~""'"v.• ~ 
(\~ 

~s-lves , vJ ....Q. ~ t ... c..t , ,... as a part of our 
~~ '- ,::, 

1-\'V" 
C-'-"' .,.._ -Q ~ ()., • ... .-<.A _.. .,t -

~ courses . W'e do not consi er that our primary functi9n is to train 
,/ --1, 

workers in the field of oceanography at this level. (;(_.l<l,(..,.L-t' is what has been 

called~pprpiiately I think, oceanographic engineering . This means of course 

something I ery different from mere civil engineering and the construction of piers 

and other agencies which will stand up against the ~) of the waves. 
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Oceanographic engineering in this sense is a broader term and means really 

the applying of oceanographic knowleoge to practical purposes , includes even 

biological fields of activity. Next t here is training for careers in r esearch 
J 

at the highest level . To these~we ought to perhaps add another , a temporary one 

no doubt, emergency ~ ourses , which 
may 

have been offered here at Scripps Institution 

during the last war and which we/have to ✓ face again . It' s a real problem and so 
,11' ~~ }.. 

shall 0Jl,1) ~v-----""""......i1 ~ esponsibility dictates. we 1946 . 
~ 

as I in~icated a moment ago , the whole cplHl'ee' here at Scripps Institutions was 

reorganized and expanded. At that time ~ ~ ~ ~ o.J .W-(J...J I feel sure 

the first really coherent curriculum of oceanographic training. This was planned 

0 _AL/\ ./11 1-.Lu l .' . i .\\. ' r *,.R,1 • ~,, , · .. :J_.,_ . ____ f- ·-\ ~ ~ ~v~ and it emphasized the Masters Degree, 

the ~ for the Master ' s Degree was considerably strengthened and 

this was done in an effort to fill what were very obvious vacancies in openings for 

oceanographic workers at that time . These vacancies to a considerable edent still 
-,-.-,,>J.-

exist. It ~ay be interesting to notice what happened as a re ult of this . We7'teed 

grant ed here a the Scripps Institution s~nce 1946 some 4 Ma~ter I s Degrees . 1 , -' ~ , , . 
.J- J. "' .>J ..,.. ,._ . .(; q ,) > I . _. , f 1 , , 0 - ~ .., .,, • 

Prior to 1941 there were 5 Master ' s Degrees granted here in the field of Oceanography 

and the figures I am going to give you now apply to degr~ated in the field 

of Oceanography. BetePe Between 1941 and 1946 two were g.:ran:fSQ , 1948 14 

, 1950 there were 8, and the pre s:ent year up to the prese nt time, 9 ~.(..,Jr 
before the end of the current yeer . I~ J. ~ Iv\. it ought to interesting to 

note what has happened \\...,rt .,.......t,.J in th._e way of Doctor Is degrees here . BeteP Prior to 

\i ' 1941 I have found evidence at least~ 8 degrees designated in the field of 

Oceanography. I am not sure that this is complete. I couldn't be quite certain of it. 

From 1941 to 1946, 2 degrees in~ f;i,«3:n o£- Oceanography were awarded and since 1946 

there have been 6, a total of 16. All of these and Master' s Degrees , if I may go back 

to that just to see what has happened to these Ma.ster I s Degrees that have been 

granted in this expanded curriculum since 1946. Thirt een of these have returned to 
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the Armed Services from which they came to us. Four have returned to the foreign countries 
. ~ 

from which they came , 3 of these are continuing graduate work, as at the moment 

regular registered graduate students , 10 of them have become inactive in student 
-t--1 ~ 

capacities and h!!tT'e" o-l. ~ ull time in the Scripps ' Research program. Another 

10 fi£tYe ~ are now similarly employed in full time oceanographic 
,.,.J ~~~ J. ... 

pesitions elsewherz. So that out of th~ • ~ 42 , as time :i:;eeliee1.:e-e3, 10 of these have 

been available for oceanographic positions at other institutions than our own . Thi~ does 

not come up to the expectations of this degree as a source of oceanographic-' worker -=- to the 

extent which was originally envisaged . Our pres,3nt plan is to dee;1phasize the Master's 

Degree and to concentrste more particularly upon the PhD . This comes into our picture 
' ~~~ ~ . 

in our admissions policy . We are a-;J.~ nowl\ genetally to/accept candidates for admission 

who say that their intention t.e is merely to work their Master ' s Degree and go no further . 

We feel that we should take only those whose ambition at least , and such evidence a s we 

can get of their ability , M go further than this . 

cannot concentrate exclusively upon the PhD . nor do we intend to do so . The Master's 

Degree will always be a degree which will be granted to many students on the way to 
~~.f ~~ 

their PhD 's.~ we feel is entirely acceptable and proper . Furthermore~ of oµr 1 
~O-l ~ 0.,., ~(f',,I,...... 

stuients ane sent to us , particularly those from the armed services, for a long enough time 

to become candidates for the Doctor ' s degree . In many of these cases they have b~en 

able to obtain Master ' s Degrees and we have no intention of interrupting this practice. 

However our present feeling and policy is to try to concentrate upon the highest leve~ 
a8 being 

~ the PhD. dagree . ~ o-o ~ research institution, as we conceive ourselves te-ae 

primarily we feel that we are particularly fitted to carry on r'' ~ work on a plan which 

may be described as an apprenticeship plan . That is to say we are now carrying on a 
indeed O',.ct:v.~ 

rather extensive research program. Most of our graduate students/are ~J elployed 

in that program. Others who are not ~ctually employed get an opportunity ne~ertheless 
..Q..L. cc 

to participate in it &s- i-t uae ,..__.,. Wais makes them do a considerable .J,_ f 
~ ., ~ 

t in the field of general research and this is as y~ c~ s-ee a strong point in 

out educational program. and policy which we intend to continue and to strengthBu. 
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'A~ L~il~ ~ J'(Y'- C>-M. rJ. ~ V,.1-1-. ~ J~ ro...L ~'U. J._.....L ~- ~~~~-...n..,,.;r'-Al~Ot.; 

~ ~o....v--A.... cv-:d t~ o.l- '" , a.1 ~ .. ....-.. ,., 
f\-oi>-, vD fai1ly adequate o..>U o-A-0 at least. In trying to offer our graduate work aa on 

sort of apprenticeship basis , we are fortunat e in the r equirements which the 

University of California lays down fo r the Doctor's degree. They are sufficiently 
~ 

broad to JVV--. ~ """" cL. this. The University fies not stipulate<i its 

requirement s for the PhD in terms of cour3es and course credit s , fortunately. 

I know of one instituti~ very ma.terial:J.w handicapped in offering t .he Doctor's 

Degree in oceanography because of what seems to me an inequitus requirement of 

96 hours of course credit for the PhD degree. 
j~ ~ ... 

'Faopof eFe it rnaken~t necessary 

up a curriculum with a lot of courses and see that stud-nts t ake trem. 

We do not feel that we are inadequate here to do a good job of oceanographic 
and 

engineering. Our staff is by inclination/background and training not to any 

large e~ent either interested or capable of this. We shall prob·,bly never try 

on a large scale to develop the practical applications of oc0anography other than 

as becoming more or less incidentally on the kind of graduate 
program 
/ I've just described. 

must do 
We know of course that w~some of this, none of these things 

can be categorically divided into divisions, ~ ~ , partic~la;l,y~towa:.~d i1 

...... 
our students from the armed services makes it nece3sary to offer practical 

oceanographic work and to lay considerable stress up§n certain types of applications 

to be sure . We feel that we are not doing the ,best j ob, the kind of job that we 

should towards our students from the armed services . We do believe that we can serve 
~ 

them best by offering -w.- even such students ~ ..... 

by offering eKen to them an insight into what research in this field really involves, 

and to inspire them enough with t ne a i vantages ~ ~Q A.,1,. research in this field 

as well as in other~ fields of science so that they may go back to their stations , 

~ver they may be with an appreciation at least of the values of fundamental 

science even to those activities which are largely applied . 

,L > 
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service students more opportunities for ~o... ~ ~work. 

strong feeling that we should hold and strengthen as much as we can our current 

relations with foreiglm students . We are rather proud of our record , we think 

C, 

it is rather ~ r,..e.. foreign students and that aur institution is well adapted to 

handling students from foreigh countries and I hope that if we can expand in any 

direction , we ~ v,;~ txpand much, ~ ~ present si~e of our 
yU\.u ' 

student body, we can do our expanding such as it is in that direction . There are a 

number of ways in which our work involves of course our relation to the general 

University program • .l w<-"relations 
. 

to the• ~ ~ .l, ~ ~ ~t of the Univer sity. ~ YV\- °"'"'I ,... o-,...., ~ .(VY\ ~ 

experience we mQS~ have much less contact with the northern division than he 

has I don ' t think we have enough direct contact with the northern 

division . 0-As,, part of the southern section we are occa .ionally embarrassed 

and limited by the lack of direct communication w~th the northern section . This 

I realize is complet'ely an administrative problem to settle between the graduate 

division of the two sections but we feel the pinch often times because we do 

get students here from the northern section and the difficulties of transfer 

and so on are real with us ,as certaij'ithey must be in some other departments too . 
~ I know 

We are a little bit hazy\ in our own minds~/I am somewhat, as to what our responsibilities 

are or should be toward,the general University educational program . 

perhaps quite properly as an institution which 

is engaged almost exclusively in professional training . If that ' s the case ~he 

our responsibility is to the field of oceanography primarily, to the field of 

general education to a much less extent . '::$~ i ~ .... this is a result of our 

isolation down here . _. Mr isolatt~nand separataonfrom the rest of th~ \~~ 
.. 1r-cv 

campus has within it elements which strengthen our program and tho~Q !H'e elements 

which weaken it, obvious~ weakenings of course because of the inability of our 
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s~u.ent tot ~" nta. of oth 't.,.p of • ork wi. h Univ .. it . . of th 

t.o. t 0 t b'\ 1.0U our .!.t ck o"" ry o por v ity -f'o · 

ny t" .. ini g n .le h rtl, t. Ul' le. wlicb ur 

d I'm th otl' 
~ 

g ov r , ' ure J ~ in r tat too , rticul-~1 ~ 

i· to "'e t, ~ l n e in·tion . cnn of'f r n,. h .lp to th ~le e 

f Y, !'ind tih-t . too It wo~lu 'hs an t,. V nt e in 0 e h 

1·tu11i y to Uwe of the f' ci1itie of Ce!"t :tn ,) , ... 

i h 0 st.u~en~ coul roflt 
. 

O!! the ot.her .and i ' 0, . on 

:v u..: ce n ~.Oun i' uU en 'Y .:o 11 h£..rt: , ].t neb u to kee ur h--u e 

p;::·ct,t· ouch·. we 11 to eep it) an J.J ··an Knu ~e !:er" V r.y co . rativ _n 

1. n •~ re.k toe any o th 

.:.ty rul n g t hi 
. ~ 

,1· u ·l ; _ try to ee 

ou, of troubl too. 
~~ J.~ 

.i w \Te :.. · • , , ·e en i• Lo }n ele 

of .rt in ;..h .ner ·o 0 ..,01, • 

n . P/ e .r a •c h 

cat.pu: a ... ur-1 y ou · e in ra hy. ni ·th.:.n o 010 

d env at t.he.t ~ e . No· t i cou fl l boin'! r O" ni 
'- ' 

bi.; <:..very o":-her ye r on th Los ig l s C ,p C l 

'.:'I t,h ber of th ..:>:ripp s ·,1 tut 4 on • Thi., will -0 o .et.1 'ln, 

to ~~ ~ lfWv r~ .n ibil • t,_ I 'h'nk 

~~ fi , - w don ' t rega, tb recru ·t~ . . 
'W, } .• ve a 

. 
J.·e ... 0 out of our ;f to rec ·t . 'le ~h· • e 111 t 1 ., 

' 

' 

for th m. 

nt , t:· th 

ur 1 0 

'!.ion ... ..:ith !:.her rt e:nt of hy . 

As I i. befor oout or p.,..e, nt ,tu ent bo y re st 

.:.o:>lo .7 na .:.c.,..o-b.l 

e . Ou ru_ he ent s.1 
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not very much different from our problems toward others excepting i n content. 

They get their degrees under the auspices .of the ~~~epartments on the 

Los Angeles campus. We serve either individually or collectively as agents of those 

departments and handl~ ~a..~ .. .., to a large extent here. We maintain in 
own 

our/offices an informal substation of the registrar's office at Los Angeles 
, • t those in the 

and try to ~ N. U'cl...~ all students other tha.n/ department of Oceanography 

but others too. Most of our students , I believe I mentioned this before but I want to 

me~t ion it again, most of our students are actually employed in our research program. 

We are able , fortunately we feel, to offer these opportunities as student aid . 

Ou~ department is fairly well supplied with research assistantships but we can also 

work in 

general 

technicians and other types of workers 

policy is towards making ~semes~er 

on our research program. Our 

students ineligible for such 
w~ 

appointments although in some cases we wi** ~ that rule too. We feel that our 

first semester course is one which requires the student almost the whole time of the 

student I s attention to orient himself within the field of oceanography. ':i4 1) a.cl 

students upon our own research program, introduces 

a ~!'&~*em question which perhaps 
v- 4;"1--• .;;:) ' <1 , , • ' .() IQ. ,tAJ ,, j 

~ ¥' d\monstr3.te our ~ for what it may look like.~ ...i.A-_, o.,..University 

rule which prevent s the student from getting any academic credit for work which 

they do by way of employment. This is embarrassing to us. I don't know eJS:actly 

what we shall be able to do about it but I will confess to you that we've probably 

overstepped that rule to a certain extent but I don't think there's anything we can do 

about it. ~~--L.o-tl1 -- o~· \ 
~ .;..,_ ~ I -\J_; 't\.6 o-L..c-J-

Vf\>A, taM\ ~l) t... ~f.. u.,&-~ ') ~a 

( ~ t O ~~ 

\ ,l 

i).J_ (! t.l,,, ..... ) 

Our students of course come to us with1 V:.. ~ e--ct't: ~ ~o ~ck'ground whatever in 
1 ,:,._ I~ 

Oceanography as a sepa ·ate field . They'~ come to us as :n&t4¼"1'€ students in one of the 
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sciences or in engineering or in mathematic :; which our general re1uirement is. 

Because of the fact that undergraduate courses are offered almost no place, in only 

a very few places now, c..o.,,..... ~ ~ ~ t~dents get any direct contact with the 
there'tore 

content of oceanography. We have/to depend upon our own first semester for such 

orientation. Our first semester consist s indeed of a set of f our introductory 

courses, the intent of which is to ~~ the beginning student with ,a general 
._.,..ke,...J.._ C \ t, ~ 

view of the whole field of oceanogr aphy br o~en down into~ we oaa see to be the 

four principal divisions, physcial oceanogra~hy, biological, geological and the 

chemical aspecta. 
~:f.-

This constitutes in most cases the first semester course f or~our 

beginning students. These courses are ~cJ...1at the ~pper division under -

graduate level and are ~ -rt..,.......,.~ w graduate courses in our o. oJL,.. q~ 

.A o.. t <:i o IUN1... • These u,- be fallowed by a groiip of courses 
A 

which are also lm4e~ upper division under-graduate courses . Af course in 

biology and oceanography, a course in bio-chemistry, a course ~ 

(_ a course in statistics, particularly, a~ 

~ course in chemical methods, and a course which we desi gnate special studies in 

oceanogr aphy whi ch 

principally ~ 

large number of different possibili ties 

research at the upper divi sion under-graduate levsl 

which for certain cases in which students are not qualified to t ake the more 

advanced r esearch des i gnated by aur ~ cour se 299. In considering the second 

semester and following that 'courses ar e offered in such fields a s physicii oceanogr aphy, 

an advanced course in physical oceanography, following the first semester, a course 

in waves, a cour se in tides , a course i n hydro-dyna.;nics , a course in hydro-pa::fuontol ogy, 
L ... , 

a course in marine sediments, a course ifl , of oceanogr phy fwhich hs 
Q...Q.J 

changed from year to year which enables us to adapt this course to the presence of 
v... 

certain visitors for inst ance, special topics 

with for a given year This last year we made this course very practical, 
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to emphasize as far as po~sible some of the military applications of oceanography 

A course is Cin problems of general oceanography which Isf\s seminar course 

which has proved to be very valuable , taken by our studBBts after their second 

year , a general seminar and lastly an inclusive course in research i n oceanography 

which covers all of the advances of oceanography and may of course be r egistered 

for repeatedly constituting in many cases the total regi stration of advanced student s . 

This constitutes our curriculum and ~ ~ c:S 
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and of our educational program. Professor ZoBell 1 s talk raised several issues in 

my mind, at least, that we need to discuss to considerable length . I hope we will be 

able to do that in the succeeding days of the conference. I'd like to take issue 

with one minor point that he made. He said we had only 14 academic staff members . 

We have only 14 memb~rs of our faculty, but we have also some 20 members of our 

academic staff who hold research positions. These come under the category of 
' 

University academic non-faculty positions , and representatives of that group are 

here tonight in addition to our 14 faculty :members. Actually many of our academic 

non-faculty staff members do a good deal of teaching and teach formal courses which 

are listed in the catalogue even though they do not hold faculty positions. We like 

to think of kt these research workers as being equivalent in rank and purposes to 
ways of 

nearly all/members of the faculty. They're not on the ladder of academic succession 

and are not members of the academic ,;,;,A CA..H , they really are at a considerable 

disadvantage within the University structure. As to the problems raised by Professor 

Rakestraw, it seems to me these are two, what should we do educationally and what can 

we do. I had a long discussion the other night with a man who said who said the 

purpose of the University is the education of young men . My feeling is that this is 

a very limited statement of the purpose of the University. Certainly the primary 

and in fact perhaps the only purpose of the University is education if it's defined 

in its broade.;t sense, as the advancement and dlilsemination of knowledge. Professor 

Rakestraw pointed out that this covers a great many things. Certainly it covers the 
the results of 

desemination of/research by publication , by talking about it. It covers such 

conterences as this; it covers working with many kinds of people throughout the 

country and throughout the world on problems of man's knowledge of the external world., 

or of himself. Here at Scripps Institution our tradition has been that of primarily 

a research institution and our staff has been recruited largely from people who have 

preferred research to formal teaching. This certainly raises difficulties when we 

attempt to work out an educational program in the narrow sense of the ma:x term, the 
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education of young men . Our faculty, it seems to me , and this is a controversial 

statement , can teach most effectively by the apprenticeship method as Dr. Rakestraw 
full time 

pointed outJ By having young assistants and collaborators working/with them on 

problems of research . As Dr. Rakestraw safd there seems to be a great need for 
J term 

oceanographic engineers . We don 't mean by this/in any way to belittle the profession 

of engineering or the kind of man who could be an oceanographic engineer . As I see 

it engineering means the application of oceanography to practical problems . An 

engineer, to me , is a man who brings every facility that the human mind }ias to bear 

on problems somebody wants!to solve. Generally he works on problems that somebody 

else wants to solve . The research worker has the great advantage of working on 

problems that he himself wants to solve . This means that a research worker can have 

a much narrower training, a much narrower education . He doesn 't need to be able 

to handle the wide variety of problems that other people think of. He only has to 

worry about the very f ey problems that he himself thinks of, and to know how to 

tackle them. So in giving an engineering education we must be prepared to give a 

wide educational base , whereas in giving apprenticeship training for research 

each f aculty member really only needs to teach one thing arm, that is how to find 

out about the external world within some narrow field . We have in the present world 

crisis of course a very special problem and that is the training of people in uniform. 

Oceanography has many applications to naval problems particu+arly and it is my 

feeling that the training of naval offic ers ih the practical application of oceanography 

to naval problems is something which must be done if oceanography itself is to remain 

healthy and to pull its full weight in the defense of the country, because these 

officers sooner or later will be in positions of authority where they can make sure 

that oceanographic knowledge , knowledge of the sea , is actually utilized in military 

operations. This will give whoever utilizes the environment to the best advantage 

gains a very real benefit in a military conflict. It seems to me that it's necessary 

to train naval officers in the military application of oceanography. It can be said , 

and ofttn is said , that this training can be given somewhere else , why given here 

at Scripps where we are doing primarily research . I think the best answer to this 
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statement is that research results are the important results that need to be applied . 
' 

Let me sight an example: In Korea a few months ago a very r 0 al problem arose about the 

distribution of floating mines. Now this problem can be attacked in two ways , by making 
make 

a map of a current in the sea of Japan and trying to¢ some guess as to which way the 

mines would drift . But after all what is the value of this information . Suppose you know 

that they drift from north to sou~h , what can you do about it? 

recently found that there are in the sea lines of discontinuity, 

On the other hand we have 

that is this has not 
I ' 

been found here at Scripps but is something that has been developed by oceanographic 

research . We have recently found that there are lines along which floating objects 

accumulated, lines of conversion and that these can be recognized in various ways. This 

is a very recent research result . This is the very thing th8t can be applied effectively 

in avoiding mines in Japan and in detecting them and doing something about them . So that 

the best kind of military training is intimately involved with research and for that 

reason it seems to me personally that this is something that we should do. :&lt it certainly 

is a far cry from apprenticeship training in research. Faced with, as I see it, these 

two educotional problems, what is our responsibility toward the people of California, of 

the United States, and of the world and what can we do effectively? I ' d like to throw 
open 

the meeting :mDIX now to general discussion and to ask for any comments or any ideas 

which any of you might be able to bring to bear on this problem. I was talking to Mr. 

Cox before dinner . He had some very definite ideas and perhaps he could lead off the 

discussion . r(d 

~/ Ro~er that ' s a dangerous thing to do .,~ You ought to know me better 

than that . It ' s a great pleasure for me to be :.there and I hope all my associates back home 

are as deeply honored as I am that I was asked to come . I do have some definite views 

on this subject from the point of view of one x:k , oceanography., Of all 

our basic human efforts, agriculture, water supply, stragegic minerals, power is one of 

our greatest . I 1ci like to review briefly perhaps for some of you the history of 

the petroleum industry so that you'll understand what's stirring around in the back of my 

head . The Semarians used petroleum to a slight extent a couple of thousand years before 
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Christ . The Romans and the Greeks dug for oil at Devil's in Egypt and used it. 

.And the people between those two times used petroleum. The Chinese used it, I don ' t know 

how far back . And it was used off and on in various ways up until Colonel Drake built 

his well in 1859 but the petroleum industry as a power industry really dates from 1859. 

And it has grown by leaps and bounds as one might expect where you can make rapid profits . 

The initial people in the petroleum industry were not scientists and they didn't use science 
7 

until about 1910, Even though /;_.._,. 'c-.£ ./4 v...fu. ~n Canada expounded the anti-climate theory 

as a kind of trap for the accumulation of petroleum a couple of years after Drake drilled 

his well. BCl.t by 1910 ideas of coal and shortly afterwards ideas 

of coal . And the industry employed geologists in great numbers • .And they covered the U. S. 

and mapped all the surface structures they could find wherever they were 
fields 

the sub-surface they found oil Xld:b at the time of the accumulation had been 

with 

and 

they had • Along about 1925 or thereabouts they just about reached that rate 
primary 

of finding those surface structures, geologists began to find as a;i/oil finding method 

on the surface , and they developed sub-surface ; in other words you can dig 

some wells, the same thing you did mn the service which is essentially correlation and civil 

engineering . Then the physicists came along. They introduced into the 
at depth 

Gulf Coast and started measuring density differences/from the surface and picked up salt 

and began bringing • And continued to maintain the rate of discovery 

necessary to supply us with the necessary petroleum to run this economic machine of ours 
odd 

in peace and war . The industry has experimented with all, I think, of the 20/methods 

of measuring matter , to try to find new methods of oil finding . Because in 1937 with only 

2 or 3 years exception our rate of discovering new oil fields has been declining . And of 

all statistical methods that you can think of, that probably is the best guide to how our 

reserve stands . I don't care what you found 10 years ago, or five years ago that you added 

to by extending your drilling, you haven ' t found any new oil . You ' ve got to find more 
practically speaking 

tracks. Up until about 1940 all of the geological and geophysical work /was dieected toward 

these structural type tracks . Accidentally over the year~ we have found a few tracks 

which are made up of wedges of sand interfingered with :ma.tine shales 
,+-

And occasionally somebody poked down a wild cat well, just stuck~into a coral 
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reef buried and sealed and found~ an oil field in that and these became 
tracks tracks 

known as stratmgraphic tn}g , interestingly enough they now call them strat ~ -

-Hangover perhaps from the pioneers of the industry . The fields that have been 

found that way, we might name a few to orient you if you know your oil fields, 

EsethiJ' ~ a big field , Burbank, not a bad field, Redwater and a whole string . 
I 

of them brought into Canada recently and so on . Excepting for the Canadian finds 

which have been larg~ed by Geophysics and some geological interpretations , most 

of the fields were found accidentally . Now there is every reason to bel.ieve 
tracks ~ 

geologically that there is as much oil in the strat~graphic type~ than we 

have found in structural type tracks . But at the pres:ent time we do not have a 

method or methods that will find as many of these stratigraphic type tracks. 

It is absolutely essential if we ' re going to produce oil for any long period of time 

to maintain our oil reserves and hence find a new o$1 finding method and improve 

our old methods . Now that is research . It is equally important that we find those 

new methods quickly . Some time ago , several year s ago, a few of the geologists in 

the industry were thinking ahead and suggested to the American Association of 

Petroleum that they do something about this and that they do something 

about their problems, figure out which one was the most important and come up with 

a report which they did . Dr . Shpphard W. Loman~airman of the research committee 

at the time this was done . He came up with a program The idea 
behind 
ll!i: that program was simply this, that we search in the recent sediments , and he was 

thinking of primarily nearshore and shell sediments . In the recent where you 

can make positive correlations , and interpret the sedimentary forms, the little 

facies or sediment type changes in space and do it accurately and tie it in 
project 

with the environment and the environmental criteria. That/became known as 

and was recommended amtxtt by the American Association of Petroleum 

through the American Petroleum Industry . The P..merican Petroleum Industry 

accepted it and spent I -think an undue amount of time searching around when there 

were only two institutions in the country that could handle it . And placed it finally 

at the U. of C. And it was placed here for the obvious reason that you have splendid 
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basic science background in all the sciences which are 

. o/ 
applicable to oceanography 

and that we have the assurance that this university would give the assistance from 

those pure science departments to the application of oceanography, ocean-

ography which is engineering in a sense and that the institution here at Scripps, 

institute excuse me, had done such outstanding work in all the fields and especially 

in marine geology and they have a man now who is I think the accp:laimed leader in 

so the project came here. 

In the course of the last few years one company started off a project of the same kind 

and four others followed suit and there are rumblings of some more of the~ going to 
-~ 

start soon and also have their little projects. Now those are little research groups, 

they're not engineering yet. Those little research groups, if we multiplied the 

number of men it takes to run one of those research groups, by five companies you 

have quite a sizable group, If you multiply it by the hundred contributors, API 

research, you have an enor'I!lous number of people. And if you take one report which I 

have in my hands now and turn it loose on that API crowd You're going to have~ 

to call or obtain 100 or 200 next year. It is hard to believe that 

to make good regional geologists trained in sedimentation they must have basic training 

or have the benefit of basic training in sedimenta-t~ion, marine sedimentation. Our 
are full 

text books~, as every geologist in this room knows,/af whooey and not spelled 
ti 

11 whoi" But if we had more 11Whoi 1 s 11 and more Scripps' we might be able to do it. The 

question which I would like to put to you gentlemen and especially to the administration 

of the University of California and the organization of the Universities at Whoi 

is how in the devil are you going to provide the necessary trained men: for the 

landlocked universities that must train a better grade of geology for stratigraphic 

tracks type of oil finding, provide the men for research at this institution and at 
together 

wHOI and any other institutions that you can get/the money to found around the coast 

in England or the Gulf and supply the chaps that you don't want to give the PhD 1 s to 

I suppose to the industry. Now how are you going to do it? I don't see Roger how you 

can do it unless you perform your major function to the people of your region, of the 

nation and of the world of combining both research and education. Now I agree with 

you that you'll do a better job if you can teach two or three at a time. If you do a 
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good enough job on those two or three they can teach the same number each, the covery 

system and your legistics begin to work out over a period of ti.me but they ' re not going 

to work out in the period of time that will come from this API project. You 've got a 

real problem. 

V 
~ Thanks very much Ben. Does anybody want to answer this audible statement by Dr . Cox? 

Dr. Redfield you're an authority on the educational training of oceanography. 

~I can only answer Mr . Cox ' s question in the affirmative since you asked me an 

~ unfair question . I might make a few remarks which would be pertinent to this discussion 
.. 

from th~ point of view of, shall we call it comparative physiology . I haven't been in 

comparative physiology but physiology is one stage of my careet . In other words 

to speak a s a representative of the principal competitor of this institution on the 

possibilities of an organization of this sort compared to the possibilities of an 

organization such as we have at Now the subject which I believe we are 

discussing tonight is the relation between an oceanogmphic institution such as Scripps 

and a university such ts the U. of C. You can ' t discuss that unless you have some 

agreement as to what you ~ean by a university and by oceanography . I ' ll not attempt 

to define either of those but I~d like to make a few remarks along that line . In the 

first place with regard to the nature of the University I suppose I gave my concept 

during my impressionable years when I was connected actively with Harvard University . 
Lowell ' s 

I went to Harvard in 1910 which I believe "Has during the first year of Mr . ~ 

administration. I think the thing which perhaps impressed me more about Mr. Lowell 

than anything else was his very successful opportunism in doing what seemed to be 

the desirable thing to d9, whether it fitted into any recognized pattern which existed 
close 

in the university or other universities or not . For exa~ple I had mmcy contacts with 

a department of Physical Chemistry which was established in the medical school which 

I think was quite a unique experiment and which has bornz.very fine fruits and still 

persists as a much greater venture than it was started as . And then there was a 

Department of Physiology in the Harvard Business School . What that meant was that 

you had at Harvard a very unique individual named Lawrence Henderson who actually 

started both of these ventures and Mr . Low~l saw that the important thing was to profit 
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by the opportunity which he had in having Dr. Henderson in the university. And he profited 

from the fact that Dean Dowlen of the Business School had on the one hand means at his 

disposal greater than other departments of the university and also had an appreciation of 

the opportunities which Dr. HendPrson offered. And so Mr. Lowell did the things which 

seemed to be the opportune thing to do from the point of view of the present stage of 

development, of knowledge, of opportunities for gaining new knowledge . And I mention that 

because I think that oceanography is a subject which nobody knows quite how it fits 

into the educational system. That is the problem which I think you haye asked us to 

discuss Roger. fuw with regard to oceanography, the opportunity I think is.merely 

this. Extending out here for, is it 5000 miles, there is the biggest chunk of the notable 

unknown which exists I thini: this side of the hereafter . And is what I presume an 

opportunistic thing. You have here an organization which is prepared at least to talce 

a nibble at that chunk. Now with regard to the abilities of this institution to develop 

this subject in comparison to that, for example, which we enjoy at Woods Hole. I think 

it is worthwhile to point out to this group, which is to some degree at least 

heterogeneous, something in the difference in the idea which existed in the establishment 

of the institution at Woods Hole. You are aware and it has been reviewed for you, more 

or less the history leading up to this university department of oceanogr~phy which is 

R.eeLJSl. 
and carried out the r~ther expensive operations which oceanogr~phy entails and so an 

institution was founded which had practically no permanent staff , drew entirely on 

university professors and similar people who would come from time to time as their 

duties permitted to carry on the work. That concept proved to be fallacious,at least 

in this. It was believed by the founding fathers that one could not hold a group of 

investigators for twelve months of the year , half way together in Woods Hole. 

Circumstances of the war completely dispelled that illusion a., you know. Ther") still is 

the problem of finance. It is in my line a very great question as to whether a private , 

a strictly private institution, can be supported at Woods Hole to do the effective type 

of work which is involved. The solution of that has been to resort to a degree which I 

think is unfortunate to upport by contract primarily by the government. :&it I think the 
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import&nt thing which impresses me more and more and makes me very unhappy as I compare 

the institutions is the very great success with which this institution apparently has been 

guided during the war, and the years since the termination of the war, in its policies 

and I am inclined to think that in the long run we may find that the stabilizing factor 

which comes from very immediate associations with the University will be the determining 

things in making for the relative success of these two institutions. For example we have 
I think we 

at Woods Hole at the present time/only 3 persons who/can obviously brag are full time 
who 

professors which you have in this institution. Three persons' time/are giv~n almost 

entirely to administrative dutites. We have the problem of making our positions look 

attractive to the young men who wish to know about the security, the advancement, and factors 

of that sort. The people who wish certain prestige that go with university positions 
I feel 

compared to that which we can offer. It is for this reason that/this is a very interesting 

experiment and a very promising experiment which you are carrying on here. 
• I f~ Thank you Alfred. Any further discussion on this problem of education? Oceanographic 

education. Dr. Merriman do you have any comments you'd like to make? 

Prof. Revelle I'll try but the accumulation of . 
~~~lus a dose of air, or should I say California air and sun I've had today ,the delicious 

dinner, drinks, I'm not altogether certain 

that I can express myself very well. I'd like to take this opportunity certainly to thank 

you for having me here. I think that visitors from afar try to get a lot more than they 

give and I have no doubt about that. I'd like to talk about some of the things that Dr. 

Rakestraw spoke about first of all. One of thejthe matter of teaching at the undergraduate 

level and I think he said it was not your desire to recruit PhD. students, meaning as I take 

it that you have aplenty as it it. Is it not possible on the other side of the fence, 

however, that oceanography as a science is insufficiently advertised to the young under

graduate, and that we do well to advertise it a little bit further and that if you don't 

want larger numbers that other institutions can handle them or perhaps the quality of the 

PhD students can be increased and improved on. I am delighted to hear him say that you wish 

to concentrate on the PhD degree. Surely our greatest lack, it seems to me, in oceanography 
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in these times is the number of people who are qualified with broad b:...sic training 

and have gone on to the PhD degree. It seems to me that we want more of them even if you 

don't want them here~, for the time being. One question I'd like to ask him--I 

understand, or think I understood him to say, you don't want to train the oceanographic 
is 

technician. The only person I want to ask/if you don't who does? I really would very 

much like to know the answer to that one. And then the other thing I'd say is, listening 

to the historical part in the earlier part of the evening--I don't know what the answer 

to th~s is at all--it's the increasing spiral of science I suppose in these times--. 

Here this afternoon we see your boats, we hear about the growth in the number of your 

boats, we hear that another one is on the way for you , we all know of the rapidly 
for 

increasing techniques which make for a vastly increased possibilities mf collection of data, 

and these then outstretch it seems to me the ability of the scientist to handle that 

material. What is the answer? You're right, it seems to me, in saying that you have 

to concentrate upon the FhD student but wrong perhaps in saying that you don 't want anymore. 

~ I thoroughly agree with you Dan that we should recruit 

~ have a policy of doing that by listing high school students and students who are 

and we 

undergraduates in college to come down here and live on our ships 
virtually 

or work in our l aboratories. We pay them p,r:adri:n:i:i:7 nothing. I think we pay high 

school boys $50.00 a month and undergraduate college students $75 .00 a month. We do 

give them board and room in town. This serves our purpose of trying to enlist bright 

young men. R 
• ,j . 

~ Prob9.bly the 

~ 1 ~ Walter Munk, 
best advertisement possible I would think. 

for example, was one of~bright young men. 

shining example of the virtue of this policy. 

He's certainly a 
~ 

I think what Dr. Rakestraw meantAthat 

we are rather embarrassed by the number of graduate students we have because of the small 

size of our faculty but certainly we would like to have a larger number to choose from. 

And the recruiting business does just that. We would like to bring the possibilities 

and funl of oceanographic research to a great number of young men so that we could 

have the opportunity of choosing those who are most promising for further education • 

....,.)May I say--I quite agree with you. I didn't mean to imply that we shouldn't recruit 
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in oceanography. I think what I really intended to say was that this particular 

effort of ours to give a course on the L.A. campus wasn't primarilYfor recruiting 

purposes but we certainly want more PhD material if we can. And I think we can stand 

more. I don't think we want to cut off this supply. I would like to say one thing 
matter of 

more about this/tr~ining of technicians. I wanted to imply there that I didn't think 

we should arrange our curriculum or our formal offerings for that particular purpose. 

I don't think that that is justifiable at our academic level. fut out.-program here 

has a sort of incidental educational re sult whach does bear upon this question. 

We employ quite a large number of technicians. Those employees of our_s are getting 
. 

educated at the same time and many examples can be pointed out right now of these 

young fellows who have found very nice careers and are planning them all the time. 

Really graduating from our research program into positions elsewhere. We are training 

technicians in that sense and I think that's a perfectly sound thing to do. We can't 

help but continue it whether we want to or not. 
,. 

~ 
1 • Our current rate of turnover in technicians is about one every three months. 

PJ-.pr-4 Isn't the training of technicians a very minor part of this whole problem? 

It seems to me that if we can get a person with any sort of education it takes very 

little time to teach him the special things that we want him to know. In the first 

place our t echniques are not very completely standardized as yet. The real problem 

it seems to me goes much further than that, it is to call the att ention of the 

college student to the subject of oceanography and in that connection it is a subject 

that has very unique values, as I think Dr. can tell us because there is no 

subject that I know of in which the applications of physics and chemistry and biology 

which the college student requires is so clearly brought out in some concentrated way. 

So I feel it is a much more important part of your function in the university 

to present in a general way the problems of oceanography to the undergraduate than it 

is to train the technician. And it is of course in that way that you will r~cruit 

better candidates for your higher degrees. 

ou 1ve touched on what I think is a very important aspect of this business 

that because of the nature of the science it bas a value to the whole liberal arts 
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curriculum or maf1,erhaps should have value. It could be a good humanistic subject. 

One interesting aspect of the discussion to date is the geographical distribution. I 

notice that everyone who has talked has been on shall we say this side of the salt. 

Is there anyone down at this end of the room who would like to say something? Dr. Russell. 

✓-s an alumnus of the University of Calif.,a university professor, a member of the 

Navy at present with tenuous ties to Scripps, giving a few lectures out here, I occupy 

somewhat of a unique position in this group. I would like to take issue with Dr. 

Rakestraw 1s thesis that the primary function of the Institution should be the training of 

PhD's so far as education is concerned. It seems to me that Dr. Redfield has put his 

finger on the unique characteristics of oceanography, that it is a blend of a number of 

sciences directed to the study of the sea. That Ben Cox's problem can be solved in large 

part, if geology graduates take a Master's Degree in oceanography, that our need for 

biologists who understand the sea solve a large part if biology graduates take a Master's 

Degree in oceanography and the same way with the other branches. I think at the same time 

if you expand your Master's Degrees more, you will find that you have a much larger group 

from which to pick your top PhD candidates. I would hate to x see the Scripps Institution 

cut down on their Master's training in general oceanography. 

~I would very much first like to express my appreciation for being here and perhaps 

i make a few remarks to the experience of two sorts eonnected with the choosing of general 

supervision of a group of graduate students from a rather large range of biological 

subjects. I would first like to implore you to take Dr. Rakettraw 1s views so deeply to 

heart that you'll never depart from them in keeping the group small. I think that if one 

has certain people and compare to say 90 people the quality is probably something like 

the inversed square of the ratio •. In this patticular case it would be 9 times as good 

as 30 is to 90. I think that anything over 100 just goes astonlo~rcla11y haywire and you 

won't get anything worth writing about. Therefore if you wanted to get a whole lot 
~ e c..c,\ bC\~~s 

of foram:ifferal woltgie's or a whole lot of monsters of oceanography, academic rather than 

fundamental sense of those words, it would be well to spread the training out to a large 

number of additional institutions throughout the coast line. I don't think that that is 

absolutely unfeasible. I find it awfully difficult to believe it is really in the national 
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interest to have 200 foram~eral KK@ii:x ecologieti . It seems to me that i s sacrifi cing 
nu.111ber of 

the time and energy of the/ peopl e training them to permit oil companies to cut each other ' s 

throat in thi s matter . A matter of that sort i s .exceedingly serious for the following 

rea sons . A good many of us and become exceedingly worried about the 

caliber of graduate st udent s who present themselves for admiss ion . This year has reached 

an absolutely low l evel . Before the war i n the Labora.tory 

at Yale , there were appr~imately 60 student s wanting ass i stantships every year. 

This year 17 applied and there were 2 who were obviously wbrtkLwhile having and I think 

they were communicat ed with telegraphically the moment we knew about the~ . One accepted , 
·, 

one ca'me and looked us over and then very wisel y travelled a cros s the cont i nent west ward . 

I don ' t know what the solution to this i s , it may be merely that you draw the good ones 

off and it doe sn ' t matter from the national poi nt of view, it ' s just a little disheartening 

for Dr . Merriman and my.self . I don ' t think that ' s the expl an'.ltion . I think tha:t possibly 

there i s a set of expl anations that are partly concerned with your atomic physics at the 

moment , partly pt~rhaps due t o certa.i n difficulti es in connection with a l ot of people 

runni ng off into rr~edicine for perhaps national r easons or what they think ar e national 

reasons . But tha t i s a problem the.t has got to be f aced and probab1y concerns not only 

oceanography but other biologic&l and non-atomic phys i cal s ciences . I think on the 

fundamental level there i s K very real problem which probably concerns everyone here pr esent , 

in one way or another. 

tR._~Thank you D~ . Hutchinson . I think thi s di s cussion could probably be continued for & 

good l ong time . However we have pl anned a good hard schedule tomorrow and I notice that 

the hour i s already w0ll past the t ime we promis ed to let you all go to bed . I ther efore 

propose that we adjourn for this evening and meet again at 9 : 00 tomorrow morning . We will 

have automobiles her e in time to transport all of our guest s who ar e st aying at the Beach 

Club and Mr . Kellogg ' s house t o the Scripps Institution , about 10 minutes to 9 tomorrow 

morning . We 111 plan to continue w~th this di scussion as well as the other Questions 

tomorrow morni ng , tomorrow evening , and Tuesday morning . I again want to say how very 
unani111ous and 

pleased I am at seeing you all here and I think thi s is the/enthusiastic opinion of all 

the member s of the Scripps Institution f amily. With the interim parting words I propose 

then that we adj ourn until tomorr ow morning . 
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point out at the risk of 

it really isn't neces sary in the field of oceanography and we 

shouldn't be embarrassed by the fact that tk we do have this kind of program of research . 

We are about in the same positionaas the astronomer. In oceanogra phy we have an expensive 
the 

facility, namely the ships and we must program the work to/point where we can make the best 

possible use of their time, 

-tJ~~ 
The preparation I have ma.de for this has been mostly to write out a list of things 

that ar~ going on here in physical oceanography and I shall try to indicate some of the 

fine knit problems that remain to be solved and also what the applications are . 

The major program, the marine life research program., which however has very large sections1 c... 

very large part devoted to physical oceanography. The current branch 
I 

turn 
to the surface and this in/constitutes,the larger marine 

This% program is used in the 

synoptic survey, 

, major user of ships and has attempted a 

survey of the waters off the west coast 

from the Columbia river to lower California. And has accumulated a vast amount of data 
For the benefit of 

on temperatures, salinity , as well as biological data. ~ some of you who 
from the 

are not familiar with the techniques of oceanography, ~emperature and salinity 

it is customary but impossible to calculate the 

it is customary to convert that into currents by means of a theory 

function of depth 

that was developed 

many years ago. The major eff ort of the marine life nrogram is to determine a .... 
p~hs move 

wherever current pushes the water together so that the /up but unfortunately the classical 
is no C 

theory assumes that there /so that the study of is more or less tS!fed on 

at the present time. It is accompl:i.s)ed indirectly and a good theor~ of the 

of the water is badly needed but perhaps will also not be possible to turn up merely 

from these temperature and salinity . A much effort continued 

for a longer period of time, really Dr. McEwen•s personal research, of the large edges 

which form off the coast here and probably do have a connection with • This 

work must be continued and expanded in my opinion. One of the major developments in the 

theory of oceanography has been the recent work at Woods Hole and here on the theory 
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of winds and the current. This is a generalization of the older theory and has for the first 

time indicated why the western part of each ocean is the scene of such things as the Gulf 

stream and various types of current s , the Sea, a big heevy 
' 

and really shows promise of a theoretical understan.ding of the whole oceanic current system. 

It does not yet extend to detail however. Much of ~he difficulty in studying ocean currents 

is that you can't see them and when the ships move along with them it's very difficulty to 

measure them. So instrumentation is a very important aspect. One of the earliest forms 

was the drift model and the compari son of the obser ved or calculat ed position of the ship. 

So work of that type is going on here . We have r ecently obtained f rom Woods ,, Hole and are 
·, 

beginning to make accurate use of it a device which measures electric potentials in the water 

when the water moves through the earth of a magnetic field. And it 

appears to me that this device as it becomes more widely used wil l probably revolutionize 

our knowledge of ocean currents . The inshore currents I'm going to mention only very briefly 

as those that occur quite close to the beach. They are of great interest first of all to 

the geologist, the man who is interested in the bea ches and are being studied by Dr. Shephard 

McGrue. I'm sure he'll have more to say about them. In addition there are some physical 

phenomena xkn that have been studied most intensely by biologi st~, Dr. Hubbs. If you rime 

move along the beach and measure the temperature of the water, it is not uniform and there 

a r e very systematic differences in temperatur e, which ar e undoubtedly maintained by the 

currents and the tidal ostellations. And Dr. Hubbs has worked on that for the last 2 or 3 

years. Another major item from the program of the institution is the study of certain waves • 

This began purely as t echnology during the war. It was necessary to forecast surfs for the 

amphibious operations and as a result a great deal of study w-as devoted to the of 

wages for periods from 6 to 20 seconds, which are impossible t~. It was found that 

the riBtt drifting mathematical theory was a very useful guide and additional types 

were used to develop a system of forecasting. After the war it was realized that this 

particular arrangement period was a small segment of the whole secti on and the study of 

other cycle has been pushed. Ther e rras decidedly a long period 

there when we had the tides with periods from 6, 12, to 24 hours, and this has for many years 

been done from a field, and we have continued to give courses on the tides 
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and also responsible/for our cooperation with the Coastal Geonetic Survey, maintaining 

a The so-called tidal waves have nothing to do with destructive tidal 

waves which is not a tide at all but is caused by an earthquake and which we're 

, have a period foom ten to fifteen 

minutes. And Dr. Shephard had an opportunity to study the 

and partly as a result of that theoretical work on the subject was undertaken with the 

rather disconcerting results that there never ought to be a destructive tidal wave. 

The earthquake or r ather the earthquake should produce only a few 

inches of motion. Our only consolation there is that that's imax true of most earthquakes. 
, 

It is a ·rare earthquake .that produces a destructive Dr. Munk has developed 

a recording instrument that some of you have seen for measuring these long period 

low aptitude waves and is able to record the waves for these periods whose aptitudes 

are only a few centimeters. Next comes part of the section of the four minute period 
apparently 

which/has considerably higher aptitude, not much higher, but 

somewhat higher aptitudes than t hese others and i s apparently connected with the, you've 

pro be., bly all heard that lement of quality of truth 

in that and as each wave brings some water into the shore the highest wave 

four minutes. We have the phenomenon that has been called 

surf-beating and is the same level as the four minute period. The 

originally the so-called swell by at leas t 35 seconds or so 

recorded we have more heavily from our friends in Berkeley 

and are using recording instruments that developed there during the war. In the analysis 

of the records we also have made use of instruments and are 

developing other instruments ourselves. A very considerable amount of theoretical work 

has been done on surface waves. Recently short period 

has come under study. Dr. Munk and Dr. Ewing are developing methods mf for photographing 

the sea surface and determining something about the shapes, which is highly irregular 

and one of the great in the practical sense of the theoretical 

ones sea surface. The system which has been used for ships, 

talking about these too. 
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liketo adopt and it is almost more of a measure of the wind than the shape of the sea 

surface. Dr. Ewing also has become very interested in ripples which are not gravity waves/ 

they are portions of their capillary sea surface , and there is & possibility 

that these have very considerable importance in the theory of the interaction between the 

wind and the water. Through this work he has also come into contact with study 

the effect of surface and particularly 

For years of surface phenomena. 

This list is probably incomplete and I'm sure I could find other things to mention 

in conne~tion with physical oceanography . However I'm going to jump now to' the program 

of the marine physical laboratory which was the study of 

underw~ter sound. There we have undertaken first the study of the of sound 

rather 

and one of the startling results 

somewhat cooperative with Dr. Leonard of U.C.L.A. 

sound 

water. The fact that one particular ties ill" very 

directly with some work done a number of years ago 

Another really resulted in somewhat modifying our ideas about the 

physical properties of in a number of ways , but I won't go into detail. 
through 

The second aajor phase of the work is the transmission of sound/and the reflection of it 

from the bottom, which is the field in which D.r Ragan worked and particularly penetration 
interpret 

into the bottom is of great interest to geologists in that it is possible to gu the echo 

in termB of the geological structures the bottom. One item that has a biological 
although it 

flavor/was discovered with apparatus, depth-finding apparatus, is a layer of 

the ocean that is about 1000 to 1500 feet deep below the surface in which large amounts 

of presumably animal life are found. depth daytime liB}bc depth 

and move to the surface at night. The principal work that has been done on this 

phenomenon recently has been developments of methods for 

determine what these animals are. Freviously we had concentrated on 

and had merely succeeded in confusing ourselves, 

trying to determine the size of the animals with no great success. There is also here on 
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the campus a quite large program called 
~t 

bathythermograph program. Ba.thythermograph was 

developed during the war at Woods Hole and was a method for~ obtaining a graph 

of the temperature as a function of depth in the upper layers of the ocean. And this 

was of considerable interest to the Navy and consequently office 

and also the fleet have cooperated in obtaining a great number of observations of this sort 

and this Institution has undertaken for the office to maintain those records 

to properly preserve them, to preserve all the records, Pacific 

Ocean. A certain number of studies, oceanographic studies, have also been made b8.sed 

on these bathythermographs. Another development at the marine physical l~bora.tory 

is what we have called • Typical of all geophysical phenomena is that 

you don't get a nice beautiful term when you one phenomenon against another 

or against 

been more and more 

We seem·to get an irregular term. And in recent years it has 

on the part of mathematicians, communication 

engineers and others in such irregular terms and one technique that has been used in 

studying them is +and Woods Hole has developed a rapid meaning 
? 

An alternative method is the so-called a~dibliidmcorrelation 
audible? 

A great many of you are familiar with the i dea of correlation and am::tm-

correlation means correlation with sound 

It' s quite laborious to make calculations of this sort 

so an Amer ican calculator has been devised for making the work easier. In addition 

a certain amount of theoretical work has gone on and Dr. has been largely 

responsible for this work. I believe that is a fairly adequate survey of the 

program in oceanography here at the Institution. 

~ From ;,hat Dr. 

me that if we look 

Eckart has said I'd like to add a word or two. HXXlf It seems to 

at the other sciences today, we get the feeling that 

meteorology :ix has been dragging its feet during the l ast 15 years. Together 

the circulation of the -tRo'posphere and the hydrosphere constitute a huge and most 

complicated In oceanogr aphy we can st&rt with the assumption that most of our 
atmosphere 

ener gy comes from the~, but not all of it. And the ocean also draws 

some of its energy from heating and cooling and from the e. Yo. ~ OYo.~w'f8.Ild precipitation 
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Now in turn the ocean reacts on the atmosphere and these currents 

are set up by winds and the cur~ents are set up by changes ih density occuring at the 

surface. These in turn effect half of these huge 

there are considerable gains to be made by properly physical 

oceanogr~phy and met~logy. Because of their superior facilities, especially for 

instrumental development, I think that it is up to the oceanographic laboratory to make 

a start in developing the fieldJ of marine meterology and that if this is done I think we 

can expect some most exciting results to come out of such a study during the next 10 or 

15 years. I I d like to call next on Dr. Shephard, who will discuss research'; in su l:marine 
7 • r,i1and geophysics. 

u/"J.Gentlemen. I'd like to start out with a little explanation and apology. The 

~xplanation is that my colleagues have bese~ched me not to talk about submarine carriers 
be able to 

for fear that they wouldn't/get through in time for lunch. So I will try to keep away 

from that subject. The apology is that I~ve been such an infrequent visitor to La Joll a 

almost a s bad as Dr. I've had very little time with which to scribble a few 

notes about our program and with your kind permission I will try to read 

that 
It has been almost a century now since geologists first appreciated XHri most 

the progress of 
sedimentary rocks were deposited in the ocean. But unfortunately for/science it is only 

begun . 
during the last quarter of a century that geologists have~ serious investigations 

same 
on the enYironments in which these~ sedimentary rocks must have been deposited. 

of the 
Deeply serious science has been the almost complete neglect llrl three 

quarters of the earth's surface, or 72% to be more exact, because i~ 

of the fact that it happened to be covered by the oceans. Fascinating glimpses of the 

underwater re~lm came from the Challenger expedition 75 years ago, and a number of other 

oceanographic expeditions in the next 50 years added a greater amount of knowledge from 

which geologists made an attempt to construct a very fragmentary picture of marine conditions. 

Needless to say the picture was so bad, '.is Mr. Cox was saying last night, that almost all 

of the a few years ago must how adi: be disguised. For example you may have 

read in school as I did that vast areas of the ocean bottom are flat and 
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and that sediments grow finer and finer 

shore until only the finest sediments and shells are found 
Actually 

on the deep sea floor./ We find now that the sea bottom is at least as irregular as the land 

may be seen by that I can't mention 

and that coarse sediments, sand and even gravel are deposited at great depths. Discoveries 

of this sort have been pretty upsetting to geologists. Many of the older men at first 

refused to believe the facts, some of the younger ones too. piling up 

evidence until it finally became a little bit embarra ssing not to believe that these things 
geology, 

actually existed. It has been a great struggle to establish submarine/ as a 

legitimate member of the oceanographic institution, certainly the fault of ~ 
u t~ 

geologists XJlli much as any of the kindred branches of science. If there weren'geologists 

who could show JmI the i~portro.I1ce of fitting this 

branch into the right institution. Dr. Revelle, I believe, is the first scientist who had 

basic training to prepare for work of this kind. To show how little progress had been made 

by the time of world war II it should be mentioned that Roger was the only full time member 

of any oceanographic institution staff who had su'omarine 

geology. The war produced a real change in the picture and finally because the navies 

of the world, particularly our own navy, was shown forcibly that it was necessary to know 

something about the ocean bottom¢ and something about the shores and beaches 

has now been augmented by large sums from the American Petroleum Institute 

institutions, which have just been offered to the U. of C. 

We do have a large group working Ul}der contracts of varioUs sources and are gradually 

amerging from their state of a foster child into a legitimate membership in the 

oceanographic ix 

joined in our work by 

• During the past two years 

and his able assistants in the formidable 

research laboratory,by Douglas J(inman who is working on the beach a~d nearshore problems 
has 

Reel VI 

, by Jack who ±xxcome to us to t ake charge of and build 
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up our marine sedL~ents laboratory of which you had a glimpse yesterday, Scripps field annex. 

I can't begin to express to you the important help which all of these people have had in 

developing our program. It's a little ha ·d to estimate the percentage in increase of 

graduate students in geology since the war but the enrollment has grown from zere to 13. 

I wonder how we would figure that in the inverse third We've been fortunate in 

keeping some our best studentsrt work here and expect to draw heavily on them for the 

API rese~rch program. 

Since the prograrn in marine geology at Scripps Institution and at the Naval Electronics 

Laboratory, who cooperate so splendidly ~ith us in our work. Since it's 

equalled only by the combined program of Woods Hole and Columbia University and since there 

is essentially no other work Jin this branch anywhere in the western world, it is import~nt 

that our program be international, oceanwide in its development. For the past 17 years we 

have worked almost exclusively in the area off the California coast, doing some Hark in 

the Gulf of California and the Hawaiian Islands. This is as it should be as it ix would be 

a great mistake to spread around the world before finding out what is going on at your own 
develop 

doorstep and furthermore we have to gxxm the necessary techniques in this field 

to degelop such techniques in your own home waters, ~ess 

expense involved. It could be argued 

a good deal 

California 

This might bs true if there were other groups tackling the problem in the rest of the world 
desperately 

but there are not nearly enough and we uf:m:i:tw:q: need more information from outside areas. 

fields 

geology has been aptly demonstrated by Maurice.Ewing 

whose discoveries during the cruises to the mid-Atlantic and across the Atlantic 

Ocean. I would now like to point to our own expedition conducted jointly with the Naval 

Electronics Labor&tory last summer under the leadership of Dr. which carried us 

far into the Pacific and led to the discovery of subnerged islands, and the intrjcacies of 

submarine topography of great mountain ranges, actually a ~ thousand miles 

in the deep ocean which was known previously only in bare outline. 
,A#~~ 
~118Rt 
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discoveries :kkl!m!gk throw important new light on our work in submarine geology and certainly 

and these other pictures , help us to understand submarine K 

off the California coast. Long 

the Swedish Deep-Sea Expedition 

which were obtained by comparison during 

more than 50 feet or move in length have led to 

discoveries which bear directly on some of our local problems . k: "<4,-r cu working from the ~ifc~ 

shallow-water organisms 

have come from the deep waters, that is they were actually found in the deep water 

of the Atlantic and other oceans and these layers are quite comparable to s~nd layers 
in the work , 

which we discovered, somewhat to our ama zement,/in this relatively deep trough in the 

basin off the Calif. coast 

And :tu similarly the Pacific expedition last summer brought other coarse sediments 

from the deep waters of the Pacific. How can one properly evaluate of this sort 

without knowing whether they are purely local phenomena or purely local ;l,g.Jf/i-j_i.{J;~M a.. 

characteristics pictures. While discussing the deep ocean 

phase of our work I'm going to mention some really exciting developments which have been 

coming in recently both from Dr . Ewing's work in t~e Atlantic and from our work conducted 
of this group 

by Dr . /in the Pacific and from the Swedish Deep-Sea Expedition. Geologjsts have 

speculated for a long time and have gone to no end of effort to see if they couldn ' t tell 

how thick the sediments were which over-lie the crust of the deep oceans . It has been 

generally assumed that there were several miles of sediment that covered this crystalizing 

basin . has been based 

aga of the ocean . 

Now at last we have been given some data from geophysical measures 

sea floor which indicates that for several miles are tkttk far 

xk±xk, too thick , the data from both the Atlantic and the Pacific suggests, well in the 

Atlantic probably doesn ' t reach more than 3000 feet and perhaps 2000 feet in the Pacific 
large 

with definite indications that inversely no sedimentary mammal covering/ tracks of the 

sea bottom. Beneath this measurements show him ~l~;-not very 
below 

far DD the surface, six and one-half kilometers per second . It has been argued for many 
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years by a group of geologist that there must be a/crust Ill zone of granite underneath 

the Atlantic and not under the Pacific, but actually now that we have some real measurements 

that doesn't show up agree with what I am saying, apparently doesn't 

show up underthe Atlantic; there must be this same heavy 

the Pacific. Since 

under the .Atlantic as under 

off the 

California coast, by giving certain approximations on the thickness of sediments 
some 

that lie in these areas, a point of gXKrl importc..nce when you think that the basins may 

be very similar to the basins which existed in the Los Angeles and Ventura\9-rea and 

in which now we find large oil deposits. Here are early guesses, that there are a few 

thousand •feet of sediment, has proven to be somewhat The importance of 

finding the temperature sea floor, was impressed upon us by ~r. Jack 

wou who is now director of the Jacksonville Physics Laboratory England. 

Working partly under his direction Mr. ofour group has obtained results 

from last summer's mid-Pacific expedition which indicate that temperatur under 

the ocean are considerably higher than they are under the land,about 0,1 degrees 

However it is estimated that is about the sarne 
theoretically 

as it is on the land. Now that could be important because a lot of people figure/that 

there is a very much higher heat flow out of the ocean than from the 

One of the chief excuses for a geologiijt undertaking oceanographic WI'. investigations 

is to find ou~ about the conditions under which the sedimentary rocks of the land 

were deposited. This phase of our program which particularly deppite the 

collections and study of thousands of samples of recent sediments at Woods Hole 

and this Institution.It happens that most of the collecting areas both here and at 

the Atlantic have been environments which are not very representative of the environments 

in which we think sedimentary rocks were deposited. This is partly because so much of 
open 

our work has been carried out along mocxmm coasts and deep basins where sedimentary 

rocks we think were deposited in shallow water, shallow water 

beaches, in and around deltas and in lagoons. Some of us have been 

realizing this shortcoming and as a result have worked to get a program under way 
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that will test many of the other environments . This program now has been made 

possible by the .American Petroleum Institute and the field 

will be conducted in the shallow waterss Gulf Coast of the U.S. 

Recent work in that area by Dr. and myself has been greatly assisted by 

Mr. Cox, having provided us with an amphibious 

wonderful opportunity to fly for six days all along the Gulf Coast and get 

a birds-eye view of some of these areas which will be quite helpful. 

marine sediments in the beaches in the area mostly by yhe geologists 
·, 

at the University of Louisiana and geologists of the oil companies 

serves to indicate that a great variety of sedimentary environments are represented 

here 

Mexico 

and finally to the r elatively sand 

Rio Grande empties into the Gulf of 

Mississippi 

sand environment 

northwest Florida to the pure lime~t deposits o1Southern Florida. 

The Gulf Coast is important also because it is an area of great storms, hurricanes 

that must have enormous influence on sedimentary deposits. The opportunity to study 
ed 

the effects of these storms is something that I look forward to particularly 

because nothing had been done before to determine where agent deposits were the 

result of storms . The coast of southern California approximately or un-approximately 

,an ap~roximately to my point of view, has no live storms , or perhaps I should say 

never has had really live storms . Geological work is of primary importance and works 

hand-in-glove with the other branches of oceanography. Many of the mistaken ideas 

which geologists have had in the past have been the result of inade~uate understandings 

of physics of the ocean. Waves and currents have been almost completely misinterpreted 

by rnar+Y geologists. One of our best cooperative undertakings here at Scripps I think 

has been mood!! with the group in physical oceanography particularly Dr. Munk and 

VJ\r. · Isaacs in finding out about the longshore currents and their relations 

to wave , and to winds, and to submarine topography. The two groups 
somewhat 

tackled the subject in/different ways originally and found that they had rather 

widely results. Now working together they have been able to assist each other 
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in getting reasonably satisfactory explanations. along the coast 

Many 

by a great deal of loss of life as the rip currents. 

applications as well as life saving applications 

and we certainly intend to continue them and to delve more deeply into their secrets. 
subnarine 

Relations between biology and mmm geological studies have proven particularly important 

in the qualifying work for which the group is known all over here at the Institution 

have been carried on. point our sea floor 

which adds greatly to the other evidence of the mass movements of sediments on the slope 

is going on in all sorts of environments. 

group have found characteristic 

API work 

which in turn will help to 

show the environment of these ancient deposits which have 

more or less very well developed. The rate of sedimentation has been established partly 

by 
L 6tt a..o.,; , ~ t'

of ,t:01Tnif a study. 

The climatic ,, of the Atlantic has been interpreted by 

by studying along the lengths of these gr~at which 
worked 

and others have obtained. During the war Dr. Johnson and I lO[%Jl closely together 

in determining the famous , the snapping shrimp which caused a lot of 

confusement, particularly among our Woods Hole colleagues, but proved to be rather 

important in connection with suhnarine warfare. Because these little animals, they snap 

their fingers because subna.rine. However we found out 

studies that these are very much confined 

rocky bottom of old 

points contaoted 

who 
Dr. ZoBell/studied marine ba.cteri~at many 

our sul:marine geology program 

future studies of the of sediments.J>J Dr. investigations 

in biochemistry close contact 

effects of organisms on sediments and shores along the 

coast. Chemical of oceanography has significant 1ffect on geological 

investigations in numerous ways such as the scum rock, 
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sea floor outside this area. I think we've just begun to find ways in which geological 

studies can be of importantet>the armed services. Effects of different kinds of 

submarines currents, waves, and mines have been investigated only tp 

a mild degree and as Roger pointed out to us recently this has become a problem of considerable 

urgency; something th~t we can certainly do. Studying shore in relation to landing 

operations has been very much slighted and should be given much more serious attention. 

The topography of the deep ocean now has the prospect of offering good means for navigation 

of &ubmarines operating below the surface, and we should find out much more about the 

physic-graphic provinces of the . sea floor and their geographic bounds. This is very much 
In it 

pointed out by the work last summer. /All of these undertakings/is important to attack the 

problem with a world-wide outlook and leave D:k behind the 

too common in the past. 

which may t have been 

0)/\v It seems to me that the work in sub:narine geology gas been at 

Scripps and is of greatest scientific import:mce and that we can expect that this phase 

of oceanography will profit during the next 10 or 15 year s . A combination of gee-physical 

studies of the ocean basins we have in this area an excellent chance of working out all 

equipment This after all has been the primacy goal of a' good part 
(or) of all kinds. · 

of the scientific work/from all times. I'd like to call next on Dr. Carl Hubbs who will tell 

us about r esearch in marine biology • 

. ~ I feel very much flattered at being placed 
) just spoke 

colleague that. At a rather recent seminar at this Institution when the 

visiting investigators were being introduced I was included. Scripps Institution, as Dr. 

Revelle told you last night, was founded for biological research. From its 

organization, however, center oceanographic sense 

research in the broad sense. Its founder, William Ritter could not 

conceive of organisms apart from their environment. The approach was ecological and the name 
f:,,O;'\ sought (?) 

was v:&F alized for they j di stribution of the physical and chemical properties of the sea 

and for explanations of the localized and regional variations in these properties. From 

this realization there stemmed some important contributions to the physica l aspects of 
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oceanography. one of the more notable -of which was the analysis by Dr. McEwen 

of the phenomenon of 

saying that no biologist 
Scripps 

of :tkb jnsti tut ion into 

functioned under Ritter. 

of which we hear so much along this coast. I feel safe in 

on the present staff would advocate or even tolerate the restoration 
under 

a seaside biological station even in the broad sense ill which it 

Nor is there any desire to build up'within the Institution a 

separate unit to be de1oted exclusively to biological research and graduate instruction. 

On the other hand there JmX would be strong opposition to the curtailment or elimination of 

biology, and our colleagues in chemistry, and physics and geology woul_d join the biologists 

in opposing any such suggestion; there is none anticipated . Biologists would r ,.ther think 

of and work for an organization in which concerted. attacks are made on the ~any complex 

pro~lems which confront us in the sea which is our main laboratory. 

administrative separation of the units that represent conven

tional disciplines but in the actual operation of the Institution in administration, 

instruction, and research the biologists favor and lean toward a considerable degree of 

decompantmentalizing. That is another way of saying that we aim toward a development of a 

science of oceanography in which staff members trained in se.veral conventional fields of 

science may effectively collaborate in the study of the sea and all its characteristics 

giving regard to all its properties and constituents, organic and inorganic, and the 

transitional between them. Rather than separately catalog~ing the various biological 

researches that are being conducted or that have been conducted or that are being contemplated, 

in the divisions dealing with biochemistry, with micro-biology, with pl~nt physiology, with 

invertebrate zoology, , vertebrate zoology, I would devote th~ brief time that 

is available to mention sorr.e of the rese&rches that have involved some sort of collaboration 

bet"een certain of these biological divisions and between these divisions and the physical 

sciences and. in so doing I would expend the theme that Dr. Shepard introduced because of a 

portion of his,remarks of the cooper~tion of divisioni . As a notable example of a thoroughly 

collaborating research I would first refer to a series of studies onthe pigments of fishes 

in which Dr. a professor here in the division of biology very effectively 

worked with Dr. Fox of biochemistry. Quantitative analyses of the 
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fishes subjected to various light conditions led to impor~ant conclusions regarding the 

physiology and environmental relations and evolutionary significance of pigmentation. 

I have also encouraged some collaboration with Dr. Fox along similar lines the study of 

of fishes and have joined with him in supervising work mn the osmosis of 

fishes and in the physiology and biochemistry of in fishes, as related to 
definitely 

and light. Further cooperation along such lines is/anticipated. A series of other 

studies in biochemistry have been in zoology, have included the relation between 

diet e.nd pigment 

matter 

In the significant study 

The die-yif muscles and the tremendous turnover of orge.nic 

worms. 

organic of the sea, 

Dr. Fox profits from having associations wit"h our special developments section, with marine 

life research, and with the divisions of marine botany, chemistry, and physical oceanography. 

His work on pigments for which he is particularly well known ha9 had geological , chemical 

and botanical as well as for contact s . There are many ways in which such 

integrated studies have contributed to our research output and will continue to do so . 

Micro-biology is a subject that naturally lends its elf toward the advantages of team play . 

Integrations are many with geology, chemistry, biochemistry as well as the other biological 

sciences . The role of bacteria in imE~ oil production has as you all know 

of Dr. Revelle and his staff . 

Micro-biological research is vitally concerned with the interpretation of organic cycles 
Thereis evidence that 

in the sea and in the bottom sediments. /Virus bacterial and fungus diseases may have a 

major effect on the supply of.food fishes may be 

extensively subject to disease. For this reason a project in micro-biology has been added 

to our marine life research. The affect l&f on bacteria of the of the deep sea 
of 

are now being energetically studied and no doubt contribute to an understanding :kl& bio-

chemical processes and to the physical and biological conditions of the regions. 

In many ways it will continue to be highly advantageous to have at Scripps such active 

programs in micro-biology. The work of the marine botany division under Dr. Sargent 

has be13n correlated with that of the other divisions . From the quantitative 
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estimation chlorophyll and of photosynthesis 

in the sea there is a 

of marine 

chemiitry. The fundamental field in laboratory studies 

correlate definitely with the studies by Dr. Rakestraw on the 

plant nutrient cycles. 
a study dealing 

Dr. Walker has collaborated with Dr. Goldberg in chemistry 

in :sim:~rllu with the effects of concentrations on the phloringe determin-

ations , and with the organic cycles of phosphorous.0leonsiderable amount has been 

accomplished and a lot more is anticipated from analogies involving both theoretical 

and obserEational approaches of organic production in the sea , with regard to respiration, 

water nutrients 

processes. By its very nature such a project involves 

several of the fields of science. 
• I 

:or,. Johnson5 division of marine invertebrates 

marine botany has been dealing primarily with has also been in 

close collaboration. Consider for example they have made contributions to the oceans 

in the discovery of the snapping shrimp~ is 

a source in the major element in the marine and alre&dy referred to 
role 

leading/ in the biological explanation of the scattering of 
is contribution 

water masses and their movements /to a better 

understanding of mar ine productivity through quantitative studies in 

In the division of marine vertebrates mucji of the research involves inter-divisional 

cooperation. Collaboration with biochemistry has already been mentioned . Studies on the 

~acts and controls of geographical distribution has added to extensive and intensive 

measurements of inshore temperatures, newly developed instruments 

as Dr. Eckart has mentioned. Thes ,;:, studies have confirmed and have heartily specified 

the roles of mete'"rological and physiographic factors in determining shore temperatures. 

Differences as great as 11.4 degrees centfigrade have been found on two sides of a point , 

on the same day . 

• 

The dominant role of temperature in the control of the distribution of organisms has been 

re-emphasized. With the aid of physical oceanographers and meteorologists an a~ysis has 

been made of historical data that indicated for long period of warm ocean and air temperatures 
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along the southern half of the California coast during the middle of the 19th century. 

By supplying criticaipiaterial ascertained through areas and by running 

control temperature experiments we have been able to assist in 

detecting this method of estimating ocean temperatures through the analysis 

in mollusk shells. I have been able 

to spare a little time for continuation in studies in which the hydrographic history 

of the waves has been correlated in some detail with the present distribution of the 

fishes. Both collaborating with the institute, through collaboration with the designs, 

construction and operation of the new, r elatively large and high~ speed 

, we are contributing to a surveYff the invertebrate 

realm 

to which reference has already been made. 

Our study of whales has opened the way for future researches of considerable interest 

involving apparently whale blubber. The whole 

morine life research program has been from the start a collaboration 

program, in which almost all the divisions at Scripps have become actively and 
extensively 
KBHJl!JJX:ilad:7 involved. In collaboration with llX the State Division of Fish and Game, 

The Fish and Wild Life Service, and the Calif. Academy of Sciences. In this project 

several disciplines are being brought to bear on the fluctuating supply of lll8.rine 
(or) nation. 

D'JQtl'Y resources which are so important to our/station. And particularly at present 

sardines. The biologist whose business it is to deal with the complexity 

of the marine processes seem particularly 

This integration is made possible by the common forces of interest, the sea. 

In turning our eyes ahead international situation 

not only a continuation and expansion of our present program but also some additions to 

the lines and projects of research. But above all we hope that in the 

continued projects for even further collaboration between the divisions. 

One fundament~l biological line that we would like to see further emphasized is as I have 

already stated the analysis of organie productivity in the sea in all its aspects. 
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One phase of the expansion already planned is a study of the food and nutrition of the 

sardine. has been made avail~ble by the marine research 

committee. In both the plant and invertebrate divisions expansion 

· needed in the research onliving organisms, as well as the plankton ones. 

Such forms of living forms as the kelp, algae, grasses, barnacles, 

and various others. 

food production could well be renewed and given greater emphasis in connection with these 

studies. Another line that needs re-emphasis and re-establishment in view of Dr. 

research here is the field of physiological ogy. ---- organisms live and 

prosper in certain or regions in other beaches 

or areas. This study by its natur~ will involve both the physical and the organic aspects 

of oceanography. A new and promising line of inquiry fishes is that of 

sensory perception and response in marine organisms. This approach likewise involves 

the physical sciences precise modern instrumentation 

and the field is wide open. With a larger and more more critical 

studies should be undertaken of the scattering layer. Further research is also called 

for in the field of unde:rx2 water sounds of animal origin. Biologists, I am particularly inthiE 

case, are interested with others in a backg ward extention of our research program. 
be called ....... ---

The projection of oceanography into the past, further development of what might/oceanography. 

Of outstanding promise in this connection is the procurement and operation at Scripps qf 

sea temperatures 

analysis 

according to the methods developed by Harold C. ___ _ 

other organic remains 

We should be in a most 

e~cellent position to provide further texts for the accuracy and reliabili~ and applications 

of this method.Another possibility that I am trying to initiate through that I ~am 

trying to get from Chicago is the determination through the analysis of both oxygen and 

carbon on Indian shells of sea temperatures that dated from perio .:s 

of the past. In this way we aay be able to put~ a fourth dimension 

I have already noticed that mollusks are included 

along the presently cool areas, indicating the prolonged positions of these cold spots 
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and of prolonged conditions, metef'ological conditions, that are responsible for these 
crying 

cold areas •• There is a :sxmx need for expanding these and other studies of the vast 

conditions along our shore line~ And such expanded studies combining the physical, 

chemical, and biological approaches should very well be carried 

augmented staff at Scripps. (~ IA~ ,: For the tertiary and the pi.:, a bhlin~ -<>~ 

and alternating 
estimated/sequences 

physiographic 

on by an 

much more readily and precisely than are now known. Particularly me for the very important 

~ia~ ~ periods should be studied by systematic geologists 

and its ecology. The ocean floor as well as the shoreline 

needs to~tudied in this connection Laboratory would be very 

prominently involved inssuch work. oceanic conditions during 

the latter part of the it would be very desirable in my opinion 

to round out the picture by making inquiries into the problems involved in the occupation 

of the coast by man. What were the conditions that attracted early man to the coast? 

What was the climate? How did the sea furnish food? What affects± did the easy procurement 
a/dequate l'l.. 

of food have on women's culture? Toward the end of solving such 
XBB1m 

questions x@xvi~iwesex~RXi:IlDfx the essential 

addition to Scripps staff of an anthropolo'gical group whose function it would be 

to illucidate relations between the sea and e~rly man. The same approach might 

well be applied to the present time and the contribution to human ecology. 

In my portion of marine vertebrates I already attempt in an ximadt amatuerish 

way the preliminary tre&tment of man past and present as being himself mammals. 

As one of our cultural r ssponsibilities, particularly the welfare of California, I feel 
Scripps 

that :tJm Institution should increase the contributions that it can well make toward a 

greater and wiser utilization of our marine resources. The need for which need not be 
bfi¼re 

elaborated m this group. Toward this end consideration within our staff is being given 

to a proposal that an institute on marine resources be established at the University of Calif. 

with its main center on the La Jolla campus. There is some divergence of opinion as 
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to whether the proposed body should include the present marine life~ research program 

and even as to whether it should be incorporated, into the Scripps Institution or whether 

it should be maintained as an associated, collaborating but independent unit. Suggestions 

along these points will be appreciated by the administration of the Institution. In the 

expansion of the biological and other researcbft Scripps, we feel, I think I represent 

the of the biologists, that we should restrict our growth to projects and fields 

that have a definite relation to the ocean for the strength of our diversity lies in our 

common focus. We should restrict our operations to those fields for which we are particularly 

well situated and equipped to cultivate thoroughly. Only in this way can we talce full 

advantage of our elevation, of our sea-going equipment, particularly of our own immediate 

biotic environment which is an aggregation of scientists whose eyes look toward the sea. 

Rather than going into a diffuse campus it seems mutjl wiseF to expand our present program, 
to 

to bring/the La Jolla campus projects', some perhaps as associated de iartments or externally 

supported laboratories, that would join with us in researches on the sea. To expand also 

our into the past as I have just indicated. And to expand our operations 

to the north and to the south and to the open Pacific and where we can go 

advantageously into the other oceans. Our horizon should be broad but it should remain 
consideration of 

the horizon of the sea. My presentation would be incomplete should I avoid/how biology 

may be adapted to the national emergency. The biologists here are not happy with suggestions 
greatly 

that the biological work here might be/curtailed or abandoned "shculd the situation worsen 11 • 

are to be 

anticipated, but we feel that biologists with ar(ecological outlook can contribute much 

to a nation in any degree of emergency, working in their own general field. We would plead 

for an opportunity of playing our part in mur own field in researches of obvious or 

potential significance in the :iaational defense. Our part of training young men for 

the present and future needs that biologlsts serve and our part in maintaining our broad 

heritage of scientific accomplishIJlent. Toward this end some of us would lli:ke to see 

'relationships established between Scripps Institution and the biological as well as the 

geophysical branch of the Office of Naval Research. And would like to see other contacts 

established that would further the contribution that biology at Scripps may make toward 
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the welfare of the University, the state, and the nation. 

,},~ I would like to point out very briefly that a:t ifoods Hole we have been very much 

concerned in recent years &s to how to keep marine biology alive and healthy, during 

a period when the physics and the geology of the ocean are developing very rapidly. 
-tJ._ ,p• 

You've done a much better job here and we have and I hope that we can soon begin to 

catch up. I'd also like to point out one field of biology that in my mind is very 

important and ~as Dr .. Cox has mentioned , namely biological engineering. 

fishing industries throughout the world engineering problem, 

rather than scientific problems. And I think at time s that some people care to consider 

them as engipeering problems. The fishing industry has nothing compar ~ble to an 

agriculture experiment 

in this country nor any where else that I know, 

to try out new and promising techniques. A year ago I tkmdlg thought that in all 

probability our biggest in this field 

found that they were still sticking to the conventional 

approaches in marine biology. I will next call on Dr. Revelle who will try to assemble 

all this together. 
Scripps 

~I'm going to talk primarily this morning about the problems of research at :kkB: 

Institution. All of the problems of this Institution are inter-related, and inter-
solution 

related to some extent in a rather important way, the ECKi:x:s:hi• of one may aggravate 

another. The problems of our research program are first, that of attempting to maintain 

free rese~rch , by which we mean enabling individual scientists to follow his own star. 

Scientists of course are all in faver of this because this is the way they heve the 

maximum amount of fun. The progress of science I think can be very clearly demonstrated 

really depends upon letting scientists do what they want to do and encouraging them to 

do the things that they are interested in. This is really a wonderful :act that the 

best science is done the way the scientists like to do it anyhow. The problems of 

maintaining free research he:teare fourfold. In the first place oceanography is a 
field of 

relatively small part of the/total knowledge. The result is thct our staff members 
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after they have come here and after they have started a problem in the study of the sea , 

they during the course of the years gr::.dually become interested in problems that have no 

relation to the sea . And we then wonder what to do. It ' s obvious that for the best good 

of science as a whole, scientists here as elsewhere should do what they are best fitted to do 
which me<.U1s usually 
xxxmfli_XKX what they ' re most interested in . A staff member h~re working on a problem outside 

the ocean X*rliJ takes the place really of someone who might be working on an oceanographic 

problem. The llBXJI department of at the Carnegie Institution, an institution 

somewhat comparable to this one in size, they have solved the problem by giving up any 

intent studying 

biology, nuclear physics , any darn thing they want to 

I feel myself that only a university is really wide enough in scope to allow completely 
? 

free research. The university deals with/ of knowledge, and for this reason I personally 

would like to see establihed here at La Jolla eventually perhaps within the next 20 years 

a University graduate school which really encompasses all of the fields of learning . This 

is a very rea son for doing this perhaps tomorrow morning 

seems very- i:jportant reasons other than the problems of Scripps Institution , 
the fact 

might be done. The second on free research here is/that we have here four 

expensive ships, sea going shps. These ships are very expensive to operate, they 

constitute a unique facility for scientific progress. We tend to feel that we need to use 

them to a maximum . We feel that we have a sense of responsibility to science as a whole, 

to see if we can get the most out of these ships. This ~eans that we tend to limit ourselves 

to problems requiring the use of ships and we tend to use perhaps too large a fraction of our 

time taking off at sea, and routinely working up the data obtained , rather than 

thinking about the meaning of our observations. I believe that this problem can in part 

be solved , by attracting a continuous flow of visitors to the Institution and by 

· t · · -\ ,d rth h t th t . th · b . 1 · t. f k t h 1.nteres mg science roug ou e coun ry 1.n e poss1. 1. 1. ies o_ wor a sea , w at can 

be done on our ships on llmX problems that they themselves think of, in other words expanding 

the scientific base of our operations, by encouraging their use by scientists outside 

the Institution , throughout the other campuses of the university, and throughout the country . 
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on free research twomin is the pressure to which we are 

subjected from the practical users of oceanographic information. This is an example of a 

self-contradictory problem because practical interest in oceanography is the principal 

basis for our support here at Scripps. I'd like to give you a few figures on our budget 

to emphasize this point. At the present time we have an annual budget of about $1, 100, 000.0 

Because of the present national emergency this budget in the near future may be increased 

to about $2,000,000.00 per year. Of this amount some $270,000 is what is known as the 

academic budget of the Institution. This comes to us from the University, from the 

State Legislature, and a small part from the Scripps endowment, for university work 

for teaching and completely free research. This budget supports the faculty on our 

staff and some 15 other people. It also pays for about one-tenth of our ship operations. 

Our total budget for our ship operations this year is about $280,000; of this $22,000 

comes from the University of California for whatever use we may want to put it to, for 

the ships. We obtain, ih addition to this $270.000, some $400,000 to the University for 

our Marine Life Research program. This is our name for what is known elsewhere as the 
United 

California Cooperative Sardine Research Program, in which the/states Fish and Wild Life 

Service, and the California Academy of Sciences are associated with the Scripps Institution. 

About half of this $400,000 goes toward full-time operation of two of our f~ur ships, the 

other $200,000 goes very largely toward working on the data obtained. As a matter of fact 

we've recently tried to establish this program on a relatively broad basis with emphasis 

on development of new oceanographic methods, on different types of biological work as well 
data 

as on the taking of routine physical and chemical/from the waters off the west coast of 

North .America. We found however, that we were all further and further behind in the simple 

routine tabulation and computation of the data obtained from the ships. At the present 

time this $400,000 has gone very largely toward ship operations and these routine 

tabulations have been very seriously curtailed, or curtailed at least to a certain extent 

in the research program. The practical ~m~rK problem of sardine research is to be able 

to predict the size of the sardine catch in advance of the fishing season and tell the 

fishermen where the sardines will be during the fishing season. This is an extremely 

complex problem. It can be solved but certainly can't be solved in any short time. 
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Our staff the experimental and unorthodox work that they would like to 

do will contribute importantly and basically to this problem. But the support that we 

receive from the fishing industry tends to be channelize~, as I pointed out, towards taking 

routine observations which can be used for statistical studies. I entertain a slight 

worry about the American Petroleum Institute project because of this same type of problem. 
. eventually 

Fourth, we are faced with an immediate problem that we hope will/disappear, that is t~e 

critical military situation of the United States. Many of us believe that at the present 

time we are faced with a struggle for survival, taxing every resource of the country, 

of the entire scientific profession. Oceanogmphy can play~considerable role in advancing 

the military strength of the United States. For ex~ple, let me sight 3 military problems: 

the problem of mine warfare, one of the most serious problems facing the country today 

because it jeopardizes to an extent not generally realized, our capability in maintaining 

overseas transport, particularly of doing something about enemy mining of European ports. 

This ux in its oceanographic aspects, means that oceanographers must find out just about 

all there is to know about harbors and about inshore waters, about the character of the 

bottom, about how the bottom changes, about how the harbor flushes, that is the interchange 

of water from the harbor and the open sea, about the current in the harbors and the 

inshore waters, the waves, the mrganic growth on the bottom, the kinds of organisms there 

are in the wijter, the trans_parency of the water, nothing that you can think of that 

no oceanographic problem or oceanographic characteristic of inshore harbor waters which 

doesn't need to be more thoroughly known, if we are going to solve the problems of mine 

warfare. Secondly, the problem of amphibious operations. This is intimately related to 

the problem of mine warfare, because we may have to use beaches and all sorts of mrlikely 

places to get our cargoes xmax across the boundaries between the land and the sea, 

or to ship them across the ocean. We really need to know about waves, surf, inshore 

waters on beaches. We need to know about the depth of water in the beach, the slopepf 

the beach, how the slope of the beach changes from time to time; we need to know what the 

bearing~qualities of beaches are so that we can get vehicles ac~oss them. 

The problem of beaches requires intense and elaborate study. Third, various problems of 
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sul:marine detection and attack. These are essentially, as far as oceanography is concerned, 

x involve study of the means of transmitting energy through the sea, in other words 

communicating with the submarines. done largely 

in World War II. 'When the submarine was submerged it was by using underwater sound. 

Fortunately the submarines operate very largely on the surface, we didn't have to worry 

about the of the VJ.II-ocean,f\used radar to a considerable extent. But the present 

sub:narines and particularly future subnarines can be expected to operate almost entirely 
means of 

submerged. So we need to know about/transmitting energy" through the water. A very fine 

attack on this question, the one that's been developed very admirably by the 

Institution, is the use of low-frequency sound, frequency below 1000 cycles 
. 

and on down to ver--1 low frequencies indeed. It may be possible also to use other types 

of energy transmissions through the water sul:marine , but here 

again and for all these problems, mine warfare, amphibious operations, and undersea 

warfare, we need to do a gre ,:1t deal of work. This will tinevitably divert many of our 
expansion 

present staff from longer range research, will involve lfYtHJJXi:mr of our staff, and diversion 

of young men, scientists who are now working on a great variety of problems into these 

relatively narrow military problems. Further we can expect that the progress of science 

will be quite considerably prohibited by the growth of applications of security, the 
. 

inability of scientists to talk about what they are do"4lllg. So f ar in our contr~ct research 

for the Navy Department we have had no problems of security. Virtually all of the work until 

the last few months has been unclas sified and freely publishable, but this i s liable not to 

be true in the future. The second general question involving our research program is how 

to improve the quality and how to increase the quantity of our research, It was pointed 

out by Dr. ZoBell and Dr. Redfield th&t last night that we are constantly aware of the 

notable unknown with which we are dealing and of the pitiful inadequacy of our effort. This 

problem of improving the quality and increasing the quantity also involves certain facets. 

In the first place how can we maintain a balanced program of oceanographic rese'lr.ch? In this 

context and project research tends to throw our research effort out of balance. For example 
n ,,,, . ..q~ ~ 

• '1 

in the biological field alone the emphasis on the ecology of t 1anll1ifepa will tend to f draw 

biologists into that field to the extent of studying the life history of vertebrates. 
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In general our contract research with the Navy Department tended greatly to expand physical 

oceanography and marine geology at the expense of marine biology. It has only been in the 

last few months that it has been realized that biology may play a far more important.role in 

military problems, as not done in the past. On the other hand the expansion of military 

effort throughout the country may in the near future improve the balance of our research 

progrrun. In general biology deals with life r ather than death and therefore biological 

research in genera l is not as critical in time of ~ar. There is not the tremendous pressure 

non biologists as there is on physicists and chemist s particularly to go into military 

solving problems . We may therefore be able to obtain here a biologica~ staff in the few years 

and our physics staff may be drawn away to major military development projects elsewhere. 

In any case it will certainly be very difficu~ty to expand. The second question of the 

quality of our research effort involves the size of the Scripps Institution. Obviously a 

scientific institution like man has an optimal size . As we all know there are no giant s , 

not because God didn't want there to be , but because giants are ineffective 

Like wise the quality of scientific institutions. If we grow too large we lose the 

free interchange of ideas and the mutual stimulation of a small groUp working closely 

together. On the other hand by growing l arge we are reducing the isolation and provincialism 

from which a small institution R inevitably suffers. In general I feel that our present 

staff bel1eves that thi s institution should ii not get much larger except on a temporary 

basis because of the present military crisis, but r ather we should improve the~ quality 

of our staff. How do we do thi.s? Dr. ZoBell pointed out last night that we have 14 faculty 

members out of a xmc total employment of some 300 people. We sometimes feel that the Regents 

of the University think that the bottom is going to drop out of oceanography at any time. 

The present mores of the scientific profession, however, suggest •that it is very 

difficult to get first r ate peop~e, not impossible but very difficult unless you can give 

them faculty positions. The second question of our staff, of improving the quality of our 

staff, involves the question of wh~,t kind of science we want here. 

question is that we want to increase our senior staff by 

One answer to this 
ieJJJZRI 
/f~v1a,; 
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great scientists, great mature scientists , or very promising young scientists regardless of 

their special interests. nearly all aspects of science will eventually 

lead toward a solution of the problem of the sea. I myself feel that an increase in our 

senior biological staff is our present greatest need. Dr. Hubbs mentioned several types 

of problems that we're not attacking very effectivelj because we don't have enoughx people 

to do it. These include physiological ecologists, as to why critters in the ocean live where 

they do, and what are th~ physiological processes that determine their life pattern, 

population dynamics deals, unlike this previous subject, not with individuals but with masses 

of organisms as they affect the oceanic environment and as they are affected by it. We know 

virtually nothing about the life histories of 

live in hhe sea 

, 95% of~ these animals 

A great many other biological fields which 

should be worked on, in which we need to know the answers if we're going to go ahead in a field 

in which we arP concerned and which we do have active staff members. Science as you know 

seems inevitably to progress on a broad front. scientific ideas, 

new scientific ideas pop up usually in'four or five different places almost simultaneously 

and I think reasonable interpretation of these factors that science can only advance a little 
general 

bit in any one area beyond the/level of human knowledge. So we really need even to 

' advance in the fields in which we are now working , filling in the gaps in biological research, 

fields which are forced to neglect because of lack of aqequate staff. There is of course 

one other :kkixg way to increase the quality of our work , that is to a.ttract here a continuous 

flow of visit~ u±:IEmB scientists. We have always had the policy at this Institution 

of scientists coming here to work for short periods, as of course most University research 
departments 
FXNg:rns have, particularly institutions of marine biological and seaside laboratories. 

But in recent years this has been much more difficult because of lack of laboratory space 

and particularly because of lack of adequate housing. La Jolla is a seaside resort now, 

housing is expensive and scarce and cottages that you see on the campus at the present time 

are occupied almost entirely by our staff members and are not available for visitors. 

Another question about the quality of our research involves the question of which is best, 

team research, present modern day 

scientific work of the past 

research, or individual effort , the pattern of 

fundamental discoveries 
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were made. Because of the nature of oceanographic problems our work is done by a group 

of people working together. This I think is fine where such rese,rch workers 

by people talk!ng to each other by mutual agreement 

an idea in which they can both contribute. It's not at all good where some "boss 
to 

msn"says organize tml:mx a team /attack this particular problem. Finally we have the 

question of the geogre.phic scope of our activities 

We feel as Dr. ZoBeil pointed out last night that we should take the whole Pacific Ocean as 

our oyster. It may seem strange that an Institution belonging to the people of California 
But 

and largely supported by them should have such high and expansive ideas. n:ganrg 

we believe that California will be a more prosperous state and its people will have a better 

chance to fulfill their potentialities. In a word California can be the Venice of the 20th 

century, if the people have the and the courage t o take the whole Pacific Oce~n 

as their heritage. We made a start on this wide geographic scope by our mid-Pacific 

expedition last summer. Not only, however, do we feel that~the scope of our activities 

should be as wide as the Pacific but in many specialized-fields we are finding it necessary 

to go outside of the Pacific. For example, the sedimentation processes in the shallow waters 

of the Gulf of Mexico form one of the principal forcuses of our American Petroleum Institute 

project. Dr. Shepard has found that comparing~~ studies of 

beaches all around the shoreµ of the United States are a powerful means of attacking these 

problems. Then we have what should be the nature of our research 

quality and qunntity. Should we concern ouraelves primarily with basic problems of the sea? 

development for the exploitation of m::i.rine resources and 

the practical applications of oceanography. We certainly have a respons~bility to the people 

of the state, and of the world, to attempt to the exploitation of me.rine 

resources. In such exploitation oceanogrc:1,phy can play only a small part. We ce.n make kno.m 

what the resources are and where they can be found. 

Ve r.iay be able to find out where the fish are, 

how many there are, but the problen of c~tching the fish involves complex engineering 

problems of great variety, it involves economics and sociology. The fishing industry at 
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the present time is essentially communistic, that is the fishermen share and share alike j_n 

the catches of a boat. This very much limits the technological development of the fishing 

industry. We have the problems im£ in fishing and developing fisheries of marketing, how to 

get people to eat more fish, of processing, how to get the fish from the boats to the people 

who are hungry. In India, for example, where there is e. g~e&t protein deficiency, where 

most peo le never get enough protein to , fish, one of the best and chea;·est 

sources of protein are only eaten in coastal villages because they can't be preserved long 

enough to be transported into t hem. On the other hand th 0 problems of the fisheries ar2 

only a small part of all the problems of the ocean. Here we have in this particular 

exarr.ple a subject and a question 
We believe 

on the one hand and very much 
very much larger than oceE.nogr:i.phy/small"r on the other. 

~4 the Unive~sity of California as a vhole can play the same role in the fisheries 

development as it has played for the last 75 years in agriculture. But this must be a 

University-wi de effort by x which the Scripps Institution plays perhaps the leading part 

but by no means the only part. And we have proposed informc:.lly to President S~roul 

that there be established a university-wide institute of marine resources, with headauarters 

on the La Jolla campus. This immediately raised lots of questions. Fore ample, is this 

function of the university to do this sort of thing? How does 

it affect the definition of the university as a place to educate young men? I started out 

a few minutes ago to give you our budget and I just 

got through with the /G!md:M amount of money that the State of California contributes to this 

Institution. Of the remainder of the~,l, 100,000most but not all is contributed at the 

present time by the Navy. The Bueeau of Ships during the past year some i-,160,000 :u the 

Office of Naval Research abwt $150,000, American Petroleum Institute some t-25 ,000, 

Rockefeller Foundation some ~7,000, Kelco Co. about $4,000, the &bout $30,000. 

Just recertly, just to sr~w you how the budget changes, we've just recently entered upon 

a contrE,ct with the Air Forces, a new contract for expansion of our work, for some $50,000 

a year. The Office of Naval Research has already upped its budget to $250,000 a year, 

The Bureau of Ships has inc reased its budget to $300,000 a year, The Amer ican Petroleum 

Institute is increasing its support of certain aspects of our work to an annual r ~te of 

about $125,000. We have tentatively agreed ·dth the Office of Naval Research to cttempt to 
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increase our work in the deep sea, keep one ship occupied full time exploring the deep sea 
0 

biologically, meteorlogically, and physically to the tune of about $500,000 a year. So our 

budget with all of these projedts which are very close to consummation, will be on the order 

of about $2,000,000.~a year in the very near futurs . I believe that that's a brief 

summary of our research program, and we'd appreciate discussion. 

Oy We have roughly an hour, during which I hope will be largely discussion of some of 

Y the points that have been raised this morning and. in throwing the meeting open for 

discussion I hope each of you will talk abrut whatever it i s that has been going through 

your mind by listening to these interesting and provocative speakers. 

close There ar~ two things th&t have not been said. One is the 

inter-relation fully convinced 

myself that that relQtion must be very close, and general 

one application that tends to be ignored. I think th~t any 

technologist who is not supported by pure science is bound to die. I recall a apecific 
glass company 

instance of that,a small ixmll'KtsX'J in Missouri which oper at ~d for years on the basis of 

formula handed down from father to son, and everything went well 

began turning out purple glass and nearly went 

bankrupt. Much of the same thing happens periodically in the fishing industry. The pure 

science on the other hand seems to flourish even when it's devoid of technology, the best 
of you 

example of that is the sun, which I ventu~e to say most~~ would have difficulty 

in thinking of two technologies that are related to the ~un, but there ar such tech-

nologies, navigation and the More recently 

The other thing that I wanted to touch upon is the pressure from inside 

and outside to do something about our present national emergency. I think that these 

questions are perfectly legitimate and I frequently heard the remark from people who are 

not only but have been concerned with some of the Naval problems, why not 

expand the ocec,nographic institution to take care of it, let do it, 

found myself emotionally opposed to this idea. One reason for i~is that 

a typical example of the best that can be done by the scientific 

community for national defense is the radiation laboratory at MIP and its work with radar 
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and one reason; for that I believe has not been sufficiently emphasized. It involves together 

initially a very small group of people but highly competent people and the enthusiasm 

problems in that small group. allowed to 

spread into a lar ger group and resulted in the r adar develo 0 ment. I don't believe that same 

initial emphasis would have been obtained had the work started at the exi sting institution, 

with a staff that had already gotten accustomea to each other and to the problems on which 

they were working. Just by adding more money to an existing outfit I don't believe we could 
if that 

get the same result s as produced by the r ~diation labor~tory at MIB. I believe that/is going 

to be relevant~ to our discussion here, we're going to have to consider the national 

emergency, along with our own wishes for the futur 9. 

{R,-f· Iv 
cant. 

related to those Roger r ead a few minutes ago are signifi

Either one builds up cer·t ain institutions to XR sizes which are incompatible with their 

evolutionary development and survival. Or~ ene has a preservation cf institutions 

in larger number in many places. There ar e I find in Washington two lines of thought, 

there are those that feel that what we should do is establish large research establishments 

and to do this by, cuite frankly, tearing down one which already exists and to destroy many 

university departments. There are others who feel that because of the probablJ long dur~tion 

of the present emergency it is more important except in special cases for the development of 
have 

ideas that accB already reached stage. It i s important to preserve organizations such 
they determine 

as this at the size that/they can most effectively maintain, in orde:- that there b a larger 

number of sources of ~deas. Here are t wo point~ of view. I think they are in 

many instances irreconcilable, although a s I say in some cases It is auite obvious that a 

laboratory for the development of ideas that have already been developed is essential 

for security. Personally I feel that ~e must keep ourselves in a flexible state 

of mind and also in a state of mind which resist8{1ysteria. I think that there is a•grave 

danger that we could.if we were \ever to do all things that all people think should be done 

in order to meet the presenj emergency; make ourselves unfitted for the emergency that might 

come in an acute phase some years later. I'm often reminded of the parable of the fn 

foolish who wondered whether or no3/\get caught without any c-r.. f!_,, ../4.-,..., ct , ,._, 

l 
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One thing 

It seems to me that 
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oceanography 

number of times of the 
mentioned/application of these scientific results. 

it 

depends on science and to a certain extent it is responsible for the development of certain 

sciences oceanography. But I wonder if one of the problems is not this 
a group 

that so long a s you do not develo~-:/in oceanography P:lfl"l'DCP whose interest is the application 

of the scientific results your scientists will always be under pressure to do that application. 

Now it is my feeling that there is a difference in viewpoint between the scientist and the 

engineer or the oceanogra~her as I am thinking of, which is very big. If the scientist becomes 

interested in the value of his work and its practical applications he probably will be 

deflected from lines of investig -tion that should be }!IKX'XKJ'lf pursued. But if he tries to 

appraise each program for its utility or its value he will be deflected from being a good 

scientist. On the other hand the person interest ed in the application must appraise the 

result of each scientific program, try to piece together a picture or story of how it would 

be of value 

engineering you are coming into 

a phase in which the economic aspect will be import3nt. You mention the sardine. After you 

find the sardine and know something of its habits you will al so have to think about, or 

someone will have to think about making the catch at reasonable cost. And I would suggest that 
development 

there be thought given to the lnfi:niiskmmd of a group which 

which makes application its primary the th~nking is just a- hard in 

the application, the criteria of succes0 are even more rigia because the ·only measure of 

success in the practical IWXXKXW application is the successful application and it's a very 

difficult problem to predict not only the physical performance but the cost involved in the 

use odl 

only group • 

I think you'~l all have this trouble as long as scientistL are the 

responsible for the development of certain sciences 

which are no longer of intere, t to the physicist and the chemist, 

include mechanics and many others. And two-third of our engineering 
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faculty are essenti~lly scientists and not engineers and thats a s it should, as they are 

not concerned about the utility of the work they do Ana then there's 

another group in engineering which is concerned with, and has a professional view, the 

application of these result s . I think that might be a solution to some of the problems 

that have been mentioned and which are worried about at the moment by the scientists. 

~ Lin view of the fact that Dr. Revelle took a look at me when he indicated how scientists 

get together and work best, I'd like to get in just one thought: that where we are dealing 

with pure science, the attempt to find out more about the universe we live in; the type 

of motivation that Dr. Revelle indicated, that group effort should be spontaneous group 

effort, and not pushed by superior organization on top is completely correct. When, however 

you come to the stage of making a definite applic~tion of that for practic&l utilization 

my experience indicates that the kind of organization which is unsuited to the pure research 

pays larger dividends. In other words there you have to plan the groups to tx attack 

certain problems, you're not attacking a new front of science, you're trying to 

something already in the warehouse of science and apply to a particular problem, and there 

organization steps in. You may call it applied science, you may call it engineering but I 

think that you should very definitely keep that type of organization out of the pure 
lot of 

science but that you should count on its appearing in the appiication. And I think a x:ix!d: 
are that 

mistake :ix being made and a lot of fear is being gener._. ted is the attempt for some people 

to say tha~since organization has worked in the field of technology and engineering, lets 

apply it to pure science. And I don't think it will work ther e anything like the degree 

that it has worked in the field of technology. 

~ .J./vr find myself very sympathetic with what both Dr. OBrien ana Dr. Ma)(.field have just 

said. Looking back at my own career I have been to oceanography for the l ast 

ten years and have organization. 

suggest that we have a 10 minute recess 
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I would simply like to comment briefly on what Dr. O'Brien said. I feel that there is 

a very real analogy between engineering and oceanography, and that their , unlike 

other sciences, dealing with the real world. Oceanography deals with something that actually 

exists, namely the ocean, whersas such things as physics and chemistry deal essentially with 

what is inside people's heads. Physics and chemistI'"'J for that reason are broadly applicable 

to problems of the rea~ world. We can use the methods and the xkitt ability of physicists 

to attach problems with what exists but as a basic science they don't conform actually to 

what does exist. Oceanogr~phy on the other hand seems to me to be a very logical division 

of science dealing with a piece of the external wo:'.'ld, r equires the applic~,tion of all kinds 

of scientific disciplines working in a more closely coordinated fashion, which is also true 

of engineering. You can apply almost ~ny engineering problem, physics and chemistry, 

biology and many of the other subdivisions of modern science, have been broken down. So that 

in that way there i s a real between oceanography and engineering. The traditional 

difference is that oceanographers like to think of themselves as working on problems which 

they themselves have dreamed up; whereas engin,=-ers very largely have to work on problems 

that somebody else has formulated. 

~~I would like neA-t to call on Dr. Chapman, hoping that he will have n~w thoughts on the 

general subject of the r esponsibility of oceanography in the questions involving world 

fisheries.· 
,_,.. a representative 

~- 1~ think that I should like to make my comments not as wudPRr of the Department of State, 

nor as a biologist, but more as a reprfsent ~tive of the fishin5 industry, in California 

particularly. We have an utmost interest in practically everything that is going on at Scripps 

·because we are harvesters 9f :tkK one of the major cash crops that comes from the ocean, 

affected by the ocean than most other technologies , mu3t other industries. 

We have to look at the program of research at Scripps largely from our standpoint in terms 

of our cost of production. To emphasize that, to point out, I might say that in November 

of this year there cs.me to us a very expanded production of tuna, during the last year a 

up inventories in all war9houses ~nd canneries. The 

result of that has been actually the major factor in the tie up of the fleet the last two 

months nor better. It was found that by cutting the price of tuna by a $1.50 a case, less 
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t han a nickel a can , the tuna pulled out of the warehouses very 

~ -t7-., I I " ~ 1-1. ../ 

freely . The big surplus 

had now been dissipated . But unfortunately cutting the price of tuna by $1 . 50 a case 

came very close to taking all the profit out of the canning end of the business and t hat 

price could not be sustained indefinitely, present knowledge . The price has gone up 

again and the flow of tuna out of warehouse s has s lowed down . I wish to point out how that 

applies to the research program here . We sL~ply must get our cost of production down if we 
food 

are to get the vast/productive potential of the ocean to the consumer ' s table . The 

is just cost xi: if you can get the food out of the ocean to the consumer ' s table 

rlx a t a price he can afford to pay , he will buy t he food. and use it . Otherwi se it will 

remain in the ocean . Now as I have listened to what has gone on here in the discussion 

of the progre.m at Scripps, it will pr9bably surprise you to find that I was more interested 

in the physi cal oceanography program and in the geolog~and physics program of r esearch than 

I was in the biological program . We have a very i ntense interest in the progr21ns which a re 

going forward in those two disciplines and most of the theoretical and applied phases . The 

production of fish out of southern California are for the most part pelagic fish:,eri:e:s- or 

nearly entirely pelagic fi sh2xiex , whose abundance, whose migrations , whose XKJey every aspect 

of li life is closely correlated with the movement s of t he ocean currents , whether that be 

through the nutrients, t hrough the affect of t emperature or whatever , they Bre 

exclusively tied in with the climate of the ocean . We have to know a great deal more about 

that climate, about the movements of the ocean current s , in order to lower our cost of 

production . I point out that a tuna clipper leaving San Diego may spend as much as three 

months at sea during which he may not be fishing more than a week or t en d?,ys to get his full 

load . The remainder of the time they have spent cruising , in locating fi sh that will bite 
in the neighborhood of 

and getting the bait and so forth . These vessels, as your r esearch vessels , cost/$100 , 000 

a year to operate whether you get any fish or not and the more days spent in productive fishing 

and the less days spent looking for f i sh will lower the cost of production . We have a need 

from the physical oceanogr aphers for an application of known oceanographical methods to the 

present problems that we have . That is the thing that has occupied thi s discussiong for the 

last night and day, the need for the theoretical work, the best work, and also the applied 

work. We must have~ strofi"g1nterest in theoretical work because that leads us to new methods 



and new information. But we cannot dwell on that exclusively. We must have application of 

known ocernographic methods, ~Jal to our pres~nt pro~lems. For instance we wish to 

have a very close understdniing of the ocean currents between here and the Gala~os Islands 

in particular. It is a tremendous stretch of ocean and we wish to know not only the general 

pattern but we wish to know the current pattern quite specifically in detail because the fish 

are to be found where there are inter-spaces, where there is up-dwelling, where there is 

vertic~l circulation. We wish to know where th~t vertical circulation is. If you can even 

aid us to better our guesses, even by 10 or 15 per cent as to where th~se areas of vertical 

circulation occur, it will be of material, factual interest to us. We need to have a quite 

thorough survey of the bottoill contours, and the detailed map that Dr. Shepard was talking 

about between here and the G1;lopagos Island because we know just by imperical correlation 

r that the occurence of fish is related to irregularittes, even though those irregularities are 

far from the surface. The more we know about those irregularities, the more we think we will 

be able to cut down cruising time. A field that has not been mentioned here in our discussion 

formerly is the need for theoretical fisheries work. Nearly all of our fisheries research 

work now everywhere is addressed to practical problems . We need to have someplace, an 

organization or individuals who are able to spend their time on theoreticql problems that 

fisheries bring up. As an example, I speak of the problems of population dynamics which 

is the key that is the basis of all of our fisheries work and our knowledge of fishery 

population dynamics is moving ahead as rapidly as any other field of population dynamics 

but it requires someplace vhere some people aan just sit down as research scientists and not 

as engineers, as we defined engineers last evening, to inquire into these problems of 

population dynamics . More particularly we are interested in the larger field of the entire 

biological economy of the ocean, because we operate on only ohe piece of the biological 

economy. Ordinarily we harvest the top of the food chain, the remainder of the food chain 

and all its parts is of the utmost interest to us, not of sufficient practical interest that 

we can put money into it ourselves, but it is of considerable b=sic interest to us. 1 111 

leave the research program there if I may and turn moo: a little bit to the educational 

program which we discuss9d last evening. I am very much interested in that having been 

a·ssociated vith the School of Fisheries at the University of Washington for a time. I should 
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like to mention that in the northwest we have a considerable educational program devoted to 

fisheries. The total research funds put into fisheries up in the northwest I think 
a little 

approximates or perhaps/exceeds the total amount of money which is put into oceanographical 

research here at Scripps . We have an extensive educs.tional program in connection with that . 

We have had to train quite broadly and .our training has been mainly with respect to the needs 

of the saL~on industry . We have in the northwest now in the neighborhood of, somewhere 

between 200 and 225 research biologists working on the problems of salmon biology and 

population dynamics in salmon . The fi shery research people that are ~oming down into this 

area are more and more the products of our tra ining up there and it is not an adeauate 

training for the fishery problems that eminate from or center upon the San Diego or southern 

California area . We are interested more in the inshore and fresh water problems there than 

is the case here. I think there is an opportunity at Scr~pps for some expansion in fisheries 

training down here. I think also that there should be some means worked out for the easier 

exchange of graduate studeets between Scripps and the School af Fisheries so that some students 

at least can be trained in bottlf'egimes . We spoke last night of the lack of desire here 

perhaps for training persons at the Master ' s level. We have much the same feeling up there. 

I(m not at all sure but that we might work to the point of training at the Master's level in 

one Institution and moving to the other Institution me for the PhD. level of training. 

At least there is room for the exchange of students on the graduate level between the two 

organizations, which would much benefit I believe the whole coast and it certa inly would 

benefit the fisheries research program along the coast. I would like to pass on to 
here 

organizational policy at Scripps a s it looks from our standpoint. We've been talking/about 

how much growth there should be, whether the growth at Scripps should be somewhat limited, 
actually 

or whether it should be expanded . I think that/that argument is almost exclusively academic; 

Scripps is gxmcntg going to grow. And the problem is not whether or not Scripps is going to 

grow in actual size but how Scripps is going to be organized to preserve the freedom of 

investigation of the individual .researcher and also accommodate these new, large, what we 

call oceanographical engineering projects. That is the chief thing I think to worry about , 

because there is no question what soever in my mind that Scripps is going to continue to grow. 

Scripps is essentially a service organization for the State which supports it, and as the 
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problems, such as they have, with respect to the ocean grows, ther3 is going to be more and 

more demand for the growth of the organization to t~ke on these new problems. I may say it 

while people here have a little psychological reaction to further growth. I think basically 

what everyone out here is doing is to stimulate growth. Because everyone wants to get in to 

find out mor~ about this not~ble unknown, that we work on, and the force of everybody wishing 

to ex:p3.nd their operations is going to expand the whole Institution. I might say that the 

fishing industry of California is well able to support Scripps and hasf:lone so in the past. 

Roger mentioned this :Jp400,000 item for the marine life research program that was stimulated 

by the fishing industry, and it was until the new arned service progrrun+developed, the 

largest single item of funds that Scripps had. The industry is quite willing to lend that 

politic~l support which it essentially' was, to get the money from the State Legislature, 
to 

as long as they can see that there is some good ttrl comex from either short term or long 

term. I might say that we are similarly able to influence Federal appropriations to 
commission 

Scripps benefit. The appropriation now being obtained for the tuna~ work will I'm 

sure augment the Scripps resources to some extent before the work of that commission is f1r 

advanced. A field which has not been developed here at all on fisheries is contract work 

with the industry. I might say that the School of 
Alaskan a 

begun 
Fisheries that have :lowxaw the 

x~ salmon industry provides DK fund now of about $250,000 a year exclusively for the 

narrow problem of studying the biology of Alaskan salmon. The work is going ahead quite 

satisfactorily both from the st~ndpoint of the University and of the industry. I might 

mention one other type of aid that the industry c~n give to Scripps and to all of the 

organization work in association with Scripps. We have a large fleet working out here, 

something over 200 vessels, more than 100 million dollars worth of vessel's working 

continuously in the area between here and Alaska and those vessels ar~ going back and forth 

day in and aay out and provide certainly a facility on which some of the survey work and 

perhaps a good deal of the detailed work eminating from Scripps c~n be aided anyway. 

Certainly individual members of the fleet will be quite cooper~tive in taking out people 

and even to disturbing their ordinary line of work, to a slight extent anyway, to accommodate 

research people. I think it is a very large facility which has not been used to amount to 

anything at all. Most of the funds at Scripps, or a large share of them, have b~en put into 
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vessel operation. There is a much greater vessel operation going on and which could be 

utilized free of cost to the Institution. Just in closing I should like to mention 

the proper position of fishing problems in Scripps program. I think that no Institution, 

no educational Institution, thrives f or along peri od of time unless it is providing services 
has 

for the community in which it exists and which sup~orts it. The fishing industry ix a 

maj or part in the economy of San Diego; it brought about 54 million mm dollars in cash 

into San Diego last year which i s a considerable item :hcddm of the San Diego economy. 

It i s growing and will continue to grow quite rapidly I believe. It is, I t hink, as I 

looked over the program and talks las t night and today, saw a very considerable dependence 

at Scripps upon work from ahd money from the armed services and also training for the armed 

services. I think that depends a good cteal on the st~te of emergency that exists. When 

there is no state of emergency the Congres'' is a little reluctant about such project s . 

When there i s a state of emergency those f unds flow freely. Whether the Institution 

should build on a continued st ate of emergency, and base its future program on a st ~te 

of emergency I don't know. As a repre sentative of :s:txt::exlli:KIQKJdo1emt: the Department of Sbte 

I'd like to say that that's a way to do but I'm not sure. But an-y'way I think 

that if the organization at Scripps Institution does rely on being of service to the local 

industries it will have a firmer foundation than if they rely exclusively on the support of 

the armed services . 

o/. Y For one coming from the East this has been a r ather interesting t alk . We think of our 

fishing industry as being important in New England. But no ....,where in the 

Eastern unive ·sities that I know of i s there any such group working on the fish9ries 

problems, a group of any such size ~s Dr. Chapman has indicated exist s in the NorthwestJ 

I for one would like to hear more about such matters and therefore I'm going to call on 

Dr. Shaeffer. 

\ . l Jvv I am very willing to add to what Dr. Chapman has -~aid and as far as the Northwest is 

jYJ.Q·rconcerned, I've been gone from there for so long that I have no detailed knowledge of just 

what i s transpiring there. I will pass that over and perhaps let Dr. DeLacy t ake care of 

the 

points, 

on the current operations in the Northwest. I would like to mention three 

this morning I s discussion. First i s this matter of the prs.ctice.l 
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research and the theoretical r2search . Fisheries' problems in general considering our lack 
I I 

of knowledge of the ocean in many of its aspects combine both th ~ probl 0 ms of the application 

of present knowledge ana the advancement of knowledge into unknown fields . The thing that 

unifies the two are the necessity of getting the information with regard tb the specific 

fi sheries or we might say specific areas of the sea . In some instances it involves application 
developed 

of well- / techniques , application of rl well-developed kinds of knowledge . In other 

cases it dem~nds investigations into totally new fields and perhaps even the development of 

new disciplines. I think that's admirably exemplified by the Marine Life Research Pro ram 

being conducted by Scripps Institution in cooperation with the other agencies interested in 

the sardine. It's one reason the sardine people have so many conferences I believe. That 

question of deciding how much effort needs to be put into the engine sring sort of thing 

and how much needs to be put into the pure research in turn. The thing is however, in the 

case of pure research aspects they need to have some direction also to find out what needs to 
ultimate 

be found out for an ali practical end. That is a problem for scientific administrators I 

suppose to detennine how much freedom or lack of freedom individual scientists have to have 

to find out what needs to be found out an_ still at the s/3Jlle time to be working in those 

fields which are required to be worked in for the development of xwrtxr« specific fishes. 
Ml w/ui_Jv 

The second point I wish to mention is the point~ Dr. Chapman spoke to you briefly, 

that fisheri~s' problems are not entirely biological problems, in fact problems o~ fisheries 

like the .sar dine f ishery and the tuna fishery are not even essentially biological as biology 

is ordinarily thought of. They are more likely to be problems of the dynamics of the ocean 

in its larger sense, that is the physical and chemical inter-change in the ocean and the 

and the biological inter-change a s being part of this larger oceanic circulation. There is 

a circulation of life in the ocean along with a circulation of matter and the dynamirn of that 

situation are the center of interest of fishing research in its broadest sense . 

The third thing that I would like to bring up is the matter that the tuna fi sheries in 

particular, which is the most valuable fishery in the Pacific Ocean at the present time, 

is truly a high seas fishery, and our problems are those of the ocean far distant from shore . 

Oceanogr&phic institutions, including Scripps, nave in the past and at present are largely 

confining their work to the fringe of the sea . The number of oceanogr~phical stations that 
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are taken and the theoretical work that is done and so on is in many instances confined to 

these , what would you call them, boundary problems . I believe the Gulf Stream and the 

exist partly because of the boundary . The tuna fi£heries are e¥panding farther 

and farther off shore , and in some cases , as in the case of the North Pacific Albacore 

Fishery, they are conducted a thousand miles from the nearest land . They are truly off

shore fisheries and the fishery research of the future is going to demand a truly high 

seas oceanography. That is the direction we would like to see oceanography expand in 

from the standpoint of the tuna resources. 

~~v> I can agree very much with what has just been said. For many years now at Woods Hole 

we have been trying to study the North Atlantic Ocean as a whole rather than a part of it . 

We 1ve got an advantage in that we ' ve got a smaller ocean .' :fttx It ' s still too big. But 

nevertheless I feel very strongly that until we can understand at least one ocean as a whole 

we will not be able to deal intelligently with many of these problems . We have still 

ten or fif~een minutes and to round u out this very interesting discussion I would like to 

call on Dr . D1l,acy . 

~L £..~,;well , I wouldn't describe the organization and 
o in detail 

of the fisheries in the 

Northwest/without invitatruon but since you've asksd for further co!"lIDents there in order to 

subject , I might mention briefly the work that is cov3red by some of the 

outfits . There are ouite a few of them and in fact sometimes you think there are too many 

because sometimes when you hire a new secretary it prob~bly takes about a month to know 

which one you ' r e talking about when you mention so and so and the mail men are continually 

getting the mail deliveries mixed up and that sort of thing. The one that Dr . Chapman 
as 

referred to as concerned with the Alaskan salmon is known b the fishery research institute . 

Dr . w. F. Thwnsend It started as a rather limited investigation 

of Alaska salmon and. spread on to an entire new territory essentially 

on into Central Alaska including Crystal Bay. The International Fishery Commission 

is another one of the outfits, the halibut study, and various members of the group have been 

associateJ with that . And readily appreciate the relationship with the fisheries through 

many of the oceanographic problems that have been posed and discussed here before this group . 

And Dr . Chapman is wsll familiar with tha.t oper3.tion . He and I weTe at one time connected 
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with the field work The Fi sh and Wild Life 

Service is represented there as well as in this section and all other coastal ar eas of the 

country. organization fishery building its ~lf, the Fish 

and Wild Life Service has some representatives. 

The SchoSl of Fisheries itself consists of a group of professors which vary 

from time to time in number and the percentage of time they devote to it, some of them 

working part time on their proj ects . But I can c2rtainly agree with Dr. Chapman's comment 
of 

f~x the necessity for additional fisheries t ra ining at other institutions and preferably 

would be a great advantage. We have one end of our bulletin boar d at 

time 1present time that i ~ pr- ctically covered with notices , l etter s , and what not from 

different inatitutions anxious to hiee men t rained in f isheries work, and many of those 

notices just st ay there week aft er week with very little response . I think that a 

supplementary tra ining in this area woul d be most advantageous and the-~e would be no 

shortage of students . In cas e some arrangement s ~ould be made to transfer students 

back and forth, it would be mutually beneficial. I don't like to put myself in the position 

of saying what size Scripps can or should grow to. Adding all these t hings will naturally 

increase its activities, and some of t he old member s thought perhaps their group i s l a~g~ 

enough. It 1 i as it has been r epeat ed ~any times , however a v~ry big ocean, perhaps the 

staff themselves will have to decide how much of it can be done at one pl ace efficiently, 

and then maybe other st ations eventually will come . A~uggestion was made yest er day th: t 

numerous small st ations might be better than one large st ation r a i ses some doubts in my 

mind however. I think that t hat will aggravate a problem of con~ittee meetin~s ~nd get

together s and inter-departmental coordination to a great er extent than exi st s today e.nd I 

certa inly favor the sizable unit that at least doe sn't get to the proportions of i'eshington 

D. C. 

We still have a f ew minutes E- nd I fina that Dr . At kins who i s here repr esenting the 

Office of Naval Re search i s going to have to leave right after lunch, and I wonder i f he 

has a f ew words th1-.t he would like to say to u s . 

Dr. Chapm~n made one cormnent to whi ch I feel I should r eply. He mentioned something 
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about, not neces saril~ the in5ecurity but the inadvisability of this institution of being 

dependent upon ~ilit~ry support and at the termination of the mE emergency there would be 

less funds available. I would like to point out that the Office of Naval Re;:;e:.rch which 

I represent waB org, .nized just after the end of hostilities, and our fear these days that 

with the cmerbency there would be less funds for research . I think it is in the opposite 

direction from ,;he.t he baid . And the Office of Naval Re3Earch recently has made plans to 

do what it can towards the long term re .,earch . For example the basic r esearch 

program at this Institution has just been cont::-a.cted for work for 3 years in the future . 

That is that's not a st~tement of intent but that' s an actual research contract paid for 

until the spring of 1954. So that at least for the immedi&te future the research program 

should be as certa in as anything can be ~n these times . 

I would say that that ' s very comfortin:ito hear . 

I think we h1:..ve come to the end oi' our time . lunch . 
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;1/{Jflac1 Cve n i"1{ 

having spoke this afternoon I presume this is a way to keep me quiet as chairman . I find 

that having asked me to raise cert in areas of disagreement which he would discucs . He has 

listed the disagreements and then walked out leaving me holding the bag~ Father than get 

into any discussion of disagreements I think I ' ll ask Dr . Fox, who I believe has something 

on his mind. I aosume that what we are to do tonight and what will be continued tomorrow 

morning is a frank and free discussion of the issues which you heard presented yesterday 

and today. This I understand is research . 

if cry I would be curious had I had an opportunity to speak 9 hours · ago 

higher and rather than that the opportunity to speak was deferred until now. I think it will 

be at least to slightly better acivaniage within the of my lack of ability 

to talk in public . I hear~: a lot of words this morning which were very fine and noble words , 

and I enjoy hearing them usually but the fact that they were used in the wrong combination , 

the wrong sequence/' what was disturbing . Rather like Henry Dane ' s children in the 

Turn of the ; the poor innocents had learned some woTds which they were usint' which 

was pretty disastrous . Something .i:k like 

can arise from that if you ' re not very 

You know what 

So the words that I head. , end they ' re 

noble fine words , were pure applied science ,· the physical versus the biologics_l channels 

of investigcction . Fisheries, engineering, service institutions, particularly, and so on . 

The key not~of oceanography is integration and I 'm sure no one is more aware of this than 

someone who has to occupy within an Institution of Oceanography the position of marine 
rather 

biochemist and the demands made a pon it . Were I not able to depend/hea.vily on ny friends 

in a diversity of departments my scientific and professional career would collapse at once . 

This does not except any one of the divisions . I shall not burden you with a long story of 

that , but perhaps I. can point to one or two peoblems that will sufficiently point 

up what I mean. If we are~ studying the sampL sediments from the deep ocean 

, which are markers of ancient biochemical history, I really 

mean$ ancient , going back tens or hundreds of thousands of years . It ' s a matter of extreme 

import~.nce to me to be able to talk intelligcmtly and understandingly with my friends in the 

division of submarine geology . I couldn ' t get along without Fran Shepard and his colleagues 
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in some of the things that I have to think about and have to do. I certainly couldn ' t get 

along without frequent intercourse with my people , my friends in the marine microbiology 

diviscbon , and similarly with the chemistry and biological deivisions and certa.inly the 

physical division as well . For eLample , with respect to the surface of the sea and the 

phenomena which is applied to the surface . It is a very different set up than is found in 

the interior of the sea . The of the internal parts of the sea is no less necessary 

for this kind of communication. The field which I happen to be studying is that which is 

organic matt , r which is present in countless tons over the whole 

ocean , certainly the fragments weightng as much or more in their uncombined, that is their 

disorganized state, than all the organized protoplasm. This situation is not e&sily 

and nature very quickly solves it because the have to start eating each other until 

it is, an~l that is what began thi s complex picture. I think that what 

is a breakdown of We can use these words and think we know wh&t we're discussing 

but I have had a hard time and have been trying very hard to realize what the other :fexx:iimx 

fellow is talking about . The other evening I was in a group down in/ town, a civic group, 

there were four of us there who had 

Cal . Tech. in physics and had been a 

, talking to a man who had graduated from 

scholar, and in a half hour we har failed to 

achieve what I thought was good communication . He didn't know what we were talking about 

and we didn't know what he was trying to get across . This is a very distressing business; 

we tried hard . After this morning's session I talked to some of my friends new and old here 

and got some interesting results from that. But we've still got far to go if we're going 

to talk about what oceanography consists of or in our minds should consist of . That is to say 

a study of natural phenomena with all of the tools at our command anct with a steady advance 

along all fronts. Therefore we cannot have type compartments, we cannot have 

a series of separated discipliBBs xi:tkiJlg within any department of the earth's sciences 

or even any set department of the biological sciences. Perhaps this is somewhat reminiscent 

of the young lady, a very sweet young lady in college in her freshman year who was having 

trouble with her science. My :fxilmci: colleagues have heard me tell stories like this before 

and they ~~11 bear mith me if I repeat , this one . So she thought the best thing to do before 

this quiz came up was to go and pick out the most brilliant young student, student 
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instructor, and certainly the handso~est one, and spend an evening and see if she couldn't 

get some underst anding of this. So this she did . She spent a full evening with the 

young man anu at the end of the evening said this has been a most instructive evening 

and I'm sure I've profited immensely by it Mr. Revelle but I want to ask a question. 

These things that you've been telling me sound very plausible, they sound like things 

that really happened; I thought we were just talking about physics . That is something that 

we r eally need,~ someone to come along with us and help us translate what we mean 

when we talk about some of things we 're going to talk about . I cannot :s:e70xrt separate pure 

and applied science in the particular field I'm in i~ I'm going to be a scientist. I hope 

that ~hat i s being done in my laboratory under the help of the and Rockefeller 

Foundation will prove useful as soon as possiol~ to my friends working x in the American 

Petroleum Institute program and to my friends working in the fisheries progr~m, and the 

sooner the better. And if~hey would consult with me afterwards, the nore the better. 

But it doesn't mean that I'm~ suddenly going to switch and become a technician, I 

have my students do that. Perhaps if we go far enough we will come up with good sema.ntics 

so that we 111 underst f .. nd what we mean when we I re talking about an integre.ted field of science. 

I can't help feeling that we haven't gone very far with this yet and we find ourselves 

somewhat perhaps in the position of a man about whom I shall tell a story and after that 

I'll sit down and let someone else talk. There was a fine diplomat who was going to talk 

at a luncheon but unfortunately he didn't feel prepared because he said he didn't know the 

language. But they said that I s quite all right you speak in your own l angu2.ge , there 111 

be an interpr eter t here . So bef ore the luncheon took place one of the men saw the chairman 

and said now after this talk you pick on StevensGB because he "-.rill trEnsl&te; he' -= a good 

man, he knows Polish. So the chairman at the end of the discussion which was x all in Polish, 

said now we've got a man here , we haven't been able to hear our present address in English, 

~ but that's quite all right his words are going to t\translated by Mr. Stevens here. Mr. 

Stevens hadn't come but there was an unfortun~t e named Stevens sitting at the same t 2ble. 

There was a long prolonged silenee. He finally thought he'd better do something as they 

pointed at him. So he got up and said well, Mr. ______ ski, said that our country 

is very lovely, that he's thrilled by our fine agricultural dev€lopment and our canals, our 
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engineering, that our ladies are lovely, that our food is superb and that he looks forward 

to an ever increasing fri endship between our two countries. And he sat down, upon which 
~ I/ 

Mr. ski turned to his friend and said a most superb transla~ion. ---- ) 

don't know translate what you have 

said or not. I think that you and I agree very much . I strongly feel that one of the 

primary necessities to have the ability f or the sort of communication of which you speak 

is th~ broader training of individuals . I have a feeling that the thing which must go 
a 

through tkK s ingle cerebra l cortex ii it is to be l argely understood, and I have never 

been able to understand how one can by organization achieve the synthesis of which we speak, 

a lthough we must have groups of individuals in order to a ccompli sh the specialized activi

ties which are necessary for the furthe~a~ of scientific investigation . I assume that 

it would be appropriate to ask if there is anyone who wildly disagrees with Dr. Fox's 

thesis, or is there are any who would modify thi s before we go on to hear Roger explain 

what is the basis of the within the Scripps Institution. If anyone disagrees 

with Dr. Fox's plea that t here should be a better basis f or understanding/ As regards the 

differentiation between pure and applied research I might say that I was once asked this 

question when I was speaking at a meeting of the National Assoc. of Manufacturers. They are 

a very wealthy orgE..nization, I might add, or an organizat ion ~t)Qt 

:it:~J{rtrlixwxr~ which i s representative of a very wealthy instituti on. 

So perhaps this i s one of the r easons why I replied as I did. But I've never been able to 

think of a better distinction between pure and applied research which I gave on that morning 

on the wave of inspiration that came to me looking at George Burke and Gifford Upjohn 

and all the rest of these plutocrats. fundamental basic r esearch 

was that which was extremely difficult to get any financial support. 
in hope 

evening, I passed the hat for the National Research Council,/that I would get a $500,000 

fund to give out in support of basic r~search in chemistry and biology. I have still to 

r eceive the first 50¢ I might add . I should like to start with your discussion of the 

issues which confront your Institution, so that those of us who are not members of the 

Institution can tell you what to do about it. 

~ ~~Act ually this is just a collection of topics that I thought might focus the discuss ion 
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a little. I think that these are que stions which have arisen out of the discussions at the 

conference to date. I'm not at all sure that these are the right questions or the only 

questions. I'm quite glad to turn the board over and start a fresh. Let's at least see if 

these do make any sense, questions which have been r ai sed, or should be raised . One, is 

oceanography a s cience or a group of\i_,ndependent disciplines working on separats problems? 

Two, should the La Jolla campus and its development emphasizet primarily oceanogr2phy or 

a broad growth in all the sciences? Three, i s Scripps Institution primarily a service 

institution? or even secondarily a service institution? Four th, should the Scripps Institutmn 

expand and emphasize primarily biol ogy or int2gr &te an approach to all the problems of the sea? 

Five, should the Scripps Institution e;_1pha size basic research, applied r esearch or both? 

Should these be separated or combined into a single organization? Six , should the Scripps 

Institution be autonomous within the University or closely integrat ed with other campuses? 

There may be several other questions that som~one would like to put forward. RRJdqax Perhaps 

the fir~t thing to do is to state any other questions that you would like to hear discussed. 

If not we'll assume that these are the questions. _.5? ~ ' ' • (f, • ' / ~ 
(Would you be eJl5llli good enough to~ 

the meaning of 
explain to us, I think/the word oceanography as we xxxli will undoubtedly be 

l ater on, what is a science and what i s a di ~cipline, just as a matter of semantics? because 

I think we'll be t alking in circles if we don't know what we mean by these words) 

Well I'm not quite sure wh~ I do mean. (Doesn't oceanogr aphy( mean the so/ience of the sea? 
B..,, -') .ic.... 

and doesn I t s cience mean knowl edge?) I think that that i s hi storically correct. , -( I think 

some reticjent genius has answered your first question for you on a sheet that's passing 

around) (Being a of Woods Hole oceanographic Institution; the she"t which 

is referred to 

the evening. 

introducing competition through earlier in 

But apparently WHOI, which Columbus and Alfred and I arP familiar with/ the 
/ 

indications of means, What the hell Oceanography Is. 

The rec...son that I like it is that I remembE,r we onee had a two day discussion during the 

middle of the war, we probably saw the end of the war and we wanted to find out what phys ics 

wa~. The Ameri can Institute of Physics, are any of my colleague s her2? The Institute spon

sored this discussion anc after 3/4 of a day I remember Albert Hall saying that we wPre now 
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in a position to say that what physics was was what physicists did . But seriously wh~t came 

out of that discussion was simply this. The important thing is to have good people and to 

give them an opportunity to a.o those things that they wish to do and provide an organization 

which implements their activities to the best degree possible . I realize this is over

simplification, but it seems to me that this ha s been the basis for the proper orgenization 

and direction in any institution. I do not see how one can achieve by the 

implementotion of the I was interested to hear Alfred say that he was the senior 
oJ-

biologist/\the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution and the reason he was the senior biologist 

was because he had been there long r than any other biologist. Then he proceeded to say that 

that he wanted to bring Ed Smith around to have Herbert Gassett tell him how to run a research 

institution to which I said I hoped he wouldn't because I think it's better to have the place 

run with as little running as pos ~ible, which i s not always true institute on medical 

research I might add just for the record . But seriously what you vant said about is)t<~ean-
? C c,. Aij I ' V 

ography a science or a gro-1p of independent disciplines. (I'd like to ask a1 ouestion Mr. 

Chairman. Y6u 1ve sai d that ,rhat i s required is good people who will be given the opportunity 

to do .;hat they wish to do . Are there to be any boundaries placed around them?) I hav "' an 

opinion but xx~xx:txouxxuxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXE:~ I'm going to keep qui Et . Who wants to 

answer that one? 
c...14 ,. _, 

(In the absenee of boundaries what will be in the long run the difference 

between SIO and the organi zation on the other hill?) That's a good quest ion 

because I used to worry a great deal because I was presented with an institute in medical 

physics . I didn 't like the t erm medical physics and I wasn't sure what biophysics was . 

I decided that the proper way to organize this, and the only way to direct it, would be to 
which 

find individuals who wished to do, desperately wished to do, that x:t.xmui I wished to h&ve done 

in the laboratory. 
I' ✓ 

(That's 0 oocf, I'll accept th ,t) There is always the danger I think that 

an Institution's programs~ may_, by inadequat e direction/spread too far from its central 

focus . But I would think in the case of oceanography which is such a broad field for human 

inquiry, that i:k:xmd:!i if one brought into the :ima:R Institution -individuals who were keenly 

interested in ~idening their knowledge of the sea , there might times, even thout h they live 

to ;Je very old , never be enough of them to Fander very f -:.r from the centr&l core, 

of the Institution. (Mr. Chairman I would like to ask in that connection, where does this 
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matter of contract research and similar endea,rors fit into this broader picture?) 

would 

research done should for their own good 

like this . People who have the money and want t he 

science, but you've got to t ackle this 

problem in the -way which seems most reasonable to you, and if scientist s come back and say 

the only way it seems reasonabl2 to us is to attack it basically or piece meal along the lines 

that we're already interested; I would say that the man making the contract would say that 

this is fine,go ahead. And this of course i s what the Office of Naval Research has ah~ays 

done in the pa.st . It i s to some extent not what the Fishery industry has done. The Fishery 

industry on th~ contrary has been inclined to say we want you to do this specific thing. 

We know how to do research we just vant you to go ahead an do it. And this I take a very 

dim view of. 
' ~ --'Y' ~ 

(Does that apply to the !4arine Life Hes"'a '· ch Project?) I'd say that it t ends to 

apply to it, yes. 

true to any point of the fishing industry or from the other fishing research organiz .,.tions?) 

6~ w /"1:w.nk it would be the grossest f oolishness for me to say that I think we know be::·st, which 
<ufc,cv/-

i sn It so at all, and most certainly we ~re naive, most of us are naive , about~the fisheries 

probl ems are . But you for example said today, th:: •. t what the fisheries people are inter ested 

Di: in is to find out in detail what the currents are in the central Pacific. Because we 

think that if we find that out we'll know where the fish are. Well this i s interesti~g but 

if they should then say we want to give you a lot of money to find out what the current s are 

in the central Pacific, we would be inclined to say we're not very much inter9st ed in that 

money. We would r ather say we want to find out about the ocean, and we have to experiment 

and try different ways of finding out about the ocean. And mayb9 sooner or l ater we 'll find 

out about the currents in the central Pacific but we may not do that right now. 
~ t)A'fff think that that's an excellent criteria actually. If you people do not care to do such 

appli ed research as det ermining the current patt ern of the east ern tropical Pacific, of your 

o·,-m volition you say you don't want th&.t piece of work, and the industry will search for such 

other means that they can get it done . 

t ,',µ • ')A' But yoil might be making the mistake of thinking that there i s a current pattern in the 

central Pacific 

tJr-.1T~ is quite true we have looked with some ,:iegree of interest to the a ctivitfos o·" our 
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J apanese competitors anl we find them making current stua i es of fi sh production with a higher 

degree of efficiency than it appears we are. 

~ But they have made a very great mist ake, their funda.~ental analysi s of what they have 

found it wrong . They have decided that t he curr~nts change gr adually because they :nake 

their survey's gradually. 

Q.)h~ 
,"(l~ell no I didn 1t gather that view . Roger told me ye•Jt erda. , I believe tha t they ho.Ve 

£~ discovered these di scontinuity areas 

where the two currents meet as interesting phenomena in regari to mine warfare. The Japane ~e 

have been laying their on these areas of discontinuity with a high degree of succpss 

for the last 14 years . We dis covered it about t wo years ago. 

~ ~ ~ ... I'll agree but their i dea of i1hat the currents are actually like ar e quite certainly 

incorrect. 

't-~ d Pardon me Mr. Chairr!lan, it seems to me there is one point that has been overlooked in this 

most recent discus s ion. The Scripps Institution is a part of the Univer sity of California . 

I define th~t Univeraity as a company of scholar s . I conceive that that company of scholar s 

has an obligation not only to the st ate but to the culture as a whole. I conceive that one of 

those responsibilities i s to carry on the course of learning. I conceive that we should adopt 

only those contracts which we can honestly give to gr aduat e students and say to them, if you 

do this and if you do a good job you will be prepar ed to do wh~t ~e ar e doing now ten years 

hence. I think that a spect should not be overlooked . 

(jf,,(_,J~;;'ll I wouldn't want to diff er but who is going to do 25 years hence wh:1 t nobody is doing 

now~ I was going t o try and bring the discussion so that we could leave that 1uestion t» but 

You lined up the questions and I suppose it i s my function to ::et them answered 

. I C) ~ • I 11 answer for No. 1. Oceanogra phy is that subj ect which i 3 studied from boats with the 

exception that I will include the mechanics l aboratory at La Jolla 
obj ecting to the point of 

Is there any pos~ible basi s for~ vi ew that oceanography, what means by 

sea science, what is customarily meant, physics , chemistry, mathematics, biology, geology, 

then oceanography is not in that category. Oceanography I take it i s the study of the sea 

and the relation of the sea to the environments of the sea . If that be the case it seems to me 

it must neces s~rily be a concerted attack by people versedi in the various, possibly the 
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five sciences. Is this a fair statement of what I heard express~d to ay? 

I don't think so Mr. Chairm;:;.n. I think that statement applies to any of the earlh 

sciences. You can define geology in exactly the same terms. G~ology is simply a little 

older in its development in many respects than oce&nography and 20 years from now we'll 

put them in the same c~tegory. 

\Y'fi< ~ ...... I agree completely. Just how a:r- you going to apply this of geology with 

geophysics? I will readily accept that but i f it were l aid out, well isn't geology a study 

of the surface of the earth? 

LJ'... Well most geologists like to think they go a little below the surface. 

~ j I don't see any medical people here but I'd like to say that if one is not careful one 

gets into the sort of difficulty that medical scientists are in. There is anatomy, w •. ich 

is a science. This is concerned ·..ritn the structurA of the bo ~Y, anJ ther- is physiology, 

a science, concerned with the function of the bo ,y . And there is biochemistry, which is 

a tyre of chemic!ll procedure. Now you jet into surgery which is a techni~ue, bacteriology 

which is concerned with~ a certain type of organism, pediatrics which i ~ concerned 

wi~h a certain ~ge of a group of individuals; so you become completely illogic~l. Neither 

combining in the same line of category oceanography and chemistry. ~ecause che~istry is one 

of the lines of approach to the study of the sea, just as I would put geology in that s:;;.me 

\\e~ 'b category. 

~v- an actual substance, in this case the oce~n's 

of the earth versus the philosophical laboratory sciehces such as physics and 

chemistry or of mentc:-,1 sciences mathematics. In other words you ar9 

applying these other scientific disciulines to the study of a particular set of natural 

phenomena in the case of oceanology or oce nogr phy. 

I think th&t the confusion that ,,e /a::e is attemptin; to tey to put these things into 

a lot of cubbyholes like post boxes as though you were working in one or two :imensions. 

I think that actually what you are doing, you start fir,-,t with some more or less coherent 
gro:1p of 
phenomena. Henry Bigelow used to «b defin~ oce~nogr~phy as ~v .rythin~ that happened at 

So we have to understand that somewhat to discuss an atmos~her above it. 
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And the last piece of work that I'v~ been thinkint about xis the measurement of the evap

oration of water at the land's surface by analyzing oceanographic data. So you have difficul

XJ: ties in drawing the line but the high tide line will do. Now in order to understand 
to us 

anything we try to explain it~ consistently in terms of something that seems/simpler 

because· we have already developed a more adequate system of analysis and understanding. 

So if we call oceanography a science, ,and I think that is a very bad word because it haJ co 

many con,!otations but if we call oceanography the total phenomena that we a.r8 conc9rned with 
of 

we will then analyze that perhaps according to the principles/physics, or the principles of 

chemistry which are the disciplines which we employ, or the disciplines of biolo~y which are 

certainly much less t angible disciplines, and then we will usl¾ ., mathemE..tics which is 
some sort of 

the disci~line behind all of them. So thct we are really dealing with/a three dimensional 

mess if we try to pick apart and str~i ghten out some sensible way. 

fo 'f... Mr. Chairman, my question is going to be very much along the line of Professor Redfield's 

comments. Th;:;.t is to say in the first question, it appears to me there is a auestion within 

it which is a vaguer one. Independent dL:ciplines. Do we have those? Ar ther disci.:ilines 

which ar~ ~ independent? I can't allow that there are . Mathematics itself, pure 

mathematics is the one independent variable , but are not th 0 rest 

Hence it's like a shaggy dog story to me. 

dependent then the question vanishes. 

bourd together? 

if they're inter-

' · fr Maybe the dif~iculty is that the disci?linarians are independent, and should not be to 

such a large extent as they are. And the whole logic as an intellectual development i s 

breaking down the independence of these disciplines. 

~ \ ,{f)lk I think that that I a very ,,rell put and very significant. I think also there is no 

conceivable reason why an individual cannot sail under several pennants. Certainly in my 

field of biolozy I can be a H• Bt®t®~ixt neurologist; if I am to be a neurologist I must 
orthodontist 

certainly be either a biochemist, a biophysicist, or a physiologist,~, or histolobist, 

or all of them. The more so the better. 

"¾: Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that this disoussion is very illuminating and it point3 to 

what I really had in my mind, which is that I believe that oceanograohy is a science, a new 

kind of science. Bullard when he was here a couple of summers ago said, more or 

less in jest but nevertheless I think there's a great cieal to it, tha-:, there are only t·ro 
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sciences: beophysics ana zfterphysics. He w~s doing the same thing that I am proposing here, 

namely pointing out that we must aeal with things, with the worlc. as it is wheth 0 r it I s the 

earth 0r what's out si de the earth. We must deal with the ocean or with some othe~ area of 

work in the new kind of science. And as 

which are the old types of science . 

pointed out if we apply the disciplines 

of science, developed as long a 

men were having to simplify intellectual problems in order to han~le them. We are now able 

to develop disciplines that were acquired in that way , or which were developed in that way 

to these very much more complex probl ~ms of the real world. Such as the problems of 

oceanography. Just befor;:; dinner I was having, what was to me, a very inspiring discussion 
Professor 

with k. Miller along exactly these same lines, and I would suggest that you call on him 

Mr. Chairman to state some of his ideas .• Perhaps before he does thh.t I'd like to point out 

that qu 2stion No .1 and qw=,st.ion No .2 are very closely related. That is if we agree that 

oceanography is a new kind of science which involves all of the old types, then it seems 

almost inevitable, tha.t in developing the La Jolla campus, we must develop on a bro~d b':l. sis 
in 

which includes all of the sciences ,/the old fashioned sense the old sciences perhaps 

starting out with, by focusing~ll the older sciences on t his one realm, the ocean. 
if 

But to my way of thinking at least we can harC.ly avoid xmm we do tha) quickly expanding to 

include the other real things that exist in the world , including the r s~lm of living things 

which certainly doesn't come under geophysics or after-physics except in a very strained 

definition of physics. 

~/ Professor Miller, how does a group of ml unsympathized, unsemantiaized scientists 

discussing such matters as this appeal to you? 

Well I confess I'm glad to be called upon because I think this is the only place where 

a lot of the have to pay for the very good meals I have had out here . But I don't 

want to be ungrateful for this hospit ality. Yesterday evening someone spoke of oceanogr phy 

being the biggest chunk of the unknown kno•rledge between here and the hereafter. We don't 

have people anymore in our group who deal with the hereafter but a lot of us come near 0 r 

to it perhaps, at least if we can start the hereafter now and and run into the indefinite 

future. I think we're mixing up two questions and the one I would get rid of 

, and that is we might agree that there would be 
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no contract XDDIR science if there were no applied science and let's call it science. I 

think our order of discussion should be science , applied science and contract science, rather 

than contract science, applied science, and science; and I do not mean to underestimate the 

important of contract research for the future of science in the United St~tes. I think that 
But 

we should welcome contract science, contract res~arch, 100%. /Our welcome to contract science 

will be a great if it's made at the expense of either applied science or pure science. 

They will get immediate returns and no returns later. I don't believe that the Germans lost 

the war because they stopped their pure science just a little too soon but I do believe the 

~r would have lasted longer if that were the cause of their defeat. Now I am a friend of 

La Jolla, let me stress that and say that frankly, and I have dreamed about it, and I see a 

danger in its development if it duplicates all the errors of our present institutions, which 

belong to the 19th century and not the present. We don't want to have another set of 

chemistry, physiology, and all of the thousand departments I think in the Institutions we 

have now. Now this dream goes something like this, and I suggest simply of getting 

our first lJUestion done with so that we can get on to something else. I might say that my 

own belief is that wit h the 20th century science h~s entered a new phase, a new era . I refer 

to such things a s the establishment of physical reconnisance, the turn to physical history, 

wither one suggests that something is happening which changes the nature of physical science. 

These things mean that we are turning to large units, one is the universe itself which has a 

history, and another great unit is the earth, and the history of the earth and the history of 

matter can't be separated . So I woula suggest that we think of an institution of science 
call it 

which would conceive of the earth as a unit, maybe call it geogomy or/anything we please. 

It has three envelopes, air, water and the earth ' s crust. You can/t deal with one without 

the three, you can deal with part of one, and yet there's no doubt that this Institute for 

some time will the sea, and the the other parts of this program of the three 
are 

envelopes/pretty well looked after in our other institutions. Nevertheless we might conceive 

of the whole program in terms of the actualities and not as administrative divisions. 

So that this Institute might well develop not into another Berkeley or Los Angeles, but as 

an Institute of science which i s devotee primarily to the earth as a unit, It would cover 

what is now known as oceanography, it would include meteorology, I don't believe it's 
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possible to have ocean meteorology but other meteorology, it would include ~hat geology is 

- 88 -

needed, you I re not going to be able to separn.te marine geology from other geoloi;_;y; it 1llmGli: 

would include the life sciences in so far as these are needed in the study of the ocean, 

because the land animals and are already looked after. It might include geography 

in so far as the human element comes into this whole science especially with respect to the 

oceans. This at least would set down some lines of development, if we can avoid duplication 

where the work is already done on another campus. But it would not mean setting up all of 

these departments here which would be auxiliary departments. Those theoretical departments 

like ~ mathematics and so forth. 

Here I think we should depend upon the other campuses and the other universities. I would 

think that it would be tood to have small department~ of this Institute, one an at least 

each of the other campuses at Berkeley and Los Angeles. You wouid have a few under-graduate 

students definitely devoted to coming here and of ouurse many others that come here without 

having gone through that department and from other institutions. 
what 

I think you'd have an institute that could look after/special problems of 

applied science and contract science that came to it. I don't mean there is any problem there. 

I don't think that the contract work should be regarded!i: as something 

it should be regarded as a valuable part of our system which however, must not defeat itself 

by interferring with those studies which make contract science and contract research 

possible. I mean to the contractor. And finally I would suggest that to make this program 

or something like it, possible, a rather i:m}<iwrtxxtimportant immediate necessity is to have the 

Institute given the prospect of permanence and assured development and that means something 

more than the present faculty and the present budget. It seems to me to assure this program 

or any program for research there should be a faculty of at least 25 or 30 men and n a 

budget f~om the university which would maintain this nucle~us as the permanent and assured 

work of Scripps, with a bud~et I suppose somewhere between½ million and a million dollars 

fron. the university itself. So that the changes in time of contract work would not affect 

the scientific work of the institute and there would not be the possibility of lapses and 

would not to bring here the best men available in the several fi 0 lds. 

Thank you Professor Miller. I think I hear d you discuss this morning 
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relationship between the typei of applicational work which I assume Professor Mill~r was 

referring to under the term contract research and the basic e,..ploratory un __ . mitted, by the 

way I get 10, on every copy of book I sell by referring to this term un __ mitted 

research. Would you care to spe~k for interpretation of how the general proposals th t 
point of 

Professor Miller has outlined wouldi fit i:Jcy: into your general/view expressed this mQUnr~Y 

• ? morning. 

0,~v-'.v Well I regard at least for us in the field of applied science, I regard contract research 

as highly desirable. If I had the choice of having a completely free budget and a budget that 

had some free money and a majority of contract money I would choose the contract money, for 

us in the applied science. Because I find that through contract research we have a gre~t deal 

of outside interests in what is bei~g done. And I as the administr tor had an 

appraisal on the success of our people, of their accomplishments. I don't think th&t app:ies 

to basic research which should be free from this appraisab on the basis of utility. But from 

my stand point of being in the applied field contr~ct research I feel is very desirable 

because it presents us constantly with outside ap1-raisal, have to appraise 

the appr.iso:c. Nevertheless it's c.. const~nt spur. I think that in 3.ll this discussion one 

should remember that the man who holds the purse strings is the man who calls the tune. 

And I agree completely with Professor Epling in his thesis regarding the responsibility of 

the University, not only to the dtate but to society as a whole. But I do think we must 

remember that the state, the Federal gov~rnment and the other sources of money in the long 

run will appraise all of thi s work from the st andpoint of its contribution to society. It 

won't appraise it item by item but in the long run if thP benefit is not there ¥e will not 

get the money. And I think it should be true that those who are interested in science, and 

I would define science as the p~ocess by which one arrives at a. generalization regarr!ing the 

physical or s"Ocial or other phenomena without regarding money or values involved. It's very 

necessary tha.t the people who arE' eng~ ged in that activity of providing generalizations be 

free of this const nt appraisal of utility. But nevertheless the scientists who work on those 

problems a.re ,, lmo:3t certainly men who once they have th - g "neralization will admit that they 

hant to go on to ~nother problem. Now there is likely to be 2 huge gap between the general

ization of science ~nd the practical application. And if these scientific institutions don't 

think about that gap and somehow either through their o~n mPchcnism or by collaborating with 
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others , they don't help society to apply the results of research to the problems of society . 

There will be a great loss from two stE~ndpoints , science won 1t get the support it needs and 

too society won't get the benefits it deserves . I mentioned this morning this formal recogni

tion of the applicatio~ of science. Now engineering grew under a different vircumstance . 

To-gi neering was an art before science did us any good a hundred years ago . Practically it 

was an imperical artistic thing. People by feeling, by experience , designed bridges and so 

f orth . Gradually sciPnce came in and helped us in our work . ft.nd so that meant that science 

which stems from mathmmatics was separ&te from engineering from the very beginning . But in 

recent years it has been necessary for the engineering departments of universities to sponsor 

certain branches of s cience which were necessary to their activity . I think it includes 

mechanics, tran sfer , , metalurgy, and We are the sponsors of 

those sciences and I think they are real sciences in that they mean the -generalization mi 

and they are not concerned with utility . We ' re the sponsors of it , the engineering 

And I think there I s the sam.e situation in oceanography. That a group concerned with oceanography 

should be composed in my opinion of those-who are true scientists who are only concerned with 

gner&lizations , they wa.nt to know the truth and they don ' t care whether it helps anybody , "'ihether 

it does or whether it doesn ' t , whether i~ •s useful or whether it isn ' t , whether they get 

sardines or whether they don 1t get sar dines . But I do think it is desirable tha.t somehow 

through another department , so that whatever is learned about the habits of the sardine , 

somehow we ' ll end up with the sardines bx in the cans at Monterrey . and resulting in ttE 

income to the state of California which then can be pointed to as a justification 

I have a lot of trouble visualizing what i s going to happen at Scrip/•S is oceanography is a 

science and this Institution teaches that science as compared with the situation now, as I 

look around at the people who are here , as members of thi·, st aff . They came from many · 

departments , they studied under many professors , they studied many different cultures . And here 

they are going and q think quite strong are relations . Now if they teach their successors and 

these successors stay here will they be as strong 30 years from now as they are now? That ' s 

the other problem which I can't quite get away from the i dea that the strength here results in 

geologists , chemists , and biochemists , physicists and mathematical physicists all being mixed 

u1) together and doing this job . We had that trouble in engineering youf ee , too many engineering 
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profe~sors studying engineering . Now we're getting away from that. and I are 

getting chemista and mo,thematicians, physicists and physiologists all mixed in together. 

Simply because the inbreeding is bad, even though it ' s inbreeding of other institutions, 
side 

we all suffer from the same sort of thing. We don't have ideas out/of our scope . My thoughts 

are very confused on this subject maybe, but one is the matter of applic .. tion, somehow there is 

a method by which what is learned gets to be used . And two can any organization tre.in its 

own successors? Does it everf work out? 

(;~That was what I had in mind when I made that remark to Professor Epling that I think it's 
should be 

D 

ff{\ f 

impor~ant that we/continually considering how best to fit people to do that which will be an 

active field of investigation 25 years from now. Which of course we cannot plan for, tut can 

do no more than give a person as broad a foundation as possible so that they can grow to the 

limit of knowledge to which we are able to proceed. 

~4fr. Chairman, isn't part of that answer in the way science has grown in this country? 

It has grown in two ways. Originally practically wholly academic, wholly pure science. Then 

the engineers began to t f- ke hold of it, finally industry took hold of it, now thFre are large 

government laboratories that have taken hold of it. Most of the industrial labor&tori ?s are 

doing applied science on down into engineering . The trend is as I see it that we are getting 

too much applied science for the stockpile of pure information that we're building up behind 

it. There is no that won't be applmed with the large number of industrial and , 

government laboratories, hungry for new information and doing only applied research and 

development so that our danger in this country is that we will deplete our stockpile and keep 

it depleted and what we need here is more of the pure research. We have built up very 

powerful applied rese~rch and development organizations outside of the universittes, and we're 

constantly watching all the university work to get new ideas/ to apply. Therefore I think the 

university should keep as well to the pure research and the replenishing of that stockpile 

as possible. 
in the field of oceanography 

I \ I" 
Is thers within the university-a l aboratory concerned with application? 

/ ')~Well certainly at l~ew London and we have a rc:ther large oceanographic 

group right here at NEL, just waiting to grab anything that Scripps puts across to us. 

Doe s that cover the whole field of fish ~ries? 
)' 

No I don't think it does. Because our limited part has to uo with what i~ applicable to 
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the Navy. wheth~r outside industries in oceanography have built up the kind of laboratories 

that exist in the other sciences like G.E., E.&.stman Kodak, Westinghouse, and so 

forth I don't know. But if they haven't I think they'r~ missing a bet. 

~think you're remark is interestingly relcated to what O'Brinn said this moaming and also 

appealed to me the affect that if one has individuals who are primarily concerned with 

application in an institution such as this it relieves those who are primarily concerned 

with exploratory research and have little interest in application, of the feeling of 

compulsion to apply their discoveries in order that the functions of the institution as a 
me 

whole shall be justified. This reminds/of my attitude when I was an engineer. I did not 

realize that those of us who were concerned with applying knowledge were aware 

than those who were ~oncerned with basic research. It was not until 

I became a physicist and later a physiologist that I was introduced to this point of view. 

I remember several years ago the Atomic Energy Commission when ma we were di scussing the 

training of healtIWhysicists and we decided that these would be people of the sort who would 

have been engineers. And the assumption was that we would award fellowships for training 

as health physicists, as biological ~ngineers if you will, who had not succeeded in receiving 

fellowships for training in fundamental research. I remember saying that I thought this 

was all wrong because surely in this way we would net a very low grade of health physicist. 

I went on to say that I thought having been an engineer at one time that there ~ere many 

people who had very fine intellectual equipment and hact not the slightest desire to do resea rcn 

They were very keen to apply scientific knowledge and I noticed that all but one of the 

commissioners who happened to be at that meeting shook their heads vigorously yes when I said 

there are a lot of people who think that people who do research ar9 damn fools. The point 

I'm trying to make is this that I think there are people who prefer to do applied scientific 

knowledge in the sense that , and if they are included as a part of a group 

such as this they will enable most people who have a burning ciesire to discover new facts 

freedom for such discoveries without any compulsion to make application, but until then 

contract rese~rch directed toward the solution of specific problems is not a disagreeable 

thing to contemplate, as it would be for me who would hate like poison to be told what I 

had to do and to turn in a report on what I had done. 
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e,l,,~ , 'Mr. Chairman, Dr. Maxfield brought up an interesting point which is often heard 

and that I 1m sure everybooy knew, that the applied scientist will 

the research scientist to provide new information and ideas for them to work on and to develop. 
~ 

I wonder, I'm asking this as a question, I wonder if there is not a goal of information 

ideas, and inspiration in the other direction also? I wonder if that is the case and if that 

should be the case would not Scripps be stronger if it maintained its research program in tact 

and strengthened and had applied scientists working in close conjunction with the others. 

rf<r.u'Jlr~I :kkam thoroughly agree with this point of view. I think it's very true that you get 

a lot of good scientific (Chapman: I didn't ask the question from the point of view, I was -=-
wondering whether that situation obtained) I think it does definitely. We get a lot of good 

a lot of good 
scientific problems and/scientific ideas fTom considering the practical application. 

engineering as 

thing set apart fran science. My introduction to engine 0 ring w& perhaps 

at one of the lowest levels becaus e I wa~ called in on consultation in connection with the 

paint industry, and it seemed to me in thinking about that experience that engineering ranged 

on the one hand from pure witchcraft and cook bookery ton, on the other hand x~ a very 

explicit and exact application of fairly clearly worked out principles. In other words 

strongest or lightest or something like that. That's a fairly well worked out thing, and the 

conventional engineer and equation and then does some arithmetic 

and comes out perhaps correct. But if the paid chemist :k:q: tries to do the same thing he finds 

that there is no or very little basic science that he can turn to so his procedure is entirely 

empirical. Now it seems to me that where you have an engineering problem which is difficult 

beyond the ordinary types of perplexity, it means that there is fundamental knowledge lacking. 

And it i s the discovery of those things that~ think would be ltXlC a very great impetus to the 

scientist in showing him new problems. I think the whole grec. t subject of underwater sound 

is a perfect example of that. Twenty years ago no oceanographer knew anything about underwater 

sound. The practical application of it has lead to techniques into the study of detailed 

phenomena of the sea which are vastly illuminating to science. So I think that an Institution 

such a s this profits immea ~urably by having within it s o-wn walls the people who are concerned 
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primarily with these applications. 

Q If one wants to be a little utjkind, I think it's reasonable to say that almost no problem 

of engineering is solved by science or by the ~pplication of your physics handbook or textbook. 

And that when applications are maue it's usually found that there are discrepancies between 

the expectation and the practice, and in .. many cases those discrepancies are then as you say 

the lead on some scientific development. I remember recently that we had a visit at Berkeley 

from Sir Ch3.rles , and a group from the ministry of education. They wer 0 concerned, 
Britain 

I don't want to speak too much of engineering , the problem in Gre2t ia:tlti:B: was to educate 

more engineers. The English universities arc conc erned about having all these people on the 

campus because they would swamp the rest of the university and as Sir Charles 
engineering is 

expressed it, ~ S ' 'allowed and the university 

Well I think this is because, if I may say so, a very limited attitude toward engineering 

in Great Britain. It's nev2r been properly re spected in the sense that Dr. Redfield has 

referred to engineering. Are there any other thoughts that anyone cares to airectio the 

second question? I have it listed on the board . 

j~:.lfl What I wanted to say may sound a bit strnnge at first. I think it's probably 

exceedingly relevant. Those of us in that position I think are probably sitting around here 

in a kind of vacuum; we're not perfectly certain what we 're for and we wonder whether the 

people who are in the great group of engineers are regarding us merely as people who can find 

something and it gives us uncertainties, the so called pure science 

and this morning Dr. Revelle made a remark about the Venice • Now if there is 

an~lace that I would rather be than southern California it's probably Venice .• I can't 

think of any other place. And I started thinking about Venice casually and it seemed to me 

there perhaps was the opposite of what I w~s trying to get at . Particularly the activities 

of who painted a very beautiful picture of a nude lady which she called 

went to Vienna came to New York and as far as I know 

never 

for a reason that l cannot possibly explain and I don't understand but there it 

is and it seems to me that the same sort of reason is a valid one for what pure science has 

found. I think there prob&bly may be some sort of neurophysiological correlate to it 
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that might be discovered but I doubt that it would carry a gre~t deal of conviction 

and absolutely no emotional conviction at all. Now the question arises as to rihat the attitude 
x~ Phoenicians 

perhaps of 'the rlxrix would be about wo rk of that -ort and I think that I'm not overstepping 
were 

legitimate historica l speculations to suggest that they~ probably exceedingly proud 

of that type of activity. They certainly encouraged it on fathomous scales but didn't catch 

any tuna mxK whatever they were catching ixt in the Adriatic at that time. Now it seems to 
we 

me th~t we also have to look a little bit to the sort of commemorations/were engaged in this 

afternoon and wonder what the past means to XK us. As fa r a s I can see what it means i s 

people telling us things, people talking to us, and people to whom we cannot reply, or even 

express any real appreciation. And we are in the position Jf people talking to the future 

and they cannot say ~aything to us, they can't t ell u s whether they like us or not. Ye can 

only do our best. And what I want to say is this, that if we are sufficiently trying in what 

we are doing in pure science I think we can have some sort of faith i n the people of the 

future who look back and like us. I still don't know why they should any more than I know 

why I think was exceedingly impor t ant. And I think that if all the 

work that we've been discussing r eally very deeply and fundamentally to take that 

point of view. And use what we can but not worry too much about what we don't k use and still 
that 

be very pleased x±tt we've done it. And I do miss that l ast point of view in thi s discussion 
argument 

and it may clarify the type of ]fflrlc that we 've been engaged in. 

I think you've expressed what a great dea l of us fe el 

very strongly. 

' J/ 
I 1d like to make one remark if I may, Mr. Cha irman. 

~ 1 in st c.ti:rig this morning about California being the 

The author that I widely favori zed 

of the 20th century, the author 

of it wasn't her e. And to use it again I must point out th~t thought of it not me. 
as an 

j,. One thing that hurt s me about what Dr. Hutchins<?n was talking; :xxxx:im e::ample of ,hat we ~, ·r ~~ 
should not do. There wer e t wo men not too di st c..ntly r emoved from Venice who have come down to 

us in history, Leona?cto Di Vinci and Gallileo. Botjl of them have a mature place in the r anks 

of peopl e who have contributed to society, contri buted things of gr eat value. But there is 

a blot on the , as both sought support from the government s of the time by promising 

to invent military machines whi ch they did not produce. 
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~r. Chairman, what is the Eoral of this fable? 

t,)t.,-~ I think we should watch ourselvea. ~e are perfectly justified in de:reanding the right to 

do pure science , but we should not atte.:r:pt to get that right by promising something thet we're 

not going to deliver. If we promise to deliver something we should deliver it. 

~Ju' I would like to draw another moral and thb.t is this, from what and Carl both 

said, I think scientists have themselves in part mxt:x:i;.xbf:« prostituted science by feeling 

that it was necessary, or acting as though it were necessary, to justify their endeavor on the 

grounds that :id: it is practical and useful. I don't think I ever he1rd a musician or a 

sculpture or an artist or a poet say that he deserved his support from society because he was 

going to produce something that was physically useful. I is recognized that this is, somehow 
Hutchinson 

is as hDml has stated, s~ti~fying in a w-2.y you can't explain and large sectors of society 

are perfectly willing to accept this. I think that if they were enabled to see science , large 

sectors of science as an intellectural adventure, that is one of the most thrilling of the 

adventures of the human spirit, I believe they would be completely satisfied that we should 

do this. But if we do this with part of our spirit but not with all of our~ spirit, 
I'm afraid 

then ix:tkblk they are going to think we a re little phonies about this and will not believe 

what we say . This I think is not in the least in contrast with the importdnce of doing 

practical applied resea.rch when our discoveries are ready for such application . And I think 

this is not meaningless to those I have implied who are most concerned because of certain 

intrinsic 8ualities of the translation of kmax:H knowledge into human welfare which satisfies 

physical needs are any less import_nt than those who are interested in doing what they do 

because they want to do it, then I the imagination h& s gone to the horizon of people 

whose lives are rich by xi:rtxu virtue of that. It seems to me that 

oceanography has a , I speak not a s an oceanographer but as one who has since a small boy 

been passionately devoted, the reasons a ~ Hutchinson said about the ; I cannot explain 

why the sea awakes in me tremendous emotion but I can remember sitting on as a 

youngster and looking out and thinking and rising in me 

a tr mendous thrill, I do not know from that time until this, the very sight of the sea , the 

hearing of the waves on the shore , 

over water which has beneath it rocks 

, the navigation of a boat 

, it does something to one . And I think 
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those of you who are oceanographers and who can constantly see the terrific impact, the 
whole 

thrilling impact of the sea upon the/lives of the peoples throughout the ages and the 

opportunity to awake a tremendous emotional appeal among peoples, 
out of the 

as well as the practical contribution you can make in getting more /, more scientists 

out of the 

W~vI agree with ever ything you say but I want a statement of it. We'll trasure that for years. 

I'rn very much interested the story Dr. Eckart told us because it se2ms to me it's quite a 

complicated story. Both b!mmx Gallileo add Leonardo Di Vinci produced many practical things 

actually. Their mistake was to promise something specific. If they had been more sophisti

cated ~~il:ixi:Kx about their own capabilities they might have prepared a research 

proposal that was more honest. 

After your remarks I 1d like to quote a brief remark from Dr. George Culbertson whom you 

all met today who once made a statement that is worth pondering. He said"There is very little 

difference betwean the truth, i, the true scientist and then truth 

of a basic character'! And when asked for his definition of true living his response was 

something like this, "That it's giving the best that you have, to the highest cause that you 

know without counting personal costs. 11 

(j:tfrJ, I take it that it would be pointless to take issue three after these remarks, the question 

i:x bein1s, is the Scripps Institution primarily a service institutj_on or even ~econdarily so? 
·v1,·,1 few 

I would myself regret ~any one of the fJm oceanogr phic institutions in this country would be 

merely service institutions for emotional, spiritual, 

as well as practical reasons if they were. I don't know from whence would come the infor

mation to enable service institutions tBB years from now to render their services •• Am I 

brushing off that que stion too quickly? 

~~ 
I would like to speak for that question Mr. Chairman if .l might. 

around her e this evening I find this mo rning I came upon 

the word service. I had a definite thought in mu mind which was not the thought 

which I transmitted apparerjtly. I think this is not with &,ny assumption a-1 to whether this 

is good or bad. I believe a research institution which does not p·ovide a useful service to 

society, whether it will be in short view or in long view, will cease to receive support for 
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its work as soon &sits supporters discover that fact . On the other hand a research institu

tion which provides useful service to society in the long run, as long as you want to run , 

will thrive, and that 1 3 what I meant to get across this morning . I don ' t say .tk whether that 

is good or bad; I ss.y that support will NmX be forthcoming . 

f.,,)J;):i,-Bit society has 

interesting that you 

a very view of s ervice fortunately . It seems to me very 
things 

get so much enthusiasm for 200 inch telescopes , /which are very imaginative 

projects in science . The benefit s are f ar and uncertain . There is a very fundamental 

streak in people which causes them to support these things • 
• ..1 

, ~ . >-;.'.,_) That is very true . I meant to imply that this morning when I referred to the fact that 
ri ' 'Y'\ ,_,' 

as a biologi st as the fishery people, the work that l have come in contact with in the last 

two days that caught my .interest most '1nd I thou1,;ht would strike the interest of people with 

similar training a s I have was x~ not the biological work at Scripps m~iRXh as much 

as it was the physical oceanography being developed by and Dr • Munk • • 

' ... 
pJJ-' l It is that the minds bf men need food as much as their bellies. 

~y..,fi''Je,.)I feel 

very different sense than was intended . As one who has spent a great deal of time in the 

I 

military and who has a very great fondness for the and privilege to serve 

li:mplied . In terms of service when it I remember interpret what 

was merely rendering something specifically requested of a practic~l utilitarian nature , 

even that I would completely respect, .RX}!lH except that the question was posed is thQ Scripps 

Institution primarily such an institution? 

I leave I want to make a remark on what Dr . Hutchinson said . He posed the problem 

has , wondering whether or not he is doing something that justifies 

or not . I think the applied scientist who is doing something which is 

obviously useful has often the same inferiority reaction. I say that myself because I ' ve been 

on that side of the question . 

"0µ 
Mr. Chairman, it's difficult for me to see that this discussion will change or can 

implement decisions. I think we are all sure that the Institution will continue to provide 

long r ange and short range services . The question a s between the long range service and the 

short range service is not one that can be determined by a fonnula . That ' s a matter of 

experience and circumstances . It seems to me that the auestion at the time being before us 
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is the jevclopment of the Institution lar~ely with r~spect to the fields to be covered and the 
e 

directions in which the devlopment should proceed . With every asaurance that these directions 

will be l ong range and therefore short range services . 

tf)1--~~ That I think leads logically to the next point . 

0( ~JJ 1.J ' d like to defend the point of view that the Scripps Institution chould be a service 

institution . And this i s somewhat of a diversion . I spoke t his morning about the fact t hat 

we are to some extent tied to our ships and limited by our ships . This particular problem 

I feel can be partly solved in interesting other scientists in the use of our ships , scientists 

throughout the university and throughout the country. These Scripps don ' t belong t o the Scripps 

Institution . They belong to the University of Calif . and we would like to see scientists from 

al l part s of the university take up problems that can be carried on on our ships and come down 

here and do it . And we would likewise like to encourage scientists from otter institutions 

throughout the United States t o do likewise . So at least in this sense it seems t o me that 

the Scripps Institution should be a service institution primarily to other scientists . 

Secondarily we will ~~intain these peculiar and unique facilities for scientist s who can think 

of sonething to do with them anywhere in the country or in the world . Of course this ~uestion 
a r ather 

as it was stated there , •,,a :" really/)dnfair one but it seems to me we have illucidat-=d it in the 

proper sense . Both Mr . Chapman ' s an Mr . 0 13rien 1 s r emark3 have pointed out that no 

university , no academic institution can indefinitely exist unless it n xxi:x serves society . 

The only real que,:, tion is the time constant , involved . 

o»)- • I 'm a little confused here as to S'"rvice . Is thi .3 wh'3 t Mr . Chap.1I1a.n means by speaking of 

something obviously useful? 

~ I 'm thinking for instance of the work that i s being done one internal Maves which would 
rv 
appear at the present time to have very little practical relationship to the fishin5 industry . 

I think it may very well in the long run lead to other lines of research . If that work is not 
directly 
XKXJ useful i n the long term it may very well stimulate thinking along lines the. t will i n the. 

if 
l ong run be useful. (This is not obviously useful now but/it l)ayJ off i n the fishing industry 

it fa) No . I 'm speaking only from the aspect of the fishing industry, I 'm n .)t speaking from 

the aspect of society as a whole . 
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I sort of feel that Mr . Chapman ' s rem,rks ar somehow r el~t ed to mine . I ' d like to remind 

you along thi s line of what I said this morning . Scientists ,hould once and for all forget 

utility , it has no bearing on what they do . It detracts from their effort . They should do 

their job ana all we should think about is what can society put a~ide for that effort , through 

contracts, through st . te budget s and what have you . And once and for all let those p~ople 

do their job, that ' s the way to do it . They shouldn't be worried about utility . 

But I think another group of people somewhere look at what com 0 s out of that 

application But ther are another group of people, close to them, friends with 

them, and they understand their thought s . But I think it's a great mist ake to have the 

scientist talking about utility. That ' s what the forestry people did . You don ' t have to 

justify trees. 

All they haa to do wa, say th~t the tree was beautiful , let ' s have 

more of them . Once they got to t alking about trees save wat er, and tro,es do thi s tho,y gmc:t 

got into an awful mess . And it was a t errible mistake on th8ir part . They had all the money 

they wanted if they just kept quiet and said trees are beautiful, lets hav 0 more of t nem. 

hnd I think th~t ' s what the scienti sts should sey . 

1 Y\_ vi, J1 Wasn I t it Faraday who asked the liked the in~uction into · 

xax Royal society , what earthly good that was. I've heard t wo answers th~t he is supposed to 

have given . Une was , 1-1ha t is the good of a new born ocby except it s future possibilities . 

And the other was , •~1ell I 111 bet you' 11 t ax it someday . 

~ I' ve been thinking over what signific~nce there was to my being reminded of Gallileo and 
accept 

Leona rdo anu I think possibly if we~ O'Brien's l ast remark about the 

flow of people he has said ~t more clearly than I had . 

I wonder if we ' ve reached the point where I can tell a story about service • • Perhaps you ' ve 

all heard it , About Will Rogers speaking at a dinner given at the st~ndard Oil Co . There ' d 

been much talk about Standard Oil Co. rendered servic e , ~nd Will Rogers said that he had been 

rai sed on a f arm and hi3 father owned a bull . And as a young man he he learned about 

neighboring f a rmers running their cows into be serviced . So one evening he saw the cow come 

in and he had r~ached the age where he wanted to see what Wc.S going on and he looked over the 

side of the stall and said 11 gentlemen, I saw the bull doing to the cow what the St andard Oil 

Co . has been doing to the public for the last 25 years . 
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~(/I think that before we le~ve this point that Roger has raised a most intereJting 

development that has taken place in science , and that is the provision of central facilities for 

research . It's going to make more economical the operation of universities. I'm thinking of 

installation, the facilities universities 

all over the country can go and have access to physical facilities that no university could 

provide except at terrific expense. And this I think is extremely important . It is one 

thing that I always find the of budgets always listen to with rapt attention . They 

can understand this I think greatly so. And this is something I think which is going to 

spread. It is one of the good developments of governmental partici;,ation in science in addition 

to the xxrtmrx specialized facilities of vari0us institutions such as this and Voods Hole. 

From the broader realm of science the big centriguges for human use that are being developed 

by the Navy in Philadelphia, at Wrights field are again typical of facilities 

.Y 
u I think what we're really talking about here is the formulation of the ~uestions . 

If you formulate them in terms of, for example, what controls the popumation of the 

California sardine or what determines where it is going to be. That's the kind of question 

that the applied scientist can conduct research on or the pure scientist as far as that goes , 

and feel that he's doing a useful and important job • .out if you contract, or atte~pt to 
attack 

make a contract for a specific piece of research, not to ask the man to lliE a specific problem 

but to make a particular kind of measurement, then it seems to me this is bad. For inst nee 

if you say to the Scripps Institution we want you to measure the currents in a certain area 

in order to solve the problem of what controls the population of the California sardine, it 

seems to me that this is not a proper or effective thing to do . 

Would you decline to accept the contract requesting as specific information as that? 

ell it would depend on the urgency of it, and I don't know whether you can give a 

categorical answ~r to it. But in general it seems to me that the applied research problem 

should be stated in terms of what the problem is, not how you go about trying to solve it. 

Mr. Chairman, it occurs to me th::..t there is ,mother aspect of what is sometimes thought 

of as being applied research which might lead to some misunderstanding in this respect. Both 

' Dr.~ Schaeffer and Dr. Chapman used the worj popul~tion dynamics. They wer~ thinking in 
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terms of fisheries. They were thinking of the rise and fall, the increase and decrease me 

in the population and their movement s . Now a part of their understanding of those populations 

and the productivity might be gotten , not just from the sardine because it might be a very 

unfavorable material. And in order to get that information, one might f or example 

or something that has no reixtiw relation to the sea because it is a 

material. • 

the practicalness of the legislator may think that the problem is not actually to be pursued 

but is actually a fundrilllental issue. 

fl ~c,/That I s a very important point . 
~~k ✓J . -

I've been very much pleased recently by the general 

attitude of Washington with regard to the importance of just this point of view. I would have 

thought that the international situation being what it is, that this point.of view would be 

suppressed but on the con;rary I find that it is, it may be an XK&Ki: accumulation of previous 

educational actions, but I think it has been more generally XXEBX}ilX accepted during these 
eight 

past nm months than I 1ve seen before. I think it is extremely important for 

just as you say, that the investigator shall be given freedom to decide 

~~~Mr. Chairman, I would like to make one remark to add to this discussion of population 

dynainics. This i s a fitting example of what we were tallcing about. Population dynamics may be 

approached 

in fact that is one of the greatest needs in that particular search. Whether 

pure research or applied re c;earch I think it's a E!Uestion of attitude rather than 

(•Y"ivJ Roger, how about the next question. 

~ ," t':vWell, the fourth question again is designed r ather thoughtlessly and primarily to arouse 

discussion. What it says is Should the Scripps Institution's expansion emphasize primarily 

biology, I might equally well add here physical oceanography, submarine geology , or any one of 

the component s of ocesnography, or should we make 2.n approach to all the problems of the Sea? 

This may sound like a straw man UJt actually we have received recently two letters from 

responsible and pure scientists. One letter says that the author would deplore expanding our 

emphasis on biology because we ought to concentrate primarily on physical oceanography. 

The other author says that isn •t it a sha.111e that the l argest marine laboratory in the world is 

going such an inadequate job of biological research on the ocean. 
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~~ Alfred , you ' re an unpre judiced 
real 

RJ_~J.well I ' ve been trying to make 

almost be willing to st at e that an 

up my mind if t here are/ alternatives ther e . I would 

intelligent expansion ,which i s prims.ri l y biological 

would include an integr a t ed approach to t he probl ems of t he sea , and certa inly an integr ated 

approach t o the problems of the sea would include a very adeous.t e t reatment of biology . 

I think that the que stion is almost a cademic in character . 

~~c...,, Columbus , you have seen i t from the other physical poi nt of view. 

~_t)::.µV" I just fe el that marine biology hasn ' t gotten it s f ,:dr sha r e of biological money 

and the only supporters of marine biology essent i ally today a r e these two• institutions . 

And that ver y little of their money i s label ed biology . We have to 

biology that i s done but t hi s i s somethi ng that i s t he bi olo, i st s 

mo st of the 

r a ther than these institutions . It fs for the biologi st s to make up t hei r mind wheth 0 r 

they want to turn thei r backs on the sea or not . 

experi ence J or 4 mont hs back 
} had a r ather interesting / which I t hink perhaps has a bearing here . I dropped i nto 

Roger ' s house for a dri nk one aft 2rnoon and developed upon s.rguing on this ·1uestion 

and I found myself defending the posit i on t hat Scri pps should go forwar d more a ctively in 

t he physica.L and chemic:.l oceanogr aphy fields . I •,-,as speaking as a biologi st . Dog"ff took 
I 

the other s i -:le of th"' question to s t imulat e my a r gument. MR became puz: l ed ani began 

to wonder whet her my interest in Scri pps fo l l owing in the physi cal and chemical oceano

gr aphic fi el d.:; was perhap:o be cau se I :iidn ' t underst and very well these fi el ds of 1,,rork . 

I understood f airly well the biologi c·a1 fi el d and everythi ng I sawl y even liimtt dimly 

in the physi cal an , m chemical oceanogr s.phic fields I could see possible applications in 

my own fi eld and therefors I wanted Scr i pps to go fo r war d a ctively in forming these other 
didn ' t 

di sc i plines from which I mi ght obtc:. in gains . And I wonder t h:1t/partly gave rise to those 

two l et t ers , which Hoge; r eceived , peopl e x±xki? wi shing t o have other di s ciplines pushed 

so that perhaps they could get a little stimulation i n their own di sciplines . 

tJ One of the things ~ou have I think 

very importsnt , that i s looking a t ' from the biologi st f would say that you ' r e so right in 

emphasizing t he f a ct tha t an imp&rtant development i n r,hysi cs and chemi st r y is the mos t 

important thi ng thc:.t could happen to t iology . Because we never know. 
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(!).,ivf~"""'r Dr . Sch&.effer brought out this afternoon that the p:r-oblem o·~ sar"ine po~mb.tion dyna ... --nic::: 

w0 s very like the chemical and physical oceanographic problem an.· the biological problem . 

· @~-c./ Dr . Blink) a question that ha,:; occured to me in the discussion that is t aking this turn , 

,'s especially relative to Columbus Iselin I s remark . Why is that marine biologicel labor:ttories 

do so little marine biology? I speak as a long time resident of the M~.rine Biolor;ic 0 l 

Labor·,,. tory at ·vJood,::1 Hole. 

),._ Y es, I have xxxx watched that too an(J I was trying to think of the history cf marine 

biological stations, of which there have been many of course. And a grea t many of them 

&round the nineties were all subject to and such things developing 

There is always the tendency for a nice at a. tion to build up a.nd then people to bring 

their own problems to it and not look to the ocean . We try of course to resist by keeping 

our eyes on the ocean . But we can't look fe.r out on the ocean which is our difficulty at 

the :t::resent time. I think on this coast that there are 5 or 6 biological ste.tions which 

for sure aren ' t getting &:ery far away from the shore but they ' re getting their feet wet at 

least. They're concentrat ing on marine problems almost exclusively . ~:x:JfflX:tXKXXJmm;¥: 

»~:txxuxx There are as many on the East coast . That is why I think that when we 

have a few oceanographic institutions they might well concentrate u-oon the physical and 

chemical aspects forgetting But riological ststions 

are doing their best 

Yet even then they work so frequently on, when they work on m~rine forms, they do so 

only because the marine form happens to have the type of structure which enables theffi 

to do what they couldn ' t do with a little more difficulty on other forms . 

· ~- Well I think it I s very fortunate that the sea ha s its fish and brings its people 

to the sea shore . 

I take it that there is no one who thinks that the Scripps Institution should be 
'-

entirely a biological laboratory . 
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~ ' tis XEX:i4 true that the really central problPI'fi of the ocean is a biological problem? 

~L. 1 ~~r. Chairman , certainly we are trying to draw lines here where there are no lines . I think 
"'r.,pw-1'-

we have to acknowledge that much of the support tha+. has come to oceanogra.phy are contracts . 

They ere certainly making it possible for this Institution to do a gree.t deal of work that th~y 

woulC::. nevsr otherwise Elo . Certainly it ' s paying back a very sw.all part of the debt , which 
specifically 

society , the Navy,{ owes oceanographers . I need ~o refer to only one paper , that Mr . Iselin aad 

Mr . Ewing wrote in 1940 I e,'1.less it was at the beginning of the war . And if oceanography hadn ' t 

done anything but that , that was inthe field of physical oceanography , specifically the affect 

of temperature gradients and gradients on the refraction of sound i n the water . 

In general we eivilians and naval officers alike who had been studying that problem 

only way that they characterize the effect of sun 

shining on the water . We ovre , to be sure , a grec:.t dea l to these people who did that work and 

i n turn now much of this work in physical ocea.nography that Hubbs refers to now is certainly 

something that we have to do . We ' re not altogether free agents , I 'm not sure it ' s good that 

:k: we are ,. These things aren ' t going to damage us a great deal and that we have all of these 

disciplines working together , we have the pure and the "' pplied . I 'm sure that all of us have 
with enough 

had experience EE~X~ to know that the thrill we get of working on a. pure problem 

isn ' t very much different from that which we call applied . These are words after all . My 

o-..m experience has dee.l t with two pro bl ems largely, one which could be calle_d engineering , 

one definitely in the fi eld of archHectural acoustics , and another pure physics in the 

field of electrical .And I can ' t franklw distinguish the difference between the 

int ernal satisfaction that you g.et from discoveries in either of these fields . We are working , 

biologists and physicist ,; and chemists , we know we have to have them here; we know it would be 

a mistake to inbreed just oceanographers , or train your own oce~nographers . Our common sense 

will dictate that w:: should bring men in here , knows very much 

about th : ocean , excu~0 e ne Cs.rl. 

because he brings a freshapproach to these problems . We shall xxµ always be doing that . 

We may bring many engineers , certainly can bring$ things also to 

bear upon these things . The 

we ' ve got 

, it S?.sms to me if we throw all these thing c:, tog?.ther 

an1 we can 1t disga,·d too many things now . The contract research 
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differs from the research that the University sponsors , largely , I think rrore than anything 

else, in that the University can afford to grant a ~100 or ~200 or $300 for a project and 

contract research can afford 10 or 100 times that amount . And we have these two types of 

projects going on within the Scripps Institution; we have them going on within other univer

sities. Approximately a year ago I prepared a report on research at the University of Calif., 

southern section, which happened to include Scripps Institution at that time, and made a 

list of the research projects which were representative of the work , :.tJuc:t the research being 

done by the University of California, southern section . And I doubt very much if we put 

an asterisk after those projects which were supported by contract that you'd have great 

difficulty just reading the titles, knowing which were supported by University of Calif. 

funds and which were supported by contract. The projects which I know intimately which 

are supported by re~earch contract funds are quite indistinguishable from those that are 

supported by university funds. So we're drawing distinctions I thin.kl between the pure and 

the applied, between the biological and physical , that pretty well disappeared in our actual 

operations. Dr. is particularly successful in some of these biological problems 

because he brought physics and chemistry to rear upon those problems . Most of the biologists 

who are in the vanguard? today will have to use increadingly 

in order to make progress in that profession. And so we have to use all these disciplines 

here at Scripps . 

1y,-JJ-""~1 You might reply to Dr. Revelle when he asked why should not be primarily or 

exclusively emphasizing biology by saying that it could not further biology unless it were to 

strongly support research in the physical and chemical aspects, of the sea . 

Mr. Chairman, I would like to confess my completet ignorance on one aspect of this 

subject which is of great interest to me , which I feel has been somewhat lacking in the 

discussion throughout the day . That is that some juncture in the program by which we might 

have had an historical background or some explanation, shall we 3ay, of history in oceanogr~phy 

This is rather a heterogenous group . I cannot help but feel that much of the ground which we 

have attemJted to cover today has been covered by our forefathers. There was a time of course 

when oceanography was carried perhaps in a more modest scale than we do today, but nonetheless 

if we consider the 19th century world it must have represented an effort in terms of national 
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XJd wealth, perhaps even great er than what we are willing to spend on it at the ,present ti.me. 

Yet much of that work must have had no appreciable applied value in that period; such an 

undertaking as the challenger It must have been done purely for the gathering 

of knowledge, for exploration in the very truest sense of the word. And yet when you consider, 

perhaps I'm wrong in this, the growth of oceanography in the United states in it's earlier 

aspects, at the time of, let's say, , that had a very down to 

earth, practical application. It was en eff ort to achieve a better understanding of winds 

and currents in order that the wind-driven sailing vessel could achieve more efficient 

crossings of the equator, or find perhaps a better route to circle the Ho~n. So you have at 

that time a combination of both the applied and the pure science . Are we not in large 

measure today covering ground that was done by our f orefathers? They did much of this and 

yet I feel they didn't have to justif y the strain or struggle ~r decide whether trees were 

worth saving or not. 

This seems to me to be a mo st significant suggestion unless there is a comprehensive 

authoritative history of oceanography. Is there such a thing? 

Mr. Chairman, one lecture that~ give each year is this and I think the answer is actually 

very s imple. Physical oceanography started because the famous biologist s of the world needed 

a Joung man to read their thermometer. This is the way it started and about 1900 the fcJD.ous 

biologist s were no longer interested in the ocean. But the young men who had read the ther-
kept right 

mometers ~ on reading them and about the time that I was a graduate student, Dr. Lowell 
marine biolcgy courses 

said to me that he was stumped, he didn 't know quite what to do in the ll!JllllDdtih until 

somebody had worked out the circulation that he couldn't understand the whole 

quantitative and qualitative of the mri marine biologies and we've 

been about 20 yea r s now actually answering the question which Dr. Lowell put to me, and I 

myself is that i f we have answered it. Basically we have answ,red it, 

we've pointed out methods , we've provided schools, we 've provided mdm good schools for 

quantitative of marine biolog7, and now we don't find the founders of this subject 

coming forward and doing something about it. 

But wouldn't it be encouraging to this point of view, and wouldn 't it be a most important 

part of the intellectual, cultural peridd of man. It's the f '::iOrt of thing that Dr. -"utnam has 
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suggested For inst ance I've often wondered when did people 
harbor 

fi~st chart the depths of a ~xxux so that they could come in. I am so accustomed to expecting 

to find , and cans, an~ guns that if they weren't there I would be appalled . I wou1 Jn 1t 

know how to proceed. Now I haven't slightest idea when thi s we;s first done. I take it that 

during the Revolution Long I s land Sound was r el atively poorly charted. How far back does this 

go, 300, 400, ~00 years? If not how did they get about? If one r eads that mabnif icient 
a 

classic ; this i s /wonderful ly r evealing pair of books about the certain 

chapter in oceanography, if you include the evolution of sail, and schemes whereby the whole 

strat egy.mi: and t &ctics of sea warfare was changed . But when you go back beyond that usually 

the only books I can find are these rather super f icial ones describing lovemaking and very 

little about the sea . I f this i s an important thing I have not the slightest doubt that a 

considerable sum of money could be secured if there was any desire to have this done. Because 

I know some yea r s ago the f our r esearch councils, 

re search council,had a pTOj ect fo r the writing of the history of science in /1.meric:: . With 

tremendous ~nthusi ~sm for the suppor t of it we bogged down~ not finding anybody who'd do it. 

Perhaps that is what we would f ind her e too. But I r ai se this as a auestion na i f there 

is any consensus of opinion at what Dr. Putnam suggested would be desirable it could be done. 

I'm sure there a"e t hose who XllDlll th i nk it would be desirable and that it could be financed, 

pr ovided there would be an indivicua l or a gro . p of individual s who would be interef t ed in 

doing it. 

~ , . , f J ' Mr. Chairman , the~e have been several att empt s of course. 

of the Founders of Ocecnography, there' s Johnson' s book, 

ocean. There 's one in particular by Henry 

The~e •s book 

called a study of the 

of the Gulf Str -am, 

Howev~~ i f I may do so I would like to r eturn to the auestion of the expansion of biology. 

It seems to me there i s a r eal que stion here.~ At the present time xx we hl,ve z s 

bqj.1t John ha s pointed out, no-tr done by any means a thorough to or good job of physic,~l 

oceanography, but at least in the l ast few year~ we 've gone ahead a lot further it seem to me 

to the biological work prims.rily becau se the biologica l job is so much Ther e a re 
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so many more biological problems . I have no idea how many organisms there are in the sea 

but there are far more critters in the sea than there are currents in the sea . And I feel 

we could actually do a tremendous amount of basic and far reaching biological work if we could 
in 

interest more biologists o working on these problems ; and we have to find persons• interested 

in working on biology, and secondly of getting them on our staff and supporting them. At the 

present time we've really had great difficulty in supporting them. The most encouraging thing 

that has happened recently here at Scrip:ps is that the Marine Research Committee of the State 

of California has appropriated $45 ,000 for the year 1951-52 to help us expand our biological 

staff. This xi: is the first honest-to-God money I•ve seen ini a long time ror the support of 

biological research of the sea . Now we may not be able to spend that much because we may not 

be able to find biologists who are competent and interested in working on oceanographic problems. 

(!} 1,,, 1'1r. Chairman, I am very interested in Dr . Iselin 1 s and Dr . Rev lle's remarks. And speaking 

of biologists there is one type of current that i don't understand very well and those arP the 

vertical currents, how they are to be measured , and in our system of thought. How 
physical 

on earth do the/oceanographers have those quite well worked out? 

' ell we ce~·tainly have not of course. had we probably 

wouldn 't admit it, because we 've got to justify the fact that we've got to do more physical 

oceanography. 

:}t:J~ 

1 What was worrying me actually is why the of vertic:il currents, 
l 

occur, why they vary from season to season, and how we¢ go about predicting how the range is 

going to follow. 

L ..,., That is just what l was sa:r ing this morning. The bottleneck in physical oceanogrephy is 

J ~eteorology . 

4tr 
v 1 I think there's also a bottleneck of personnel which is in biology. I think some of 

these p~oblems would be helped if they were deliberately attacked . But the few people who are 

available are working on other things at the mommnt anj those who~ perhaps might have 
kept 

worked on them are/so bu~y with the routinef work or org~nizine the, to make specific reference 

to the 

Ch&irmc:.n, it seems to me there are perhaps some other bottlenecks in physica.l ocean-
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ography , that have direct relations to submarine geology. I've asked many physical ocean

ographers , well how about the current s on the mN bottom, for instance under the Gulf Stream? 

And what do we find? We find the only measurements , I mean actual observations, were made 

about 16 years ago or somet hing of that nature, and they actually do not knoh. Dr. Sverdrup 

I suppose , x you ' d say oh well we can calculate what the currents are • They can't be very 

strong over Plateau . I said well then why isn 't there any sediment being deposit ed 

there? Well he didn 't know, but then presently the Woods Hole group began to find out that 

the ~ulf Stream was much stronger than had been supposed. He said well I suppose that's the 
a 

explantion, that we still don't know how deep those current s go and how they are effecting 

~ee\ \ 5 the bottom . 

of lower California. The general idea was , I think Dr. NcEwen first pointed it out, that 

xmmx south of the points is very low temperature . Well physical oceanographers , as I 

understand were r ather loathed to believe that such things could exist , but th2y have found 
there is 

that they definitely do exist , and as Dr . Hubbs will tell you that/10 degrees centigrade 

difference between the t er:1peratures on the south s ide of the and the north side 

certainly am very i gnorant of this problem but as far as I know 

that has never been very we ll explained . I think in some ways physica l oceanography should 

catch up. 

J ,v..., I think you've raised a ver y nice point. We are not particularly interested in the same 

problems that you are interested in 

~ tyiM~Apart from these technical questions , I don 't think Roger is trying to imply that there 

is no work to be done in physica~ oceanography . There is an enormous amount , there is much 

more to be done than there are people to do it at the moment . Every time anyone attempts to 

do some , pe.rticularly if it ' s a new kind , new and interesting result j are obtained . There 

is every reason to support physical oceanogr aphy . No one, I t hink, is intending to argue 

against that. And also I agree with Dr . Shepard that some of our previeus theorizing has 

been rather s chematic and should well be improved . But I think nonetheless it would b3 very 

unfortunate if oceanography were c~nfined to physical oceanography and the suppor~in the 

past has tended toward an over emphasis of physical oceanography relative to biology . Both 

could be pushed harder . Both suffer from the lack of people. The biological work ±x has 

----~----------~------•-~--------~~---------~------
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a l so suffe r ed from lack of finance • 
.., 

(!,,)-,A1~,r1 f Now Mr . Chai rman , we come back to Dr . Rakestr"< w1 s thesi s of eliminating the training of 

people . (You mean in number ). Yes 

rJ.J.,v-t,V <.AA.ay I answer that st atement? Actua lly the answer has already been given but I would like 

to emphas ize it . That is to a very cons i der able extent oceanogr aphic problems can be most 

sati sfactorily attacked by people who a ren ' t trained in oceanogra phy at all. One example ha s 

a l ready been cited, ~ Dr . Eckart . Another example can also be cited by the people in this room, 

t wo other examples , t hose a r e Mr . I saacs and Mr . Snodgrass . Mo st of the r esult s in phys i cal 

oceanogr aphy , not mos t of the r esults but many of t he r esult s in phys ical oceanogr aphy that 

we spoke about this morning , f or example . •Two ca. ·es tha t I mi zht mention are the measurement 

of waves and t he measurement of , gr adient s in the bottom , are subj ects of 

profound importance . We woul dn ' t. have gotten anywhere if t hose t wo men hadn ' t developed 

instr ument s for making measurements . Take the problems of biological oceanogr .phy again . 

Some of our mos t successful attacks on biological problems has been th0 development of big 

high net s/ for underneath the waters of t he ocean; which wouldn't. 

have been possible i f I :=iaac s hadn't applied the things which he learned completely out si de 

the f i el d of oceanogr aphy to this problem,namely engineering . Cons i der ations which exi st in 

the problem;,, of , of fricti onal r es i st ance , f orms , and pressure a;:-ainst various 

part s of the net . To a cons i derable extent many oceanographi c probl ems recuire , as has been 

pointed out r epeat edly here , the applicat i on of lmowledge which i s never l earned in oceanogr aphi 

inst i tut ions . 

W Mr . Chai rman , several to discuss t he general quest i on of the unity of 

IJ 
science more or less , to di s cuss physi cs and che::1ist ry and no one so 

far ha s poi nted out how can be very too f or physics and chemi stry . I 

think a very outstanding example of tha t i s the experi ment s of Mendel who planted 

bees in a monast ~ry. He was followed by and hi s s chool , who was followed 

by ani hi s s chool . And t hey have given us the most powerful tools 

f or the studying of 

much about the synthesi s of t he 

be a bsolutely impossible 

And without t hat tool we would not know nearly as 

as ·,:re do at present . Sor,1e of the experiment s would 

I would think that would be a goo~ note on which to bring the di s cussion to a fo rrn~l close . 
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Biology recognizes certain needs for er~tion and also because 

continually confronted with the unity of the sciences . And I think 

that is one of the mot frequently presented points of viev . I feel that one should summ~rize 

but I'm not sure one could summarize the diverse remarks singly . However I think it was the 

general point of' view th9.t oceanography is a :xix science, a.nd is not a science because it is 

composite of many sciences; th&t it is important that there should be both fundamental ,;,nd 

applie0 research in oceanography but that one c~nnot aistincuish between applied and fundamental 

science ,ecause the two merge one into the oth~r; that the Scripps Institution should be 

a service organization but should not be a service organization except in so f~r as kHx all 

knowledge .is of service to .c:ian~ither intellectually or m&..terially; that it should and should 

not concentr'.ite on biolo";y because biology is dependent also on the · hysical and chemical 

sciences; that contract research should b~ done but that contract research shouln be done only 

when it ~iolates the spirit of another contract. 

AJ1r' Thank you very much Dr . Bronk. We will reassemble here in this room at nine o ' clock 

tomorrow morning. 

Tuesday Morning 

1 It seems to me that one of the mo1t appropriate things for the Chairman to ~o this 

morning, certainly it would be a gracious thing refer to it , is to thank 

our~ host Institution for providing for som8thing which seems to me these last two 

days h&..ve approached in the~ modern sense 

and anything I have had the pleasure of participating in for a long long time. Certainly the 

joy of being here is something which I think all of us have shared , and while we ' re all here, 

I know many of you have to le, .ve to catch ~~ early pL.nes back , that we 

should eAtend our thanks. those of us in California 

hear often from the rest of you , ano certainly I 

and I know my other colleagues from Los Angeles have felt that way 

here an that you have taken care of llDl all of our wants ,~~ 

had acxx at the same time an opportunity to meet togeth'r probably in the w&y of a r~al 

university, of a real graduate group, that may I 'm sure have something 
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And much has been said here certainly to aemonstrate the remark Roger ma'le yesterday. I 

know many of us who live in California will have some occas ion to help drive that home to 

the Regents. It was adnressed primarily to them, mainly that the bottom has not dropp2d out 

of oceanography. We recognize the current great,pricA, the condensation of wisdom that Alfred 

gave us here on our first evening, which has been quot-:id often. I know he has anothAr 

to match it which we heard "t breakfast this morning and I hope can be persuaded to t ell 
it 

us about/here today. Charlie and I know ar e leaving early . 

They come from an Institution which certainly we all look upon with a great deal of priae 

' and envY: as having accomplished I know many of the thin<~s that we strive for in connection 

with all of the units of t h=- University of California , particularly this one at this time . 

Dr . Bronk certainly comes from a place whose tr~ditions are those that we would like to 

imitate, and both and lselin certainly have much to contribute from the 

experience of Woods Hole . Two of these men who have not spoken to u s yet but must l eave 

early, therefore I 'm especially eager that we begin this meeting by hearing fror, them. 

Charlie I wonder if you ' ll start thi s out? We 1Ye spoken a great Jeal about physics and 

biology, using these t wo, physical and biological last night . It seems that this 

is a gooa way to start this discussion to hear from the physicist and biologist 

•~ especia lly from an Institution where so nruch success 

the efforts, a relatively new Institution 

these t wo disciplines. 

l , u-. Thank you I feel singularly unqualified to t alk about oceanogr aphy 
can 

becaus e I know nothing whatsoever about it . Also I r ~el that anything I/say has already 

been said much better , particularly last night. And the onl y thing that I can 

I am convinced tha t oceanogr aphy i s a science what~ mean by 

oceanogr aphy or wh~t I mean by a science. Also I think that Scripps Institution i s a gx very 

great institution. And the r eason th~t it i s great i s because .it fua s contributed so much 

to making oceanography a science. I hope it will continue in that direction and th&t it will 

think back and see what has maae it a great institution. I don't mean a bi ~one, I mean a 

great one . I think if you t ake stock and see how this was accomplished I think you will 

always comA to thi s answsr, that it was done by a group of men who wer 0 devoted to ••hat they 
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wanted to do . I sense here as I do in other great places 

.% I think this is what drives a man to do the things ths.t can't be done 

And this is how we build great institutions. I don 't believe you do it by doing project work 

and contract work , not because I th:ink applied science is soraid , not at all, I think It's very 
which 

important, but I think applied science carries with it an implied promise of result s , x:lttxXJmXkx 

in basic science, fundamental science you cannot give and· you must not give . I'm sure we 

don't have to do this. During the centuries a mechanism has been evolved to make it possible 
The 

for aevoted scientists to do just that, to live in guilt and to produce r esults./ Only people 

who have· riot accepted this i dea are the sci•,mtists th"cmselves. Society as a whole, s.nd 
our 

especially the leaders of society ana the public spirited people of/society have a much 

deeper understanding of this JD1mXXX than we have ourselves •• It i s for that reason that 
civilization 

universities have grown up to play the part in our mxiHXJ that they have. The mechanism 
should 

whereby this is done is very complicated and I think we xnli not disJect it; if we do we might 

be disappointed. There is a deep feeling in these people that something will come out of it, 

not necessarily out of the individuali workers } work, not necessarily perhaps even out of 

the individu~l small institution, but th~ statistical r esult s , the over &11 results in the 
is the 

long run will pay off. The University hxx mechani sm that has shown itself to be most suitable 

for getting support for useless things . I think this will continue if we just keep on with 

the things that we want to do and no.t worry about where the money comes from. I'm sure we 'll 

get it. If you go out and. t ,:i.ke from inaustry ani from agencies of various 

kings for specific purposes merely becaus e you are good men who are willing to work cheap, 

I think you are making a big mistake. I 1m sure these same agencies can find other w•-ys of 

doing the same job and it must be done . It will cost very much more 

some other place 
address 

Thank you very much Charlie. I'm sure everyone appreciates that, it's a great keynote/ 

beginning this conference which in many respects it is supposed to be 

and I know we are all hE.ppy that we have the eauiv~lent here of what Hugh Miller said that 

Socrates had , namely Platot. Plato is reputed to have recorded the 

Socr-::.tes said 

things that 
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But without further we will now ask for Mr . 

present and the future . 

1 Mr. Chairman, I'd like to say first that I feel I have very little to contribute. I feel 

per sonally that I have gotten a great deal from coming down here and enjoying your hospitality . 

I ' ve learned a lot about oceanography and about the Scripps Institution that I didn't know 

before. Actually I think in the long run tha t it is a good thing to have as many people as 

possible know what you're doing and how you ' r e trying to do it . I feel that many of the things 

that have been said have been said so well that there ' s nothing I can add . ,I have been 

thinking ~bout many of the questions that have been talked about and I ' ve been thinking about 

them in terms of what specifically I might be able to do about them . One or two of these 

are in connection with the problem of getting people interested in oceanography , the various 

aspects of it and specifically in connection with the question of why biologists are not 

interested in the biological aspect of oceanography. I know that one of the benefits th~t I 

have derived from being here the last two days is the appreciation of what some of~hese problems 

are. I suspect that in the futuFe I'll be in a much better position to discuss with someone 

who might conceivably be interested in some of these problems . I might be able to discuss these 

a good deal more intelligently than I could have had I not come here . And I suspect that is 

true of all of us who are not directly connected with oceanography , and I feel that in the 

broad sense this is something tha~is a very useful thing to accomplish . One of the other things 

that I thought a good deal about is what Dr . Rakestraw raised in his discussion , the training 

of future people in the field of oceanography, gr aduate student s in particular . He has 

indicated and I know all of the people here reali ze that you have a rather special problem 

here because of the fact that you are a r a.ther specialized institution with many of the fields 
science , oiB 
of/physical oceanography not represented here . I don't know how the problem of broad t~aining 

of graduate students can be solved here. May be it can be solved in a rather simpl~ay . 

It certainly is a problem that exists in every institution, in every branch of science and It ' s 

a problem to :Jdm which there are many kinds of solutions . It has occurred to me that possibly 

you I re more aware of the difficulties than some of the rest of us are . Therefore because of 

your conscious interest in this problem, you may actually do a better job in seeing that your 

students receive broad training than some of the rest of us who take it for granted that 

because they ' re in a place where the opportunity exists to get broad training they will in fact 
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get it. I don't know what you do about having students get initial tra ining in mat hematics, 

physics or chemistry that they might need here. And I'm sorry to say that l have no sugges

tions about how this problem could be solved . If there is any way that you can solve it. 

Psrhaps you can't. But it seems to me tha t this i s a problem that requires good and careful 

consideration. I was very strongly impressed by the remark that Dr. O'Brien made last night. 

Perhaps the best way to tra in people in oceanography is to train them in something else first. 

And in thinking about this I realized that in modern biology many of the advances at the 

present time are being made by people who are doing it the orthodox way at all. For example 

we have in our group segeral physici sts who were t~ained in theoretical ~r experimental 

physic3 and they have ideas that I'm sure conventional biologists would not have. And perhaps 

you're in a position here where it i s neces s~ry that you take people who ar e tra ined in other 
"While 

disciplinP- s and then develop in them a and interest in oceanography./ ·Thes e 

thoughts are not new or particularly valuable , I would like to say fina l l y that personally 

I feel that I have had a very liberal education the l ast t wo days and I want to t hank you 

for helping me to get it. 

~ Are you willing to give us some of your wisdom on this now Dr. Bronk? Ar e there some 

final thought s her e that you would like to leave with us? 

{y,JJ#/ I certainly h~ve no solution. I would i f 1 could but I cannot. There ar e certain 

opportunities that you haven't, you haven't spoken of Johns Hopkins University. I think there 

is much that one can l earn from what has happened to that Institution. 

brief history of it as ~ a noble experiment, and it ceased to be that when it 

proceeded to do what other institutions did, because I assume it i s easier to do what others 

do. Doing what others ao i s t he e[..si est thing to do and thi s I think i s a tragedy of 

American higher education. Institutions feel th~t they must or do by de sire fol l ow a f airly 

standar d pattern. I think that one of the basic diff iculties of higher education, speaking 

as a person who has had no experience in education whatsoever, is that it is assumed that 

a university is a pl a ce where peopl e are t aught. And thi s I think i s basically wrong . It 

seems to me th~t i f one f ollows the high sentiment s th~t Ch .rlee has expressed a 

few moments ago, recognizing universities as homes fo r scholars. And if 

the scholar s , thi s i s an eA'traordinary opportunity in which young men can learn 

not taught, speak~ng in the conventional sense. So a pl ace like the Scripps Institution 
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rich opportunity f or studyin ,~ within the framework of a 12.rge university,_ 

the example of a community of scholars, working on wh~t they want to work on, Coing what they 

wi sh to do, ana receiving young a ssociat es who have the opportunity to lea rn by association 

with these more mature s chola r s , in an atmosphere of freedom. The term freedom has been used 

so much in recent weeks , and months , and year s that I fear it begins to lost its significance. 

I am sometimes afraid that we will forget the power of freedom just a s we speak so much of 

democra cy that f ew people stop to think what democracy means. Both freedom and democra cy are 

words that are strong words that have simple meanings but broad implications. I think that 

freedom is the very basis for all things that have been really significant . in the achievements 

of scholars . We can argue a great deal e s to the relative values of bas ic and epplied research, 

of contract and uncommitted r esearch but thes_e decis ions are ins i gnif icant and mec-, ningless 

if we give to the peopl e who do whatever t ype of work they a re doing the freedom to proceed as 

they themselves think they can best proceed. I r eali ze full well that there come times in all 

r e search when 

unrealistic if we wer e to sit back and say that we will 

never apply s cience to the sati sfaction of specific needs . But even there I think that one 

has the greatest achievemRnt when as I sai d last night, indiviaual s a r e or ganized lOJ only by 

choosing those individual s who wi sh to cio only that which it i s desired to have done. I r eali ze 

that none of u s are completely f r ee ag ent s an ·_ becau se t here i s a growing r estriction on 

freedom of action, I think it i s ve r y essentia l that more institutions , universities to be 

specific, shall do everything within the ir power to pre serve freedom for indiviaua l action, 

freedom for thought, f reedom for NRDRX debate and di s cus sion, with due regar d for the rights 

and opinions of ot hers. I think thi3 i s a subj ect to which we must give much thought in these 

times. I have hear J it sai d over and over again that what thP various s cientific org8ni zations 

of thi s country must do now is to organi ze science more effectively, that we must do thi s ~nd 

we must do that. We mus t have more a ction in all br anche~ . I t hink that mor~ a ction i s 

despern.t ely neededin these ti:n.es . I think what i s necessary to remember i s t hat thou;:-;ht should 

~mEKRii p-r:-e cede a ction, l es s a ction lead to confusion. And this I am ::>.fr ,:d d i s the root of so 

much of the confus ion of national objectives , of our nation3.l strat e6y, of our n .. tional 

This i ~ som9thing that universities and institutions such as thi s especially, whi ch i ~ less 

Pncumber ed by over organization, can contribute to the country s nd its civilizqtion ~t t h~s time. 
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If there was ever a time when we needed thought it i _: cert s.inly now. The more complex the 

i ssues is the great er need for thought , and greater is the need :f'or br<::adth cf underst anding , 

for breadth of tr~ining . Only then do I feel that action will be significant and beneficial . 

So in an i nstitution auch as this I say again I think your graat est contribution to the national 

welf"l.re and to the furtherance of the high/r objectives of civilization is not primarily what 
• to 

you discover , the very best way to can sardines/which we have oft en referred in these two de ys, 

notonly wh&.t we discover wi th regards to salinity o: the sea , movements , currents , an:' W"W 

mountain ranges at the bottom of the sea . T11ese are important &nd the main r eason why they are 

import ant \ s because .. ;e have given g freedom to individuals for intellectual exploration Lnd 

their di scoveries nove more people then we realize. What you really contribute which is most 
of 

important is the example you set nx thought preceding a ction and an example of the power of 

freedom of individual thought and action . 

Mr . Pedfield, do you wi sh to continue at thi s point'? 

I'm sure that various gue st s who have been brought here from other parts of the world 

stand with great humility and just pride before you which I'm sure there will always be expressed 

great appreciation, and I think that in the course of the past 24 hours we have arrived at a 
as 

discovery of oceanogr aphw ug being a very specialized subject. It seems to me that this 

dis cussion has proved just from the first that it ' s a most unspeci&lized subject in which 

disciples of everything from shall I say the fi sheries to philosophy can x join together in 

very genuine and honest discussion. I suspect that the problem before the University of Calif . 

in developing thi s Institution i s partly to keep oceanogr aphy from becoming a specialized 

subject because it shoul d remain a special subject but not a specialized one . I hope the 

pattern of oceanographic t raining and development will not become congealed as it has in 

many of the older disciplines . I think the whole stigmu s of the subj ect is in its, if you will 

excuse the pun, fluid state . By specialization in a subject I am thinking of the lamentable 

state il'l;such honorable di scipline s as chemistry and physics . I speak with feeling because my 

son graduated a year ago with at least minor honors from Harvard University where he has 

specia.li zed in physics . I have no doubt that he obta ined an admirable training in that specialty 

He had a very complete roster of courses in mathematics and the vari ous specialties of physics 

only by the minimum of snap courses in social or liber alizing subjects. Here is 
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a young man who certainly has some prospects for future contricutions . He knew nothin2 about 

the process of physical chemistry to take the saallest step, of biology, of social implications 

of c.11 these thin6 s . And I think that that was unfortunate although perhaps necessary in 

aevelopinJ the s~ecialty of physics to the hiE:,heat in certain directions. I think thrt this 

applies e~ually if not more 30 to the somewhat rrore ancient discipline of chemistry where the 

catalogue of every college repeats almost to exactness the cata~ogue of another college . I 

feel that that is the wrong direction although it is perhaps the direction in which we will 

inevitably go. touch upon the training of gradua~e students snd the 
education 

problems that come in providing the broe.d ~ ano special knowledge . 

Professor Miller in that in his suggestion that to a certain extent it may bP better to carry 

oceanography into the universities rather than carry the universities to the ocean . I have 

thought very seriously about the still more intangible problem that w- hav~ at Woods Hole 

~ in this connection where our university relationships are somewhat less tenuous , where 

we suffer very much from the problem of students for subjects . And I have 

sometimes speculated with the idea of whether oceanography might not actually be setting a 

somewh2..t new pattern in the educational scheme , that perhaps it was a subject which would in 

general force be effectively developed if it became an inter-university discipline rather than 

an intra-university discipline . Whether we should not in the training of the student or the 

scholar in oceanography attempt to a much larger degree than commonly has been in education 

to encourage the migration of students from institution to institution as I understand he.s been 
whether 

much more the practice in European educ8tional systems than in us . I question / every 

oceanogr&pher who pays much efficiency &hould not become versely acquainted with the shores of 

more than one ocean . I question whether most universities, certainly most private universities , 

who are not very happily and specially endowed , could actually afford to set up expensive and 

adequate and broad training programs in oceanography, tut whether it is not necessary for the 

various universities to specialize or limit themselves more or less to certain aspects of t he 

subject but to provide a possible means m for the student to supplement the deficiency of his 

home base by periods of study in other places . Now finally I ' d like to give just a word about 
contemplations? 

my m bedtime .&lllgt&ati:Jms on the auestions which we discussed last night and which I am 

somewh~t uha~py to see have been erased from the board . I ' d like to call again a source 
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of during breakf1:,.E"t with Professor Miller who suggested to me what was perhaps 

obvious but to me an idea which is some"hat unfamiliar, that progress in the phy2ical sciences 

is going to come by the absorption of concepts from biological sciences . You see the biologists 

h&ve been trying juat as hard they could for the last generation at leaat to reduce all biology 

into physics &no. chemistry and mathematics. Th·· t has been the 

and here is a suggestion that we go the other way and somehow apply the special concepts that 

you get from stuciying the complex biological world to the ana.lysis of the physical and chemical 

systems. And that is a perfectly sound one and I found and almost srtw that I had started on 

those steps becau;:ie my approach to oceanography has followed &.n earlier career in physiology , 

an.i to me · in a sense the ocean i s an organism. It has a respir2.tion, a metabolism, it has a 
composition 

heterogeneous w~~wxttxcm, it h~s many of the properties of organisms and I have 0uite 

consiously been working back in that direction althou;;h obviously I have not gotten ve·ry far . 

Now taking that thought, what wer, we talking about last night? It seems to me that ths 

question that w2 were really discussing or should have been discussing was this. Do you have 

in an institution such as this a stable aggregation of individuals each with perhaps a quite 

distinct background in one of the conventional disciplines within the range which we are 

discussin6 , physics and chemistry and so on? Do you have in an institution such as this a 

really stable aggreg~tion which is working in what th 0 ecologists would call a somewhat 

relationship? That I think is the real ouestion . Does such an e.ggregate of talent 

as repre3ented by the present or future staff of the Scri--ps Institution represent some sort of 

a natural community of interest3? It seems to rue that it does and I think that the whole 

question of what the program should be, whether the place is justified or not, merely comes 

down to the question of whether in reality thi s is a mutually stimulating productive and 

coherent group of people . I try to remember the 

morning, because I recall 

you suggested I got off this 

Well that was the point I was trying -to suggest, that this is sort of an organism, that this 

is sort of a niche. It seems to fit together, at least at this stage of human culture in a 

permanent way and that is worth preserving . I think that the example that I dro.w was that if 

we could quite conceive of the Unive~·sity of Calif. as bringing wisdom, concentrating here on 

the shore a group of chemical oceanographers and a group of theologians. Now I don't believe 
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that that would bring forth a stable organization at this particular stage of the development 

of learning that we are talking about. They would no doubt w~lk straight together on Faster 

morning , they might have bull sessions in the evening but I doubt if they would be .-0orking 

together but I think there's no questio1:1 that the mathematicians , the physicists , chemists, 

biologists are working together here. And I don 't think you can say very much more witl'l regard 

to future development but that you should have that in mind that the staff should be supplemented 

in so far as you see opportunity to creat e the stability, the coherence of the group and you 

can't say very much more about that until you begin talking abrut how many thousands of dollars 

·rnd what particular fellow you most need, and all that, and that i s too subtle a subject , too 

delicate of one to discuss in a meeting of this sort. 

µ I selin , do you have anything to add from the xm store of knowledge that you have from 

your Woods.Hole experience and how it developed? 

Well , I have only a few thought s which I'm afraid will bring the discussion to a ver y. much 

lower level. I think first of all it i s f air to say that we have been doing a fairly good job 

in oceanogrdphy, especially here at La Jolla ,otherwise we wouldn't all be here. Our formula , 

I've been told , which is not fixed but has worked more or less, f or the last t en years at least. 

It has bet.,n reasonable in a smal l research organization that about half the time people are 

willing to work f or a living and the other hal r they should be free to do what they want. 

And he find at Woods Hole that the younger people are perfectly happy with this work •• That 

about not day by day or year by year or over the course of the years. But 

about half of the time :tkrl an individual i s wor king on one of these contracts and about half 

of the time he i s doing what ever he want s to do . People differ in this re ~pect. Some people 

prefer to work e,n contract work , others don 't like it. But if we find tfr0 t we can finance the 
effort 

thing on the average about half of our JmXk is on contra ct work and half of our effort is on 

pure science. The other people I think at least feel that this is a bargain even in univer-
~ 

sities , fou 1ve got to do some work, you've got to teach. At Woods Hole w~ have men consciously 

in the business of brib/ing the unive~sities to take in some of our people. We've been in the 

business of bribing the universities to add people to their f aculties that have some understand

ing of oceanography. I think that we 're going to have to go on doing this but possibly as time 

goes on if we do a good job in our rese~rch program we 'll be bribing the universities less and 
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less or shifting universities and bribing other universities . You can't bribe them all but 

you'd be surprised how many universities we are actually bribing at the present time. And 

we lose to considerable degree some of this contract money to bribe the universities to accept 

some lEl of our people and allow them to gi ve a course . We have mi: found it somewhat difficult 

at Wooas Hole I think to find young people capabl e of doing creative r esearch and they simply 

turn up from time to time . The problem is to spot these people and to enable them to grow 

and to dev lop natunally. My successor at Woods Hole, who is a gr eat deal more technical 

scientist than I am, never went to college and we found him struggling in t he days when the 

gover nm "'nt was bribing arti st s . He was doing a mural in a near by post or..:·1-ce. But he is 

a man toctay anu only 12 or 14 years have gone by who i s doing some of the pioneer thinking 

in the problem of th_, circulation of th3 ocean. He is perhaps the most man that we 
formal 

have in the whole institution. His only/education was two years in fruit growing at a small 

agricultu~al college . I think these people, these really good p~ople , will turn up no matter 

what you do and the problem i s to allow them to develop. If one can help them gain a broad 

liberal education, i f one can ar~ang~ f or them to go to good lectures , to read good book~ and 

so on. But it would be very foolish to deliberat ely try to educate them . They ' re much 

smart er than we are . One can't manufacture such peo~le , but if you have the right sort of 

~flypaper they'll come and stay there . And I think the problem is only to try to develop 
that 

the right sort of environment , XHK the great people will come to xx it , and you've done 

a very good job &nd I would continue to concentrate on just that. 

Several of u s who have di scussed thi s meeting this morning at breakfast, had the feeling 

that this D?DEXtXDD( session at any rate should be free from restraints of the u sual sort, that 

we shouldn 1t think of our progr::.m particuh rly in t erms of budg9t , particulCJrly in t erms of 
our clients 
:s:Ei:muof and yet we can't lose sight toclay of the obligation that we have to our country 

that has been pressed upon and we have not heard from Captain Cutler who does represent the 

armed services here and is the director of the NEL and I think it woul, be appropriate to 

hear from him in this context . We are not emphasizin~ , I want you to understand, any 
Roger 

particular client, but m. Davidson +i gures support that 

comes to the Institution from the University, from the State, which comes from other sources , 

:::nd which comes from the Federal Government primarily for national defense . And whether 

we want to or not we can't escape thi s oblig~tion which ws have at the present time i f we 
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are going to survive the way the country survive~ we know we muat a t this time give thought 

to that part of our profession. And certa inly it i s goi ng to have an inf ~uence on the immediat e 

shape of things at the Scr i p1Js Institution and therefore I think it woul::I be appropriat e to 

hear from Capt ~in Cutler. 

Ch-f'~Thank you Mr. Chairman. I thi nk I would like to speak more as a naval officer rather than 

as the director of the Navy El ectronics La bor~tory. I'd just like to remind you that our 

principal purpose in life i s to assure the freedom of the oce&n. So I ce·rt s inly, at least, 

fe el at hoffie in t hi s g&thering . For afte r all we are gathering scholars in many cases 

who a r e trying to find out someth:..ng mor e a bout thP. medium in which we oper at e . I think that 

in i tselr' i s suff icient reason for the Navy I s support of oceanography. A great deal has been 

sai d a~out contract r esearch, I suppose I might represent the sordid s i de o~ the house , but 

I don't regar i it in that light. The main concern of t he contract t ype of r esea.-rch I think 

is the fear that the progr &.m may become one-si ded or unbalanced, or .. e might even introJuce 

that hJ.ru. word of milit rary r egimentation into the picture . I think those who have worked 

with the Navy he.ve very little fear of that. There i s no use asking a man to do a job in which 

he is better qualifi ea than you •are and then telline him how to do it. So that i s not our 

philosophy. Others have been concerned about the effect of the emer gency on the oceanographic 

progr &m. In particular , perhaps , on the scientif ic progr &.m in general. I think from the 

scientific end the most that can be sai d a bout t he effect of t he emergency i s that we have 

a chance to get a little more f inancial suppor t but I want to poi nt out that there i s very 

little you can do a bout the pre3ent emergency in the scient i f ic fi eld because scientific 

r esearch i s of course the melting pot? and chronologi cally i s the f ir~t thing in the process 

which contributes ye,- r:i lat er to the great er ef ::ectiveness of our f i ghting s ervices . So •,re 

have to in t he Navy t ake a r ?. ther long view of scientif i c ef f ort and, we r egr et actually 

very much that ther e i s a contra ction c..nct expansion i n ou~ ·.mpport of the progr am EXb:Jt due 
If 

to the appropri ations . / We t ry t o smooth that out and provide a long r nge 

p~ogram we find it very hard to allow us to our money over a long period . In other 

word3 the money we get thi s year can be spread over at least three years. That helps to 

t c..ke up the slack, or r ather peopl e knm " t he d tuation. It has been sai d that the only 

justifia~le way to control research in Rny way i s to perhaps pick th 0 man who i s int erest ed 

in doing the work that you want done. I think th~t i s pretty much the servi ce::; ' viewpo-l nt 
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although we are pretty hesitant about saying sometimes eYactly what work should be done . I 

think at worst perhaps from your view point our attitude might be summed up something like the 

story of the Scotsman who told his son , I wouldn ' t for a moment suggest that you marry for money 

but I hope that you will always go around with rich girls . We hope that you will go around 

in finding things that are of interest to us . In conclusion I would like to say as an old 

conference sitter after 9 years in Washington that this is one of the most pleasant that I have 

attended . The well known California hospitality h&s certainly lived up to its best reputation . 

Thank you . 

' 
. C 0- "- ' Now we have to come to x with some of these practical problems. that Roger has 

posed . W0 1ve put them in writing here on the board , at least they shouldn ' t be erased yet . 

Before •,;e do that I kno that some of our guests have to leave now and we bid good bye to 

and and thank them for their contributions . Professor 

also if you ' re not leaving, I hope not. Many others have to leave at eleven but ix 

may I in just 30 seconds or so name a few words which it seems to me have come out and then 

prob&bly Mr . Schlieter will speak about one institution of which we hear a great deal which 

is so intimately related with this and which i s university-wide in scope, the Institute of 

G~ophysics . But some of the important things it seems to me that give us background and 

especially the things that have bePn said this morning , that gooo men must be at institutions, 

thE,t stands before all else . We mu st not confuse bigness or physical plant or organization 

or oper~tion mx by conventions and committees and things of that sort with the operations of 

good men . They must be more than a group , they must be a living , organic , dynamic thing . That 

has been quite definitely made clear to us . In dealing with a problem as difficult , as complex , 

as unknown, as unpredictable as the ocean, man must have physical f acilities with which to work . 

Those of us who worked through World War I know how seriously we were handicapped because we 

didn ' t have submarines, we didn ' t have surface ships , we didn 't have the facilities with which 

to do the work . That was one of our greatest handicaps . In terms of the emergency it is often 

said that at the beginning of World War II we had a plentitude of physical principles which 
~ ,,.-r--\ 

were just~ ready for commission, ready for exploitation into xn radar , into sonar in our own 

group here, into the atomic bomb and the proximity and many physicists that I have 

listened to lately regret that we have today quite a re¥erse situation . We had these ideas 

then but we didn 't have the laboratory facilities , we did not have the staff to work on these 
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problems . They say the thing i s turned a round t he other way now and tha.t we hav;e a 

of these physi cal princ~ples and i deas which are ready for expl mitation into at l east military 

application and that we have on the oth~r hand a pl entitude of s t aff and l a boratory equipment 

and so on. Some of t hose t hings we do have now. We have support . The Navy for example is 

willing to support these proj ects to an ext ent whi ch ~ill be determined not by the s ize of 

the appropriations but re,t he r by t he physical facilities and the manpower that we can g,,,t to 

do the job . Cert ainly the wor k k that i s to be done during the emergency must utilize every 

resource that we have and if we can fo rtunatel y f or some time in those problems think more 

of limitetions in t erms of manpower and equipment available rat her t han the noney f or 

pr ovidi n6 those things . At least i n part of our di s cussion today we can be f ree bl of the 

ever troublesome probl em of how ~lli much it i s goi ng to cost . But let u s now turn 

to Dr . Schl ieter who can give us one of the exampl es of an organi zation of a university cmd 

in the remaining time I think we ought to try t o address ourselves t o the pr actical pr obl em 

of any help we can give these good peopl e here in the actua l organi zation , t he ext ens ion of 

the organi zation tha t they have now i n such a way that it will be most f ruit ful. 

I\ ti,; :Li. Mr . Cha irman , Columbus 
(' y--,,'. C 

I s2lin I s remarks a bout hi s so-cP.lled uneducated director reminds 

,yi: me of the story of the educ ::i.t or who toured the south and who had a ver y pleasant st ay . 

He t a l ked at the r ailr oad st ~tion with an ancient darky, a wi se old darky , prior to the 

Civil v:ar days , s l ave days , who numbered 16 known gr andchildr en. He t alked about the problem 

of education as he saw it i n hi s own , in hi s own experi ence . And he wound up 

with thi s r emark 11Without d.n educ1.tion, boy you sure got to use you hef1d n. What seems to me 

a r &ther nice exampl e of the f our - fold i ntegr ation of geophys i cal wor k , right here deals with 

the broad Pacif ic . One of t he great chunks of t he unknown is the meteorolo~ical aspects 

of t he -broad Pa cific . Columbus I sel i n al so ment i oned t he ot her day t he need of 

bet ween the relationshi p bet ween dynamic oceanogr aphy and met eorology . There ' s been a project 

a t t he Insti t ute of Geophysics fo r the last f our year s which has dealt wit h 

of met eorology . There t he f i el d is almost untouched . There 
operations 

i s t he advantage of a great density of observational de.t a which has arisen from NEEE)('TI{tiwn, 

possible through wor k with the Navy and the Army . The amaz i ng amount of met eorolo_;ica l 

evidence . Thi s i s a l so ~ nice broad sea l evel sur f ace and it ' s free from the forces 
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the excelor&tion whi ch compl icat e met 9or ology . So t hi s i s an i :ieal spot f or r --oearch &nd 

basic ffiet eo~ology . Now f rom t hi s research 

Not only th&t but t h-3 bott om conditi ons , thP Jeposi t ionof sedim~nt s , the Pc-tt er :::;on 

ezpedition have been expl:; ined in t erms of t hi s change in t he oceanogr &phic current . 

e~r l i er predicted before Patt erson even began t o ·forry about the chang 0 

in these cores , Patter3on 1 s 

Not only that but there seems to ce a cert ain stabil ityt about t hi s a rranJement . The thing 

seem3 to go b&ck t o pal eo- _ _ tology , the of the I sl ~Jlds ar e still 

exi sting to the nor t h ani south 

This i s rather & clean cut litt le exampl e of t ne cmcxx close tie which e~i st s between all 

the branches of geophysics . Now the purpose of this organi zation , the Institute of Geophysics , 

is to promote the tie , the natural tie , which exi st s bet ween all branches and al o all unit s 

of the university . The Institute of Geophysics l ike Scripps is prim&.rily a research organi

zation . It ' s purpose i s t o pr omote inter est and r esearch i n t he broad f i el ds of geophysics 

an ; c,L ,o the univ~rsity . I mi ght add that thi s bit of r esearch that I ' ve 

just mentioned i s a contract supported research . It was evolved by the r esearch men , 

or i gins t ed by t hem, an::l merel y suppor t ed by t he ONR. And I thinK that i s real l y t he key 

to :;uccess in ONR in contract sup orted research . Those resea·•ches ,L,ich are natura:;_ have 

the enthus i a~,m and the drive of the rec.:earch person . wben you go f irst you get the dr .::w on 

this OHR, you say her e ' s th ~ kind of research we wi sh t o co, ,ill you ~upport it . I think the 

answe r i s almost always yes and you g8t i t "'Uppo:r-t•.:;.i the way t hat you ,-rish it supported . We ' ve 

had very very fine experience in not onl y the Air Force research progr am , but the ONR r-search 

progr am . But to get back to the subj ect the Institute of Geophysi cs h·::,.s this pr imaJ.-y purDose 

of encouraging , promoting and to some def; r ee integr cting r esecrch r esults in the bros.d fie l d 

of geophysic s . It i s a very young infant, it ' s four years old , it has in ~act the sam : i ?. e 

st 3.ff that Scr i pps had c1urin0 the days of f rom 1930 to 1937 . we have a very xmi: 

small st aff of 36 people , mrganized in a sort of a unit bas i s , g five small groups , 

without growin6 p~ ins , we have the natural units of r esearch , a r ~search 

worker with a :sxmxi: small group of gr aduat e , tuctents • The individua l i s really always the 

key to re sear:.:h. Now s ince the most f er tile , the lar g13 st and the most emin°nt rP.search group 

in geophysics in the Univer s ity of Cali f . i s Scr i pps it i s naturai that the chief interest of 
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the Institute of u-:,ophysics is to give such .s.ssist::,_nce so~hat it cen h.x: bring to be::.r uryon 

the work 1...t Scripps • ScriP'JS is the most unit ir\ t.he university in the field of 

geophysics , thP u Institute of Geophysics , in its attempt to cover the broad field at the 

university , tu~ns its eyes mo~t frequently to Scripps and looks in the future to the gre-test 

amount of progress that Scrip~s is making in its fund&'!!BBt~.l approach to geophsics . There 

is no ~horeline in 6eophysics . The oceans nd the land from the point of view of g 0 ophy,ics 
of course 

in e·.ploration are/the same part of the globe. 

Dr. was called to the telephone . I ' ll t~ke over in his absence. I think you 
,. 

have struck a key note in your l ast sentence Louis an_ I would like to hear said in the ne,~t 

half hour or so th~t t~ th~r-, are no bound·.1ries in geophysics , 

shoreline . Actually we have spoken of the unity of the oceans . It is true also ths.t there 

is a unity of science and it is very hard.to find any boundaries and this of course is the 

real meaning of the university . The university and encompasses the universe 

of knowledge . M".ny of the speakers have pointed out how fortunate we ::1.re to be part of the 

university . This was probably one of the main reasons in the back of their mind why they 

said that . The auestion seems to be at the presenti time ss to look at the future and see 
a 

ho,, over 20 or 30 years this Institution can be/more effective and valuable part of the 

university on one hand and on the other how we may take aQvantage of the great meaning of the 

University of California . It ' s certainly a uni~ue institution in the world. The Univ 0 rsity 

of California is often thought of prim:;.rily as th-" biggest university , or one of thP biggest 

universities in the world . This seems to me to be most unfortunate as a.n outstanding 

characteristic of t½e university . Actually that is I think our chief handicap . But we not 

only have handicaps in the university, we also have great values in this university . 

Alfred was saying one night in Washington that California is in some sense a nation 

and this of course is 

We out here think of ourselves _s a nation . in the United States 

have had a continent~l developi~ent which is perhaps one of the main rea0ons for our present 

imperial and ~omPwhat intellectual preeminence among the nations . Likewise in California 

we have in the Unive:sity of California a nation-wide university, a univarsity because of its 

many campuses has incredible scope, ha:,, f~x possibility for fle.d bili ty in 

experimentdtion, for practicing pioneering without taking too great a risk in new kinds of 
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scholcr ,:;hi p and in new ways of applying r eason anG. careful i nquiry into the problems of 

mankind . And it may very well be that here in La Jolla we can do more , I 'm not sure that this 

i s desirable or possi bl e but at l east it ' s worth t alking about , i s we can do more to help the 

University of Cali f ornia to develop ne~ w&ys of applyin~ r eason and i nqui r y to the problems 
inter est ed to hear 

of mankind . I 'm particul arly / whether any of you from t h~ Los Angelea campus of t he univer sity 

feel just this way about it and al so , how you t hink we can go ahead in this direction. 

Perhaps Pr ofessor Miller would care to speak on t his subject . 

?!~ 'Thank you Roger . 

awar e of •La Jolla as the pl ace where sometL~es it is possibl e t o so ano get a in t he 

summertime We have become increasin6ly awar e of 

them . I think it has been shown especially by Loui s uchlicter how valuable this con1act is . 

I think if we will develop naturally we will integr ~tion which mean s that 

p!::,rt of t he f i eld of knowl '3dge and part of t he inst i tution of knowledge will integr at e and 

balance together . I confess I see no probl 0 ms in the way of t he development of Scripps . The 

one problem i s th~ continual one , th~t i s insur in~ the financial means of t he f uture . That 

means that you can develop a progr am with the ~ssur ance of continuity . And that 

the a~set s that you have her e at Scr i pps , an~ the Univer sity of California , and 

all of the universiti2s of the United St ate s , that is all you need . I think you need a small 

and assured , not too small , xmcxx continuous budget, so that you can bring the peopl e thst you 

find here with t he assurance of permanence , assurance of cont i nuity of t he enter prise . That 

seems to me to be the pr actical consi deration . hnd I think that the are here 
shouldn ' t 

and you can ' t f ormulat e tha t , you rumi:Wltt f ormuh.t e that , that will change as the year s go by 

ana the ()iology , and phys i cs , and geophys i cs , and ast ronomy and all of these sciences •,.;ill 

creat e new problems and new lines of x:ldxxk advance . 

Thank you. We h&ven ' t heard from Putnam her e . 

I'm going to speak very oriefly to the poi nt of the future of the campus at La Jolla 

in perhaps the aspect of its relationship to geology . 

encompass the who l e fi el d of the relationships of geology and oceanogr aphy . They are very close 

both sciences are addressed t o one of t he illost uni cue features with which we are confronted 

in science , t hat i s t he earth in it s infinite variet y Heelogy has profited 
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enormously from oceanographic research, after all the sea has a bottom as well ~s a top, the 

bottom is primarily geology. Clearing away the prejudices that have survived from the p~st 

within the last feF centuries have been the result of oceanographic research, in itself would 

be a topic that we could devote at least a day's consideration. But to summarize as briefly 

as possible the field of geology, one of which the main emphasis has been primarily 

you might say the remembrance of things past. We deal primarily with the record 

of events that occurred in former times. If we keep that point of view 

perhaps in ~ind for the main strength of geology it seems to me that here we're confronted 

in the x ocean, or in the ocean we are confronted with the here and now, and one of the chief 

tenets? to which we hold in geology is the presence of past. If the assumption is 

correct it seems to me if we are to read the past we need to know much more about what goes on 

in the world today, and there we are confronted with it outside of these windows. So I could 

give just a small suggestion of what would appeal to me as i field which Scripps Institution 

as it develops more, opportunities it has to develop great strength, is the dynamical 

approach to the physical world. We need to know far more than we know today about the 

of sedimentary rock, what they tell us in the past. 

Geology as it's true of oceanography has a biological as well as a physical side. And it's 

quite interesting to see the way in which geologists circles, will take fossils, 

to them we can all kinds of virtues, or lack of them, say that they reflect temperatures 

or this sort, environment such and such, then on that base we can say that the rocks 

accumulated in such and such a condition because the fossils tell us that it is so. And having 

set up an environment 

So I hope that we can get great strength from the Scripps Institution 

if we can work out this controlled? relationship and we're sure we can learn something of fossil 

something of the rates of change, something of the way in which things tak~ place. That will 

help us greatly in our endeavor to read the story of the past. 

?Dan, I wonder if you have remarks to make pertinent to this association between U.C.L.A. 

and I don't think I have anything to add to what has already been said 

about the broad aspects of oceanography but I would like to make a few rema ks about the 
phases 

problems in marine biology. I believe there are some~ in marine biology which can be 

studied to much greater adv·-,ntages here than on our other campuses. On the other hand there are 
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some phases whi,.ch I believe could be studied t o 6reat er advantage on other campuses, particu

larly Los Angeles , and I see no r eason why we can't develop marine biology on both campuses 

interchanging'3tudent s , anu cooper ~ting a s f ar as possible . We have the same problems with 

other fields on other campuses. Recently our own department has worked up a plan by which 

we exchange not only students but teaching ass i stants with the depattment at B9rkeley because 

they are obviously better than we ar e in some fields ann we think we ar e better than they 

are in other fields , so that we want to 1:,hift our student s back and forth. We have very 

excellent cooperation at present in sending some of our st udents to La Jolla for ichtheology, 

and I don't see why that can't be ext ended to other fields. 

Paul )-- I should like very much to say one thing that does not bear directly on the aue stion 

of oceanography, nevertheless it does bear on the r el ation of La Jolla to the university. I 

was very much struck yester day morning at Roger ' s appeal t:mck that the university is a means 

of preserving the freedom of s cholarship. I like to believe that perhaps he had in the re.ck 

of hi s mind not jus t the univer sity i n the abstract but this particular university and the 

way that it i s organizedpecause we do have in this univer sity a unique or at any r ate- a very 

consi derable measure of f aculty self-government whereby t he f acult y i ~ able to direct to 

a consider able ext ent what it conceives to be the proper conduct of t he university and in 

th~t connection I want very briefly to mention a report that was made by the Academic 6ouncil 

recently to the southern section of the Senat e . For the benefit of those who do not know I 

might say that the Academic Council i s an ix all-univer sity committee, a coordinating 

committee for the purpose of di recting to various st anding committees di scussion of que stions 
all 

that have llmX university bearing . Now t he university at t he pr esent time st ands in :;; ome 

danger I believe of losing that unity which i s implied by the name. In the past the unity 

has been maintai ned to a very cons i derable ext ent through an admi ni strative means. Now it 

appear s as though ther<> will g be a much great er autonomy on t he vsriou .3 campus es . 

it that i s highly desirable because t h9 university hP,S grmm to uch c::.n ext ent 

that to havb compl et e centralization of administration has proven to be aifficult. How then 

mar we retain and maint .lin t his unity we believe i s e"'sential? The r ecommendation ths.t the 

Council made is very simple, namely that each campus should thr ough the committees of the 

academic Senate cooper at e much more closely than it has done in the past, wor kin~· closely 

with the , :i and I wi sh therefor8 to appeal to Scr i pps to help to m'lintain that 
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unity of the uni,e_sity by service on our committees to th 2 gr er test ext ent ~ossible , althouf h 

I realize tha t the dist~nce makes that diff icult. Nevertheless I believe there i s a genuine 

aesire to do that ~nd I believe that the mor e our several campuses can cooper at e at that level 

and in that way, th ,J more certa in w · are of preserving the unity and that freedom of action 

that Roger feferred to. 

, have you anything to add? 

I'm sure that anything of mine will be of a much lower order than has been offer ed by 

t nose who have been speaking so f ~r. I 

have almost become a Calif ornia 

in the Unive~sity of California 

, and I have r egretted someT••hat that 

' s ince th~ depr es sion California has bPcome part of the union. TherP i s wit~in the University 

of California , there are within the Unive-rsity of Calif., a series oi' probl ms that need to 

be solved. I think that many of my colleagues have impart ed th 0 se pr oblems. The proposql that 
autonomy 

I have ma:ae continuously i s .that ther e must be a cons i dera tion of ~ of crganization, but 

I do not conceive of thi s autonomy as necessarily being a geographical one but r ather one 

rel at ed to bodies of knowledge, to ::nen working in various common interest ~. And that of course 
the 

needs to be pointed that our colleagues on t hP La Jolla cHC1pus have~ wonderful opportunity 

to show the university a way in which :Im an organization can build itself around a common body 

of knowledge. It has already b0 en impl ied by any number of speaker s that the search for truth 

i s in effect an analytical experience, 8n/ exper i ence in analysis, and that thi s search i s 

likely to causo segregation of bodies of knowledge , l argel y becau se of the egregation of 

individua l s who are working within thesP var i ous bodi es of knouledge . Oceanogr aphy, 1.mong 

other s such as agriculture and possibly ~uch s engineering i s in effect a synthesi s of all 

knowledge and f or that reason I treasure the work th t is bP::_ng done her0 , th.'.;.t i s b~ing 

contempl~t ed here, because I bel ieve that a grouo Quch a3 the ~roup ct La Jolla , not being 

geogr aphically rel ~t ed to t he other campuses have an o Dpor tunity to work out ~ mechani sm, 

orgb.niza.tion and r el ationship with the rest of t he university which will s erve ~,.s a gui le post 

for those of u s who ar e on the r;,.ajor campu.,es as vell. Th- t engineering t wice in its hi story 

hi::.s m-d e the decision to r emain on a m3. jor campus, t wice, once when the University of Cal i f. 

was founded and it was deciaed to ~erge the College of Calif ornia , a private sectari~n intitu

tion ,with an institutior.. which could have become and .A&M i ns titution of California. . The two 
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merged ana became the University of California , Again, only ',- ithin the h -:: t 8 yes. r s , it was 

o.ecided to est a bli sh engineerin~ on anothPr of the l arger cG.i:!puse s , so that we he.ve thi s one 

exan:.ple of one major body of kno,·ledge b 3ing treat ed on an individuc.l campus. And I thervfore 

look forward to ~-o rkin3 with the group c...t La Jolla and with t h e eever& l groups on th ,,,, several 

c&.111puse s in developing an organizationa l structure Fhich ~iill yield the proi::•er level of autonomy 

' i,;hich ·..1ill r.llo , all of u s to take advantage of the whol9 university as ':? vihr·,ting org2 nism 

a n l c..t the Sallle time to completel y obvia t e a ll of the difficulti-es that arise in workint. within 

a yery l a r ge organi zation in which there i s & tendency for ev ,ryone to think that his business 

is everybody elses bu0iness an j I think that all of thPse comments have bePn 

made, .ome and s ome directly and present group 

t or cons ic:.e r ::- tion by t he group here . 

Th1::..nk you . Perh:.,.ps the person who has ha.c th e lonf'e2t experience in one of the l argest 

councils ',,ho ha!3 not yet been hea r d from, P~ofessor Stallard? of the Berkeley institution , 

which i s cer t a inly our parent. 
1 

'0f" I ' m much amazed by th&t remark. I think most ev rything hrs been extraordin '.:l rily well 

said . I 2hould like to say to the :k youn :er people here th:::.t I think you ' ve beF-n e·.posed to a 

most unusuc:.l conference, especio.lly last ni&-,ht and thi s morning . lhe: of &cRdemic 

philosophy wh.ich were reached that &re r :...rely rea.ched, having ·ufL red through many surrm1er 

sessions , and having had some experience through the year s with the ma~ter-minding th&t goes 

on in the found, tions A.nd the resec.rch councils ,:e nd s o on , I've been gr'"'e tly rie1:;rtened by the 

advice that you have been getting from your older stat -,1::~men . It seems to me there has been t•,lk 

here of 'thE:: universit:, , in the old a nd primitive sense . When you 1r told th t you Ere such or 

should be such, th:. t you fo rm free associations of s cholc.rs , ths t you li r ect yourselves tm-,;ai-•d 

the thinLJ that your minds best bend and in which they best meet nd that you should 

these associ.s tions as you find it .desirable to do so . I rea lly DI have,been moved by 

some of the t nings that have been sciQ here by people who have to administrat ion 

and we professor.., don't ordinarily expect thi s growth in wisdom and in grace. 

I suspect tha t the cri s i s for this Ins titute, if there will be a cri s i s , lies ahead . I think 

tha t your history ha.s been e,,__t r cor dinarily fortunate and your present is extraordinarily 

fortunat e . I wa,J interested that remarks came up concerninG the , ..:hc:.t I should call th -=?. hazards 

in mind reading . !here wasn ' t too much time x spent on that but I think it wa~ a s i 6nificant 
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discussion , that maybe you are better off as lonG as you a-~e ~eople who need to study oceanog

raph~ and spend your lives together, than you will be if you develo~ ~ second and third 

generation of oceanographers who ha~e been raised at your own hands . Now that ' s a problere 
briefly 

which you have before you . Now I would like to bring up/one matter . I ' ve h2en trying to think 

where I might possibly classify myself and I 1ve decided that if I must call myself something 
driving 

I shall call myself a piece of a historic . And what I 'm~ &ti's this , you ' re dealing 

with a major part of a great invention . P..nct you can contribute a lot that is in the unlr..nm-m. 

by developing historial perspectives in this direction . I 'm think especially of some of the 

rem-:;rks that Carl Hubbs m~;de yesterday afternoon . '.Chis ~:ioXKM business of clim.s.te? 

getting a lot of additional knowledge on, especially on the land and this engine? h~s 

sufferPd fairly considerable modifications . We I re becoming more an i more !:l.ware of th"l.t . 

we ' r"' 

When we took this trite to the top of the mesa here we were kicking around iron concretions? 

the.t didn ' t form under any present climatic pattern . The shore distance off to the south 
With 

in lower California you have a manda.tory? ae2ert cct the present time . /Very stable air 

and extremely slight possibilities of ~xeri:pt.xt precipitation . All down through ther~ there 
of was 

is an abundant record/a time , a time,when there :ix no desert there . 

which simply involves clim,itic conditions which do not 

exist there et the present time . This refrigerated was not refrigerated 

some time in the not too distant ps~t or else those gl~cier~ could not have come down the 

slopes to the sea . Now there ' s an awful lot that you~ people on the sea side may 

work out as to differences in sea temperatures and diff erences in oceanic circulation and t his 

was brought sharply to my mind by Hubbs I concern 1-..ith shells as mec.sures of sea 

temper,,tures . So what I think I am trying to say is with your concern and~ capacity 

and preoccupation ~~th experimental work, don ' t forget that you also have a very importsnt 

j ob to do in history . There ' s a physical history 

p&st 1:,nd present involving beyond 

the EqalfXDm!II eAperimental approach . So give a hand to these people who are working on x these 

very significant pro~lem~ of historical physical ch&n6e of the sea . 

I believe we have heard now from the members of the university . We haven ' t much time but 
there are 

I know mu: other 51.1ests here who have words of kE~ that they woulc like to leave with us . 
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.And once more Professor Hutchinson is there anything :ldnQ:: th1c.t you would like to add here? 

• I don ' t think so . 

spot to put me on in this stetge of the proceedings . My apology 

the otµer night for speaking so badly • My apology wou+d hav$ 

been last night and is most certainly now that I have hearc. my seniors in earnest expres s far 

better than I .ever could a great many things. We have been arguing about a ',hole series of 

things that seem to me to be matters of degree essentially . talked as we did last 

night as to whether we ought to discuss physical oceanography or biological oceanography . 

-, I think we came to the conclusion that the two are very close together now and that it is a 
in 

matter of degree completely . 
very much 

I would think that/the development of an ins~itution like this 
·~ 

that it doesn ' t matter/which one you emphasize . what matters most i s the people that you have 

in each of thos fields. And inevitably one field will have in it at tone time men who will 

be much better than in the other field, and then will attract student :,, of high quality from 

all over the country and perhaps from all over the world • .And I wouldn ' t worry if that for 

the moment that were in physical oceanography because I'd be perfectly convinced that in a 

short\.hile the boat would tip the other way and that biological oceanography would have its 

day . It seems to me the important thing would be to capitalize on whatever you have in which

ever field it happens to fall . Let the chips fall where they may . I 'm quite confident 

that the other side of the picture will shortly come as I say to balance the boat . We have 

talked a very~ great deal about pure versus applied research and we ' ve made it abundantly 

clear surely that this is nothing but a graded scale , and it's very hard actually to 

fi4 distinguish between what we call pure and what we call applied research . A person who is 

working on methods of canning salmon might be said to be doing an applied job but if that 

man was the right type of man plenty of pure pieces of science could come out of such an 

applied job. And similarly before the wae I suppose an ichtheologist who happened t o study 

the mechanisms by which fish made noises was certainly called a pure biologist . Now quite 

probably I think he 1a be called an~ applied biologist . No one then can predict gprit RX what 

research is in what we call in an arbitrary fashion pure s~ience what researches will have 

practical applications . I 'm reminded of a story that used to be told in the Medical 

School and I believe it's an -accurate and authentic one . That is Dr . Ross Harrison ' s researches 
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in experimental embryology with arnphibia embryos and l a:· -vae l ead to a ma jor development 

or revolutionary improvement in brain surgery. I don't suppose that anyone in the world 

could have predicted that that would occur. Now do we know it seems to me how science advances 

mo st rapidly, whether it is by concerted effort toward the applied thing or aiming at some 
allowing 

particula r job that needs to be done or whether by the r andom r esultsJthat come by/a free 

ix¢qxm±D inouiring mind to go wher e it want s . That being so, the st ate of the wor L:i being 

what it is today, it seems to me we have to make very special eff orts to provide proper 

pr ovision for the free inquiring mind to go where it want s . To preserve then f or the 

inquisitive mind the chance, the opportunity to think as it want s to let it work in r c:.ndom 

fa shion. If in the se h~rd times the wor l d gets vorse and things look more and more pessimistic 
, 

for us this becomes harder and har der to do. It I s harder for the administrator to pick 

the men who ought to be allowed to have their random thoughts to go wher e they want. It's 

harder to keep those men from being put on applied jobs and the l att er point I think i s 

particularly true because anyone with a proper conscience will inevitably in times of stres s 

f eel that he ought to go towar"' the applied jobs. It seems to me that the job of the 

administrator in keeping some of those people free 

and a llowing them to ao their own work i s & tremendous load. I could close I suppose 
the point with 

emphas i zing/something that W. H. wrote anQ deliver ed I think in 1946 in a Phi Beta 

Kappa oration at Harvard , in which he says , "Pr ofessors back from secret missions r esume their 

proper __ oditions, thought some are ; they might XJdi:: 

they met some big wheels and do not let you forg et it". 

Thank You. I regr et very much that both our conditions 

and this very profitable and pleasant gatheri ng has to terminate very soon in order to 

allow many of you to meet schedules. Before hoger makes the concl uding summary r emc.rks 

there are just t wo parting jots her e l should like to add based on long experience and 

probably have not been emphasi zed as much a s they should. Thi s is a mo st appropriate time 

I think in the development of Scripps Institution in view of the new autonomy which has been 

granted the various units -of the univer sity to which has referred , at least the 

Regents believe they have granted that autonomy. Some of u s are a bit que2tionable about 

that but you I bel i eve have more to say about t he kind of house you shall build here ana on 

the basis of t he experience that we have had at Lo s Aneeles I hope you will put some of these 
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first things first and one thing that I think is extremely importmt and which has been 

demonstrated by the fruitfulness of this conference is the opportunity for communication . 

It seems to have that facility and there are t wo thi ngs especially which I would hope you would 

try to provide . Housing, yourhousing is inade0uat~ as our housing at Lo s Angeles is inadecuate . 
of 

One of the good things that th~y hav 0 at Cal Tech is tkxt means Knl getting together r nd we 

need to promote means of getting together as we have gotten together here. So much good has 

come from it . The other thing whi ch is just as important as th?.t and which I hate to see . 

disipated by other means is leisure . We are tied too much to schedules,~ which 

have too long agendas and here in thi s place of such isolation as you have I hope you will 

preserve th::...t of the ancient tradtion of the university as it is one of the most valuable 

things you. can have to a i d in this matter of communication. Finally the other very practic~l 

thing but an onimous thing in a way, we have seen it at work in this stat e . Some mor ning 

Roger and the rest of you may see on the front page of your morning paper, $3,000 , 000 ap 0 r opri
i s in session 

ated by the state of California , the legi sl ature , to est ablish a college here . That i s ma 

as we know not so much from your plans but from pressure groups of the community who dislike 

miles is it to State, 15 or 18 miles , and you should have the college here . Certainly insist 

on controlling your :l.estiny here as fully as }ffl:SiiPi:11! possible rather than have it det ermined 

by the outside. Many of us have seen growth of dependent e.nd independent p17rts of the 

university established in that way rather than by the normal way of growth. Roger now will 

you emphasize some of these thinr;s in the remaining fev minutes that we hsve here? 

~ert , I wish I could tell you all how the group of us who r emain her? have been in8pired and 

r efr~shed by the eloquent words of the ~i se and great men who honored U 8 by coming here and 

talking and living with us during these last 3 days. 

At the same time we are f illed with humility at the great 

responsibility for a new kind of intellectua l syntnesis and in reality a new kind of moral 

synthesis which : ou have pl aced in our hands . You may be assur 0 d that we will note with care 

and long remember what you have sai d here. We shall attempt to do here ,,,hat we can to ca rry 

your thoughts to action. The main thing i s how to freedom and enthusi~sm an~- above 
in our 

all be :tx at the same time passionate and rational. Passionate/belief in the value of rerson 

in. human affairs an~ rational in our continued exploration not only of the ocean but ~a~ in 
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which this uni::iue cam1u.s can serve the university , the state ;..nd. th'9 n·~tion . I ":,dll not 

attempt to summarize or XJl4 analyze what has been said . That it s~ems to me can only be done 

after we have h~d considerable time to think ovP~ the events of these past three days . It is 

obvious to all of us who live in La Jolla , however , that this conference has far exceeded our 

fondest hopes fo~it . That brings a st&tement of fact that h~s been rep~atedly made to me 

by members of our staff during the last 3 days . I hope that those of you wh8 have come 

from elsewhere do not feel that we have imposed on your time and energy . You will certainly 

not feel so if you know how much your being here has meant and will continue to mean to us . 

I do not believe that this conference should be a unique We are so relGtively 

isol~ted here at La Jolla that we need desperately a continued re-examination of our motives , 

our purposes ano our problems by such statesmen and scientists , and sdiol,n·::- and 

you:r;selves . v:e propose therefore to give some permanence end continuity to this type of 

review of our affairs by establishing an Adviser ' s Council ,which will meet at reguls.r 

but not burden omilay frequent periods . I hope we will be able to persuadP some of you to 

serve on ..;uch a body . Let me close by once again thanking all~ for comin'5 here from 

the bottom of my heart. 

Certainly no more need be said except once more the gratefulness of all of u who have 
and 

come here to witness the Elli hospitality of DJE certainly one of the most 

ch rminG hosts we have ever had the pleasure of meeting . I know that applies to me and I 'm 

sure it appli~s to all the others who are here . 
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